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534620 ADVANCED DRILLING ENGINEERING 
4(4-0-8) ( 1/2557, 2014 
Course Contents 
I. How to Get Drilling Permission (2hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
2. Introduction to Rotary Drilling (4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
3. Well Planning and Proposal (4 hrs) Asso. Prof. KK 
4. Cost Estimation and Control (4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
5. Hole Problems.(3 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
6. Drilling Fluids (5 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
7. Factors Affecting Rate of Penetration (4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
8. Pressure Control (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
9. Pore Pressure and Pressure Gradient (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
10. Blowout Control Procedure and Equipment (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
11. Directional and Slimhole Drilling (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
12. Rotary Bit Design (2 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
13. New Technology Drilling (6 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
Gradin2 
Homework 1= 15%, Quiz I =10 %,Mid - term =25% Asso. Prof. KK 
Homework 11=  20%, Final Exam30% Dr. Akkaphun 
Grading 
Homework 1= 15%, Quiz 1=10 %,Mid - term =25% Asso. Prof. KK 
Homework 11= 20%, Final Exam'3 0% Dr. Akkaphun 
TEXTS 
1. Lecture note and Document on "Petroleum Drilling 
Technology" by Assoc. Prof. Kriangkrai Trisarn 
2. Adam T. Bourgoune Jr., Heith K. Millheim, Martin F. Chenevert, and 
F.S. Young Jr. "Applied Drilling Engineering" 1986, Society of 
Petroleum Engineers, Richarson, TX, USA. 
2.CARL GATLIN,: DRILLING AND WELL COA'fPLETION@1960, 
PRENTIC-HALL, INC., ENGLE WOOD, N.J. 
REFFERENCE 
I. Neal J Adams, Tommie Charrier, Research Associate. "Drilling Engineering A 
Complete Well Planning Appmaeh'@ 1985, Penn Well Publishing Company, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, U.S.A. 
3. J.-P.NGUYEN, DRILLING-OIL AND GAS FIELD DEVELOPMENT 
TECI-LwQUES@1996, 27 RUE GINOUX 75737 PARIS. 
4. SCHIJNGAREON & P. VORABUTH : DRILLING AND DRILLING FLUIDS 
5. Preston L. Moore" DRILLING PRACTICE MANUAL"@  1974 Penn Well 
Publishing Company. Tulsa. Oklahoma, U.S.A. 
6. BAROID MUD TECHNOLOGY HANDBOOK 
7. API SPECIFICATIONS, CODES 
S. Short, J.A..1993. Introduction to Directional and Horizontal Drilling, Penn Well 
Books, Tulsa, Oklahoma USA. 232p 
9. Steve Devereux "Practical Well Planning and Drilling Manual"@  1998 Penn Well 
Publishing Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma, U.S.A. 
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HOW TO GET DRILLING 
PERMISSION 
1. Get Concessions 
2. Explore to find prospects 
3. Exploration Well Proposal, 
Drilling Program. 
4. Land Permission. 
5. EtA approval 
6. Drilling Permission from DMF 
Getting the Well Drilled 
i. The Lease Purchases 
2. Capital to Drill the Well 
3. Sources of Prospects 
Maintain Staff or Sub-Contract 
4. Full-Interest Well 
5.Joint-Operating Agreements 
6. Cash Contribution 
Reduced-Acreage 
7 .Farmouts(Farmor-Farmee) 
8.Carried Interest; an arrangement interest of 
Co-owners 
9.Land and Working Permit, EIA,Well 










Origin of Petroleum 
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Petroleum System 
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Origin 1: Planktoft.. 
Plant Animal 
plankton I 	 plankton 
Co 
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• Most oil and gas starts life as microscopic plants and animals 
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Figure 1.17 Kerogen types Origin and Organic Constiuents 
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Major Types or Oil Trup 
2.2 Oil Industry Functions 
EXPLOTION 
• Oil Industry can be grouped 
UPSTREAM into Upstream and Downstream 




include: AND PRODUCTION 
I Exploration I – 
2.Development Drilling and RUDE OIL 	 I 
Production. 
SPORTATN 
AND 	 I 




•3 Transportation and Storage. DOWNSTREAM 
•4. Refining and Petrochemical. 


















Petroleum arrangement is the legal lool for oil  
company to explore for, and exoit of petroleum. 
Parties: The hos1countiyt4C)and oil company(OC: 
3 basic types 
- Concession 
- Production Sharing Contract (PSC) 
Service Contract (SC) 






(Concsion Syate.n) (Crfractuat Sytenr) 
Secrrce Contract 1ILU411JU$lIm 
(Production Sharing Contract) 
W rn 
Types 	 Concession 
Conceislon 	 E==> 	 A grant of exclusive 
right to explore for and 
develop petroleum 
Production 	 under given area for a 
Sharing Contract 	
specific period of time 
service Contract 
Types of Petroleum Agreements 	 w w 
Types of PeloIeun Ftsca Reines 
F 
I(f(JO 	 I 
4ract 
SEn 	 emecs 
RlskSenwe 
Concessionaire 
operates at sole 
risk and expense. 
Ccctcessioake 



















Andaman 1 3 
Total 65 84 
"Cost recovery 
PSC allows DC to recover its costs and expenses 
from the production, referred to as "Cost Oil' 
•:"ProdLc SpLt 
- 
After the deduction of cost oil. The remaining 
production is shared between I-IC and DC as 
agreed in the contract, referred to as" Profit OiL. 
i.- Profit oil is subject to taxation. 
C5rv4,, BeIns: 
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PSC was originally 
Concession created in 1960's in 
Indonesia. 
Like concession, OC 
Production operates at sole risk 
Sharing Contract 
and expense. 
But .... Ownership of 
service Contract production remains 
with HC. 
MTJA's PSC 
RoYaltY. 	 Cost Recovery 
10% 	 50% 
Profit Share 
Income Tax • 4-- 1rms MTJkC 
- fmt 8yo 	 0% 	 5050 
-nex1!ye10% 
u5oq,,e,5 	 20% 
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Sharing contract Ownership of 
production remains 
with HC. 
Service Contract L_' a:. In return, oc receive, 
the service fee. 
fl1V5dlo 
,'*Possibility of SC I 
Thailand? 
°' Some concessions are 
going to be expired. 
Mature fields, with 
some potential left 
V Fully-equipped facilities 
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the commercial discovery I 	 service rendered, 	 i 
is declared. 	 I 	 not depending on 
the success of the 
discovery. 
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OIL AND GAS LEASES 
-i. The Landowner's (Lessor) Interest 
*Property Lease 
*Royalty (Interest)— 1/8 
2. Lessee Interest 
*Working Interest— 7/8 
3. Overriding Royalty; Sub-Lease 












2. AREA Of CONTRACT OR CONCESSION 
3. EXPLORATION PERMIT TERM 
4. PRODUCTION PERMIT TERM 
S. WORK COMMITMENTS 
6. LAND RELINQUISHMENT 
7. NATIONAL GOODS AND SERVICES 
6. PRODUCTION AND/OR REVENUE 
SHARING TERMS 
HOW TO GET A CONCESSION in 
THAILAND 
Suranaree University of Technology 
By 	 Kriangkrai Trisarn ;1, ^ 
t l 
4/28/2015 
Gettin2 the Well Drilled 
i The Lease Purchases 
2. Capital to Drill the Well 
:. Sources of Prospects 
Maintain Staff or Sub-Contract 
4. Full-Interest Well 
5.Joint-Operating Agreements 
6. Cash Contribution 
Reduced-Acreage 
7. Farrnouts( Farnior-Farmee) 
8.Carried interest; an arrangement interest 
of Co-owners 
Production Sharing Agreements 
• Histoty of 	 Standard Production Sharing Agreement 
Development 
• Typical Teens  
Bis 	 MFEMM f 
Wak  
Tem 




THAILAND III PETROLEUM ACTS 
1. EXPLORATION PERIOD 6 YEARS 
2. PRODUCTION PERIOD 20 YEARS 
3. ROYALTY 5-15% 
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-the ares red drara of rack 5035 beneath Ore oe35ce. 
W 	 oil 
Surface Inspection  
Satellite Imagery 
Infirm type of trap salt moons up through 
the Earth, punching throagh :=7 along the way Oil can come to rest right op  
which makes salt an effecsne trap rock 
dome 
Sa(t Dome Trap 
4/28/20! 
GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION 
1. SOURCE ROCK POTENTIAL 
2. RESERVOIR ROCK POTENTIAL 
3. TRAP POTENTIAL 
4. SEDIMENT BASIN ANALYSIS 
Fauft traps are formed bp ,rmonementotrock 
along a fault line. in some cases, the reseroomr 
rock has mooed opposite a taper of copermeoble 
rock. The impermeable rock than presents 
the ad from escapee. in other cases, the hiatt 
itself can be a very efterofism trap 
-The owow reals Is the ponodwee, rriflbonsefyrers ago, thiS sea plants widasinnats hood, mod, and 
owoopronenswd. Sounen reals rontaws the senate of the hydroea.bac footers a sowaslar Oaase rock. 
.5k. .mee'rser rank Is. layer of peoe.eabioaeellreonl0ry r, sassastlyanrathtare or tlmostare. The nan 
Vads intO the rasoo of the re00000r rack. 
'The seat is  done-draped layer of mrpnemeablo rock, otter, made ofamorte. obese the 	 rock  
that trap the gas aed keetwit hair eneecganaed. Th anattr aloe caUda cap rod,, 
7- 
Structural Traps 
An anticline is an 
example of rocks 
- 	 which were previously 
flat, but have been 
bent into an arch. 
Oil that finds its way 
into a reservoir 
rock that has been 
bent into an arch wilt 
flow to the crest of 
— 	 " - 
	 the arch, and get stuck 
(provided, of course, 
that there is a trap rock 
above the arch to 
J- 	











Prospectingn1Tift11 i ii1i 	 i ou 
Aaft 
Data Acquisition 	 [!7 
• Surface Inspection 
• 
I 




• Satellite Imagery 
• Gravity - Magnetic 
Interpretation 
• Seismic Prospecting 	 [Geophysicist  
Li°_i 
Before you know prospecting, also  
know these twol! 
Gouk.gu! 	 .--- 	 Goo,hjwoint 
WIL 
PETROLEUM EXPLORATION 
1. GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION 
2. GEOPWt'SICAL EXPLORATION 
3. DRILLING 
What they do? 
Geologist- studies the Earth-its history, 
structure, composition, life forms and the 
processes that continue to change it. 
Geophysicist- studies the physics of the Earth, 
especially its electrical, gravitational and 
magnetic fields and propagation of elastic 
(seismic) waves within it. 
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HOW TO GET DRILLING 
PERMISSION 
1. Get Concessions 
2. Explore to find prospects 
3. Exploration Well Proposal, 
Drilling Program. 
4. Land Permission. 
5. EIA approval 
6. Drilling Permission from DMF 
iiilestone.s 2J Jl1 Li 
Industrys 
ruwth 
I Slroi,q gas bunions 
Creite gas oarkt 	 High d.aod 
av .sipoii,e 	 Li.trd oeson 
6. 
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• IDENTIFY PETROLEUM RESERVOIR 
• RESERVOIR BOUNDARY 
• PETROLEUM VOLUMETRIC ESTIMATION 
• BASIN STRUCTURE & SHAPE 
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GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION 
1. IDENTIFY PETROLEUM RESERVOIR 
2. RESERVOIR BOUNDARY 
3. PETROLEUM VOLUMETRIC 
ESTIMATION 
4. BASIN STRUCTURE & SHAPE 
Gravity 
• The oil bearing rocks are 
generally Sedimentary 
rocks. They exert less 
gravitational force than the 
surrounding rocks. The 
profiling of gravitational 
field can be done to 
determine the oil 
formation 
I 	
• 	 '2 
• •.' 
loan: 
00,00? .*00=ft00'*(*00I .0k00& IO0-4#P0h•0000 ,.0.l.390,.= 













Magnetic method involves magnetic 
profiling since the sedimentary rocks 
are non magnetic. The Igneous and 
Metamorphic rocks are magnetic 
In ihi. a plam, or heir pier lion otan the 
rock with a sinail insoiaoerri. called a I rnagneronretor hanging rein the aircraft 
I hote tella help in locate Capt or 
reck niruciuior that may ei,niam oil and 
Seismic Method 
2D urvey survey 
(Seismic surveys are conducted both on land and sea. 
Land surveys require crews to deploy geophories necessary to 
record the data. 
The seismic source is either dynamite, or vibrations created by 
vibroseis trucks. 
For sea seismic survey, air gun in used as a source and geophones a 













11n 30 survey, the source and the receivers are placed 
in a grid-like manner. It is used for characterizing and 
modeling reservoirs, for planning and executing 
enhanced oil-recovering strategies. 
Seismic Interpretatior 
Seismic 	 Traditional 
Interpretation 	 Method 
-- 
2D imaging 	 3D imaging 
4D imaging 
3 D Imaging 	 J 
5....., 	
- 	 \ 
urtiavol Penawn 5$Sflfl5 
• Though expensive, 3D imaging is 
more successful as it 
- Gives a more accurate picture of 
location of reservoir. 
- Allows for the more accurate 
placement of wells to be drilled 
increasing their productivity 
- Can increase the recovery rate of 
productive wells to 40-50 percent, as 
opposed to 25-30 percent with traditional 2-
D exploration techniques 











4 D Imaging 
-Changes in structures and properties of underground formations are 
observed over time. 
-Fourth dimension in 4-D imaging is time, it is also referred to as 4-D 
'time lapse' imaging. 
-Through studying how seismic images change overtime, geologists 
can gain a better understanding of many properties of the rock, 
including underground fluid flow, viscosity, temperature and 
saturation. 
-Using 4-D imaging on a reservoir can increase recovery rates above 
what can be achieved using 2-D or 3-D imaging. 
Decision Making 
—Yes, there is oil 
—No, Slim Chances 
Prospect Proposal 
—OK! there is a "prospect" But 
whether there really are 
hydrocarbons trapped in the 
rock 
Stratigraphy Drilling 
• Stratigraphy involves establishing 
correlations between wells, matching 
fossils, strata, electrical and radioactivity 
data to determine the origin, 
composition, distribution, and succession 
of rock strata 
- Sample logs - Strata, rock hardness 
- DriLLer's Logs - LithoLogicat sequences 
- Radioactive Logs - Origin and composition 
- Electrical logs - Origin and composition 
- Acoustic logs - Porosity of a formation 
Data Synthesis L Poo.iII 






















Drill Site Determination 
Drill Site Determination 
The site of the drill rig is 
Wild Cat Drilling 	 determined based on the 
existing state of knowledge 
of underaround conditions Well Logging 	
and the topography of the 
terrain. 
Core Sampling 
• This is aenerally sited ProspectConfirmation 	
vertica liv above the thickest 
Dart of the stratum thought 
Economic Feasibility 	 o contain hydrocarbons. 
Fig.. 113.Onsinj!i as$neclm WelL 	 Pln,nnOV Onnologennono 
Figew 2 i4Ph.mY &dd,iasia. 
F,ge,n 2.15 Field Dnrdwp.nn.nn Sch.dW, 
Wild Cat Drilling 
Dolt Site Dctcrmingation • To find out whether there really are hydrocarbons trapped in the rock, team 
decides to drill down to that zone. 
Ptiiiog 
.Wild Cat • In first-time drilling little if anything 
about the subsurface geology is known 
with certainty, especially the pressure Well Logging regime. 
Core Sampling • This hi9her degree of uncertainty 
necessitates that the drilling crews be 
Prospect Confinnatian appropriately skilled to deal 
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	 SEISMIC EXPLORATION 
SEISMIC EXPLORATION 
	 SEISMIC EXPLORATION 
























-.-.. 1. FILTER 
2. COMMON DEPTH POINT 
3. CONVOLUTION 
4. DECONVOLUTION 










HOW TO GET DRILLING 
PERMISSION 
1. Get Concessions 
2. Explore to find prospects 
3. Exploration Well Proposal, 
Drilling Program. 
4. Land Permission. 
5. EIA approval 
6. Drilling Permission from DMF 
Getting the Well Drilled 
i. The Lease Purchases 
2. Capital to Drill the Well 
3. Sources of Prospects 
Maintain Staff or Sub-Contract 
4. Full-Interest Well 
5.Joint-Operating Agreements 
6. Cash Contribution 
Reduced-Acreage 
7.Farmouts(Farmor-Farmee) 
8.Carried Interest; an arrangement interest of 
Co-owners 
9.Land and Working Permit, EIA, Well 
Proposal, and Well Program 
Friday 25 July 2014 
HOW TO GET A CONCESSION 












CHAPTER 2. ROTARY DRILLING 
By 
Kriangkrai Trisarn 
CHAPTER II ROTARY DRILLING 
1. Rotary Drilling History 
2. Rig types 
3. Rotary Drilling Rig & 
Accessories. 
4. Derrick Load and Horse Power. 
5. hoisting System & Rotating 
Components 
6. Mud System 
7. Drill Pipe and Components 
8. Bits 











- 2500 sears ap, welk bad been drilled in 
China, Persia, Ejit and Esrupe bs. 
PERCUSSION DRILLING 
.i* 1844, First ROTRV DRILLING urre 
issued by Robert Bearl in I:bud In- using 
nater as the drilling fluid. 
_in 1$60. 1_esehol. French engineer applied 
dianioml huts to drill hard rock in Swiss lps 
lunud construclaun 
111541's ,Catfiji issued a rolling cutter bits in 
L 
-in 1866..S%% rency issued hand-posser rotars 
drilling in 
An 1887. Chap titan covered the use of clay, 
bran, grain. cement and siusslar material to be 
used as drilling fluid in tS.A 
Begiuning onlY" ccsslurv. .taItGnv Lucas 
1s,iss ed the ss hole sur1d how effective RO'L".RV 
l>RlI lI(, si as nilh the discover of Spindeltop 
rwkl in resas. 
Dlh Rui f-h%i 
—----- 
- L0st* 
d pAt 	 i". 
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Oil History — A chronology 
• Oil was first discovered in ancient times, and asphalt was used to caulk the 
seams of ships 
• 1814 First oil well in Caldwell, Ohio discovered oil instead of salt water; 
Darn! 
www.,oghsorg 
• 1829 Oil discovered in Burkesville KY; 50,000 bbls total; they wanted salt 
water - Why? Hint: food 
Mtp//www.fohbc.com/images/American%200iI.pdf 
• 1850 Samuel Kerr distilled oil shale to produce oil 
• 1857 E. L. Drake rireo to drili for industrial oil in Pennsylvania 
• 1866 First "gusher"(a flow of oil) in Texas 
• 1866 PA oil was about $6 a barrel ("$35, 2004; $73, 2010) 
• 1901 Lucas Spindletop "gusher" (a person who gushes) near Beaumont, 











History of Use 
• 1858: first oil drilled in Canada 
• 1859: Edwin Drake! 
• Who is he? 
- He was the first person in the U.S. to drill for oil 
• Where? 
- Titusville, Pennsylvania 
• Initial cost: $20 per barrel, within three years 
dropped to 10 cents 
• Now why do we measure oil in barrels? 
Oil Tidbits: 
• Though barrels are no longer used to ship oil, in 
America they are still the unit of measurement in 
commerce. 
• The size was determined by the practices of 
Pennsylvania oil companies. They shipped oil to 
market by wagon or train in open wine barrels that 
held 48 gallons By the time they reached the 
market only 42 gallons was left because of spillage 











Rotary Drilling History 
• Developed originally in France in the 1860's 
• It did not catch on at first because drilling companies believed petroleum 
only lay in hard formations where cable-tool drilling was the norm. 
• In the 1880's two brothers named Baker gained a reputation for drilling 
successful water wells in the soft formations of the Great Plains in the 
United States. 
• The rig they used was a rotary unit with a fluid circulating system. 
• This system proved equally successful in the soft unconsolidated rocks of 












Rotary Drilling History 
• Spindletop: 
• In 1900 several unsuccessful attempts to drill the great Lucas 
well at Spindletop (near Beaumont, TX) provided the proving 
ground for rotary drilling. 
• Anthony Lucas an Austrian-born Mining Engineer believed 
there was oil under the dome of Spindletop. He set out to 
use rotary drilling to find it. 
• Historians estimate that between 80,000 and 100,000 barrels 
of oil per day gushed from the well in the first nine days. (1 





By 1903 over 
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Rotary Drilling The action of 
rotating the 




the drill string, 
drill bit, and 
annular to 















Historical Background TO DRILLING HIS 	 RY 
= 2500 years ago, wells had been drilled in 
- 	 China. Persia, Egypt and Europe by 
PERCUSSION DRILLING 
- 1W* PERC1SSX) DRiLliNG BY CHINESE 
zz>iu 1844, First ROTARY DRILLE"G were 
issued by Robert Beart in England by using 
it9 C13I.E TIXIL PERCUSSION J)fflJJ\4J water as the drilling fluid. 
-An 1860, Leschol, French engineer applied 
• 191S WORD LBLSTWE11BCAM diamond bits to drill hard rock in Swiss Alps 
TOOL (7S6fi tunnel conslruCtiort 
- 	 O ROT)JYDRI1JJNCi 1850's ,Catlin issued a rolling cutter bits in 
Modification In DrilIin2 U.S.A 
=iu 1866, Sweeney issued hand-power rotary 
drilling in U.S.A 
ItN' 
in 1887. Chapman covered the use of clay, 
bra,,, grain, cement and similar material to be 
used as drilling fluid in U.S.A 
at 	 ts nit wuyxv _->Beginning of 20" century, Aiitonv Lucas 
showed the whole world how effective ROTARY 
DRILLING was with the discover or Spindeltop 
9 IM field in Texas. 
Worldwide Rig Count vs. Crude Oil Price 
1980 - 2O11 
s.ZG 
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Type of Oil and Gas Wells 
Wildcat / Exploration Well. 
• A well drills in the area with little known geological information 
Appraisal I Delineation Well 
• A well drills to investigate the extent of the reservoirs and to 
evaluate potential 
Production I Development Well: 
• A well drills to produce hydrocarbon 
In-filled Well 











• Land Rig 















• Jack-Up Rig 














Rotary Drilling Rig & Components 
i.Derricks, Masts and Substructure 
2.Hoistiflg Equipment 
3.Pipe Handling Equipment 
4.Prime Movers 
5.Power Transmission, BIT 
6. Mud System 
i.lnstruments 
a.WeII Control Equipment 
9.Fishing TOOLS 	 - 
The following considerations may influence rig selection 
I. Mechanical rating and suitability for the job 
2. Capital cost or contractual rate 
3. Mobility 
4. Dependability 
5. Ease of operation 
Quality of supervision and rig personnel, if supplied with rig. 
To chose the best rig for drilling a particular well consider. 
I. Anticipated formation, pressures 
2. Hole and Casing programmes 
3. Preferred drill string size and grade (s) to be used. 
4. Hoisting requirements 
5. Derrick requirements 
6. Hydraulic requirements 
7. Rotary requirements 
8. Auxiliary equipment needed. 
3.4.1 DERRICKS AND MASTS 
Types of derricks and masts: 
1. Conventional or standard type derrick 
2. Portable skid types. "jack knife" -, "full 
view" masts 
3 Mobile - or trailer mounted mast 
4. Dynamic - marine type derricks 
5. Multiple well derricks. 
i.Derricks, Masts and Substructure 
i. I .Convention Rig 
1.2 Standard Derricks, 
Rating 	 6,500-50,000 ft. 
Drawwork 250-4,000 H.P. 
Pump 	 250-4,000 H.P 
Mud Tanks 200-2,000 bbls 















3. Mobile - or trailer 
mounted mast 
Drilling a Well 
• Steps in Drilling a Well 
• Duties of Drilling Engineer 
• Making a Connection 
• Making a Trip 
Rig Selection Criteria 
Derrick Loading 
Definitions (Lesson 213) (separate) 
Copies ofADE# 1. 1, 1.2 and 1.3 
Steps to Drill a Well - cont'd 
1. Complete or obtain seismic, log, 
scouting information or other data. 
2. Lease the land or obtain concession. 
3. Calculate reserves or estimate from best data 
available. 
4. If reserve estimates show payout, 
proceed with well. 
5. Obtain permits from conservation/ 
national authority. 
6. Prepare drilling and completion 
program. 
7. Ask for bids on footage, day work, or 
combination from selected drilling 
contractors based on drilling program. 
8. If necessary, modify program to fit 
selected contractor equipment. 
Steps to Drill a Well - cont'd 
9. Construct road. location/platforms and 	 other 
marine equipment necessary for 	 access to site 
10. Gather all personnel concerned for 
meeting prior to commencing drilling 
(pre-spud meeting) 
11. If necessary, further modify program. 
12. Drill well, 
13. Move off contractor if workover 
unit is 	 to complete the well. 
14. Complete well. 
15. Install surface facilities. 
16. Analysis of operations with 










Field Engineers, Drilling Foremen 
- Well planning prior to SPUD 
3 Monitor drilling operations 
C, After drilling, review drilling results and 
recommend future improvements 
- prepare report. 
General duties. 
What are the well requirements? 
Objectives, safety, cost 
Making 	 Making 
Conne 
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"N' 'ma Lull. 
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Criteria for determining depth limitation 
• Derrick 
• Drawworks 
• Mud Pumps 
• Drillstring 
• Mud System 
• Blowout Preventer 
• Power Plant 
Hoisting Sc Rotating 
Components 
Iloi,g & RO.d 
uistIng 
i1 
•'-/ H \ 
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• FIG 1-1 Simple Pulley System 

















FIG 1-2 Block and Tackle System 
Assuming no friction 
W=4T 	 Tii,(fl+2')w 
LD6T6WI4 	 - t\ 	 n 	 ) 
r=---- 	 _____ 
SWk 
F. 
bob Lood .dob 	
b) F body '05 	 F body d,M 









Power efficiency is 
w 
E = - 	 actual system 
F1n 






• tn-, 	 .S.a.S,. 
E = efficiency = P1,/P1= W/(n F) or F= W/(nE)... (7 
! odd 
— iT 	 eo.. - TOTAL  
t'd 	 =W+F,+F0 
W W 1+E+En'\ 
Fd = W + - + - 
=W( 
 
En n 	 En J 
/ 
fast 	 (lead 
(1.8b) 
Load on Derrick 
(considering friction in sheaves) 
Derrick Load = Hook Load 
+ Fast Line Load 
+ Dead( Line Load 
Fd = W + Ff + 
W w (1+E~En\ 
	
F 4 =W +—+—=I 	 1W 
En 	 Al 	 'o. 	 En 	 / 
E = overall efficiency: 
e.g, if individual sheave efficiency = 0.98 and n = 8, then I = 0.851 
taSa,J_.a.tE.A LrnI.OAO 
---In 
Max. leg load= W(N44N' 
no 	 k - 
= 	 ____ _ 
-- _it!, .--- ____ .- -- 
I, 	 • 	 S 	 flS 	 3.1?. 
r_..(5)w. ......... ........... 
'- 	 — 	 • 
e. b, Ed. I.!. 5* ã0!ob 'I 
,=. 	 •1* 	 Db 
E 1 	 y*0., 	 E1o+41 
1Projectionof 
Drilling Lines 












A rig must hoist a load of 300.000 lbf. The drawworks can 
provide an input power to the block and tackle system as 
high as 500 hp. Eight line are strung between the crown 
block and traveling block. 
(Assume that the rig floor is arranged as shown in Fig. 3.13) 
Calculation: 
I. The static tension in the fast line when upward motion is 
Impending. 
2. The maximum hook horsepower available. 
3. The maximum hoisting speed. 
4. The actual derrick load. 
5. The maximum equivalent derrick load. 
6. The derrick efficiency factor. 
I. The power efficiency for n = 8 is given as 0.841 in 
Table 1.2. The tension in the fast line is given by Eq. 1.7. 
Solution 
F = W = 300,000 = 44,590 lb 
En 0.841*8 
(alternatively, E=O.988 =O.851 ) 
Z. The maximum hook horsepower 	 Solution 
3vailable is 
Solution 






4643ff/niii l9  
(33,000 ft-lbf/min 













iTh.powwofticoecl 1w,, .8o4,v,, 	 0841o,T,,b1o31 no 
lombwo, ho InS 11w ,. goon bY F4. 3.12 
- 	 100203 
2 Th. moxornim hook hossopowo ,vnloblo ix 
P,=E-p, -(0.84lX0O)=42Q3hp 
3 The naximom hoeing .pood I, giom 
ima 	 1430. 
To pull a 90-ft stand Wo.WWrqu,,eMN  
90 ft 
=1.9min 
46 ftlnoin  
4. The actual derrick load is given by 
Eq.1.8b: 
Solution 








5. The maximum equivalent load is 
given by Eq.1.9: 
F.=(!) w=(jJ) *300000 
F1 =45O,OOO lbf 





 F 45Q000 
E6 0.849  
4. The inhaldookkload ,sgivreby Eq. 3.13b 
r, _ç 
06050 
5. Tb,, nommimi nqioxsloitlo.d is glens by Eq. 114 
Ib 
6. Tb,, dnrnok olticienco ihoio 
4 	 3S2.090 ,,, 
F6 430.000 
Rig Power 	 -- 
Mechanical (Power) 
Diesel Electric 	 i 	




.4.2 Derrick Loads 
3.1) 	 p - O.004 P2 
'hose p 
	
vjnd load, lblft 
V = wind velocity, mph 
alculanoo of Derrick Loads 
Fd = 	 W 
3.2) 
F.e Fd = total compressive load on the derrick 
H = number of lines through the travelling bloc 
those supporting W) 
5' = kook load 











inlliog6238fne Mad GoOOo,u 0.919 pin 	 DC 600 
146.35 lba'Ot alookAsscoobl7 23.O®Ibs.. 5" DP: 209OIbtft. 
10 oiliao0, Fiad Dvaootk Drtdt Load 
OLL7IONo 
Ivoaooa DaddaLo.d 500 Lad + }{onk Load + 
ttoy'Fwoeisord 	 1-(0.2936sMo.dGrooat) 
1-(0293600519) = 0.937 
look Load 	 Wt 501og lot 7tkd oWt Toav00iog Bloak 
= (400 14635 6230.600) to 20S9 00.84' 25,000 
= Z06,00 
= 	 = 29,691 lb,.  alt 	 80t2l85 	 Solos 
load Line 	 = 	
= 	
±ff= os,aoo is,.. 
l+o. Doa00FidO Load m 200800 1500)- 29491 
3.4.2 D.rido Lnaa6.s 
(1.01 	 ft0004 ,a 
00000 p. on0010okIbtO 
(SM 	 I 
0010,. 70+ .0000 :0. p2000 0'o I 0*4 00 00 0.0.4. 
.00.0*0 It 00+0 t10o0 .0.0 00.0+0:0 0.0 
0.t 
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2.Ct'ttnpt,nt 00 0+001. 
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IS, ,aooloaoo too-noOn ,fnrk don, fyI. 
Too St i1 P.o. aIr. (90.16 V.0,0 
Rewodopi.dn. 
34,21 - 	 :flIO? 30 




050.0.911 SoldltIpp.:ooad lb. 
0 00901 of STool, look, ol.:oIo+ Ott. 00 
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oo900 
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Oft 	 15 
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Power-System Performance Characteristics 
Are stated in terms of: 
2. Output home power 
2. Torque 
3. Fuel consumption for various engine speeds 
P= o)T=27tN.F.r 
Where, 
P = 	 shaft power (hp) 
speed), rad I,Angular velocity of the shaft engine 
output torque (lb-ft) 
N 	 Rev/rein 
ISO W1 es....,..... 
lug p,osee.r.u.s psi3O.,...s ,h.se,ws =.IIr 0. .15.415 
pa I ..po.ee. us,pa J ISA ,s.ee.ese. lee 	 .gi.. .p..t rir 1. 
— — — 
= 
Q =0.000393W,pH E = 
P = shaft power deeslopod by oegioe, tip 
o= ungulsronlouiiy of the shalt. rod/sois 
= :15/f. whore N is speed or 
roitlutioeslmoiutftipml 
70 ostpst torque. 0- Ibi 
hoot ore,5y uoosisnrd tin the rrigioe. tip 
fuel uonsumpilon. gailnun 
TABLE 1.1 - HEATING VALUE 
OF VARIOUS FUELS 
Fuel Del/oily 	 Hosting Value  
Type (Ibm /el/ 	 m/ 
diesel 72 	 19,000 
gasoline 66 	 20.000 
butane 47 	 21,000 
methane -- 	 24.000 
Example 1.1 A diesel engine gives an output 
torque of 1,740 ft-lbf at an engine speed of 1.200 
rpm. If the fuel consumption rate was 31,5 gal/hr, 
whets the osatput power and overall efficiency of 
the engine? 
Solution: The angular velocity, a,, is given by 
op = 271 (1.200) = 7539.8 rad/min.) 
The power output can be computed using Eq. tl 
7,539.8(t740)ft.1bt'mm 	 - 
PaeT.. (33,Q00ft-fluintbp  
Ibm/gal and the heating value H is 19,000 
gal/br (72 rbm/gai) 	 I  how 
(60 Mmultes; 
w1= 3.78 Ibm/mm. 
The total heat energy consumed by the engine is 
given by Eq. 12 
Efficiency • (Power Out / Power In) 
Qwr11 
3.781bm'rnt (19,000Btw1bm( (779ft-IbIBEO 
33,000 ft.IbL'eowthp 
= 1,695.4 hp. 
Thus, the overall efficiency of the engine at 1,200 
rpm given by Eq. 1.3 is 
£ 	 or 23.4% 
Q 1695.4 	 — 
- 3.78 lbe./mi. 
The total hoot enor cotomnod by the engine is given by Eq. 1.2. 
itlb, rerlt  5003/s 7ttnft'78ftlif any 
Qwj H, 	 33.00oft-W.sie 
= 0.000393W1p1H 
	
- 0.000393 • 31 .57.2 • 19000 	 1695.4 
= 1,695.4 hp. Th tteoversu oOiuieeuy of 
the engine .0 t200 rpm given hy Eq lOis 
- p p975 -0.234.23.4% amoz 
• 0 10914  
r,.n,pueJ 
lJ,,s.l .15.10, eva, .°e° aeq..s( usa e.lblu issue 'rood .4 
COO 'tee sos dd oor.0.pSa ,s..iti pilL ohs lb. 0*, kr.y.osss .sd 
0,. 0,_oIl 05•0, 
:oepea u. v.1 oa,,eerI,05 pa l2.&a OvA - p - 
Solsuer. euro Eq..s,os, .11 	 00o00ft4 ow - 
P - 2or(8004L650):31.100 - 291 .3bp 
v.ae0050 a-p.R /OdWWli (11 'X'2 (59/fe) 
-0291 se/CC. Fuel cvnsiwiptioe -101a' 
• lOtdgal/dus 
5,e..00. 0.1/I SJ.ed rig-'it. 0,. 	 Uo,A Isronewe raq.e5. 
Iv .04,/sd to, h,sho,,m.rwes a,o50,si. .rdIo.As 0pp'o0 
I Ik,1, 3•• (0,, .taai.,d Iv*, i_oep,,s., Iee.0 1.001 l..o .0,0* 
2D,dw,l'uoiIu. ,t.s,Ud 1,4,, flopvss, he isA lv' os a 1.11s 
rn.A9%hsaa.•toe lb. 
Csses.e,weoew*,ss 
S-a =,.sC no owew50tE 
	
,,l0*000s. = .s 	 e 
.,_. 	 5. 
suvaS.aaesa,oase.kys. g(_,, 	 - isS.riete 1w5 	 awe' 
— 
. 	 apt 
su 	 1.. fuao .sL.J 











3.5.5 Block Ii,. o.teeIeetoee Esetaplo 
Ee.esplr3.t 
Ton mile psonreon 
Delee,ninn length ol 501/0  10 be +01. 
Calculnte too miles heticnon cule, 
I/ow much ehoidd the Ion miles change ca Lh. seth/p Sector cbi.togoc? 
Slip the block lies batmrrn +191,09 nob. lnItoe 
Drensok; 420. 
Douse: 30' weth coemlerhalsaco geO0ule 
Drill lice. I 5/9' II'S IWRC 
Trove/tog block: 0 lone. 
Itoh depth 350/9 
mud (Seediest 0.031 psi/S 
Drill pipe: 0'- IO.Olb/SNom ,nn with tsC 50 connections and 
6 319"01) x  3/4' ID 000110606 
Doll oollseo -600'.8".3'.  
WeIght block C hook 20000 IN 
Cauin5.9518"471bs/0-N001Pl!OF 
Calculate: 
1 The derrick loading ( Safety (anIon when drilling 
at 13500 
2 oroscot load or d'snmc load)? 
3 Pipe set beck load 
4 Length of Cut 
Ton milos hatmeati cots 
6 RJ00p ton titles at 3500 
7 Cuing ton tstlee when run matl3500' 
8. How much is the wire line safety factor with the 
casing string ol l3500.Dowo need co take aoy 
9 How much to the dynamic or crown load? 
(09) 	 22 
15-1, zdgob 
IS) 	 • 
t 
1w. 82-aoeeom6i A.ns.4 
1 ink- 3OL.lons-7t6itn (Ow ion, 




e.%. 10.0.0.5 ..100 1,0/019., uh.. . 50.540,4.5004.01.0 eeioee %0005 
1.0.0 F5.0Wtih 951.5 O.,5 e...nwcto..sin 9.0.e '/li°'''i"4 0.0]0. 
200.76 l52 loo m,lcsl0cut 
[UT. 
h-ft 	 r 
UI 
DIC,eo.0 , c cbs 1e'.YII 	 ,ft 	 eel/c 	 lb. 
- 1,50 01 . __U431tt1 
0.756 
SOlel 010 	 in +10.4 0588*9 	 /l 
271147 IN 275320.6 
Hook Load slung Ws/ghtm Mud +Woeglst 
block 	 hook 
- 	 271147+20000 
- 	 29I147lb. 
Safety Factor - 
ltoo0.oad 
Feallitlo poll = Xu.besibneoii&IeeoOmtoe 
Fsetlinepchl = 	 291147/(80.841) 
43273.93 IN 
S.fatv Factor 	 83.52000/43274 	 386 
2. Dva,00e flrr,4ek teadl.in 
Foathiote bed 	 43273.93 1. 
Rook lend 	 • 	 291147 lb. 
Dead line load 	 - 29119' 	 - 36385.32 	 lb. 
Dynamic (Smock 10.4 	 370814 31 lb. 
S. T96-. hs-, 




T . :SSnD'.15519:Is9..0?ttf + 1(289606 
13500 	 SI1196it- 2blo4960.7551 
10641,00 
27357+24815 - 	 52372 on 
7. Cut- 
 e 	 (ou..osu_ ) DoU 'I 
T. 55700000 	
yc 
599 1550eOCOS S 
10000800 	 L69t000 2 
61464-18227  
8. Safety Feetne 7 
Conlog olin mud. 1350/9 e 47 lbs/ft o 07555 60 - 479364.75 IN 
ltlockellis,k 	 20000 lb. 
1100k load 	 49936475 lb. 
499364.7$ 
Imllinoload 	 9-0.841 
74221.07 lbS 
S.F. - 	 800aItiensestgslnrope 	 83.5+2000 
Put line lead 	 74222.87 
2.23 ngToo Low  
Therefore string to 10 line and check SF egaito.-  
Feet lose load with tO line 	 .616-40.1b. 
83.302000 	 2.71 OK 
62650 
Foal Iwo bc4 61649.97 lb. 
I liuok load 49936475 IN 
Dead inc 1.od 	 499964 74 
49936.40 
10 
'Iliac I. D.'..esuuro... sect = 	 610951.20 lbs 
Note API RP 9B stoic that uloocstfcl held opeeooloc. wddicalo 
Iolloocntg doe/ge feoton eafosv 1sc/oinl iltoold be ingoedot 
1006ev IliniliogLato  
(bonsai /loioiog 50005cc 
M4.O.ctmeg+lowering 
Setting o.nlcg to 












The onpohococol odi000cv or tho Ilokogo brlworn thc molop and doom 
13 F-11, on the region of/5% 
fleredom HPO,, iocotpcool 	 0.05 11P00.(lePnt) 
For the ebonoeoatetn 
:3 18) 	 10.?.  
00000 
A/on 	 W 
E.i.002n(2%perl/m) F 
	 - — 







3.19) 	 HP_. 13140lE 
NoW I II? (Dallide) 53000 &Ibeflmie  
E.r.e4ao F3SIUe6a 
Motor Pcmnr2000hp 	 MccooSpeed 1000 rpm 
DOoediaoalm=30l238radius 
Block lbteatecoog 0 
flunk Iced 300.000 lb. (including block 8/ hook 20,000 Ibe) 
Flow hoc coo tho load be pulled 
2 What motor 10 dour gear reIn, 3 mrquttecl' 
3. (low last ooghl the umpo block he ratted. and at what dorm lice 
apced. In thoory' 
4. If the m00000cn low apeed rmonocorrdol ho the maccolaolucct 
4000 5/0110. ohm hod could ho polled at this spood and what 
would ho dcc mocon Ic loom poor motto' 
eIe6needclOE 	 ale, ltPdcon IlPocosor 000 
HP aO.15 oflo3 811 
Il Efttmmty 1.00.10. IF. rt.b of I/n.e orate 
15I.66 ft/min 
I: 11op doom speed 10/Wit, It. the seeS V1 	 . 	 V_no 
V1 	 151.66 X 00 	 0516.6 ft/min 
03* am 
Dom.. 	 • 0.100,03 
Mctoeloflnoongeormuo- nO'I*O,I- 0.13.1 	 0193. lrevfmln 
II Foranasoirly block 
v0. 	 oS/2 flWD oO.0I1 	 2274,868/ms. (theoretical)
Nccwthcocepeed V,VsN 
V.. 2274 Rob 1(* MAR 68100inblhmopcooll 
4) 	 Mnomom recommeedod Iwo speed from horn n0100lurm 0.111, 
Thotolot. V, 4000 .V0 	 L 	 0/mm 
	
N 	 '° 
wovo 
There/me 




W 	 13743 lbs 
	
4000 	
-510v/mm Ac 4000 0/nc/n. down epood 	 1e 
-
15 
C000rcoDtrotcgcaemtoo - 1000 510 
- 211AD010X 
1.4 Rotary System 
MeJo Pont:
Sncrcel 
2. 	 KelIc 
3 	 D- 
5 	 0,111 Plc. 
6. 	 Or,ll Collar 
= Oselsol: 
Supporro the ee0ht of rho drillsrrcrg and Per— lotaticr 
I.e cerlapdumseneok. 
0* nettl, 
St.— or O0ago.al lobe grIpped easdy. 00030. 
Iralrsmorlrn ,hrouefl cello bloflIrO. Kelly saaec cohn 13.010 
precent wear or lb. kelly Thread,.  
3. S/pa: 
During mcI/In up ajoint slipt are used to p--
drIlIstrIng from tiltlrrg In hole. 
4. Reearyoebr.: 
Provide, the power to torn the total/ table 
• Pomen Sub: can be used to connect cas:oc 
S. OttttPlp.: 
Sped/ed by a Outer Diameter 
Weight per  foot 
0) Steal grade 
4) Range Length 
00Dm 	 looalbi00 
	
1 	 18ro22 
	
2 	 271030 
	
3 	 301045 
• TentJ.l.Oiper,sal. A called Soc. 
Male Is called Pin. 
Upe.e.' 	 Thicker portion of the pipe 
• teten,.tocpe.lo FaIre thick. 
• Thoased Type 	 Round, tungeten carbide hard facing. 
6.DrttICwlIe,l 
Thick walled heart steel pipe used to apply weight to the bit. 
• Stwbutce.rsoba Keep drill collar, 0.ntralieed. 





Cmo..leao.ln 	 (ala) 
-ncpu.o 	 II ItS 
ol I'll 

















Sn 	 * 	 /50+ cOmet C't 
Soa sees.., a 'it 055/n Is 
Esoropi. 1.4 4 th-ills/rfrrgls oompos.dof 7.000/n of ; /p,,, 
19.5 -Ibm/ft drlilpspe ood SOOt ft of 8-In. 00 by 2.75-in/V 
doll coltors sIren dr/lungs 9.575-in. hotshot.. Aoasinrtng 
tEa/rh. hO p. ho.v, Ir,ain.........  po,npot./ft. nomb.r 
of ponrp qsol r.go/rad to circulate nrudfront t/re sot/eta 
to the bit ondfrorn the be//ant of fir. hole to the sot/op. 
if the pornp/octonle 0.170 bbl,/-f.. 
Solo/Ion 
For fie/d units a/ feet and barrels, Eq. 113 becomes 
	
td" 	 - 
	 ( d' 
	
) 	 " AT
e
JTh )  " 
W-4 	
66 sal/fr 
And the ..pesdv of ft desfl oioilme 
2 	 bblift 
 
150 otmybee a/ pomp ovots seq000dto uocola/e steno 
mod ho/se 550055 by 
- [0,0I076(7.QOO)._).0o733nOo)iri 
017$16b/4tsl. 




The pomp oyatss reqsssosd to oosrssl,/o mod from to bot/aoo 





1.5 Circesbanng SVSIOS, 
I"  I"  2 	 Mod PIts 
3Mod MOng /, t Eqo
e  
sooten/ 
4 	 Cootattrotaomooal EqospOret/ 
tmserooa/srg P05/lye Olsolaoetoent Potor Pumps, 
OIoo.Colstdero '0001.. 00001, dc/srI Forosard-Ba000oatdl 
Onhr.e-Cclsrdeo - trIple. /00520 001/ 5.0W 40/10gb 
Co/SO 	 Moretsee.st 
Th.tnboso moors/p 0/ 000 0/ImPS are Fcc/ps. 
Adeantaes 
(1/ Oh/I/v tomes. big/Iso/id/on/en//lost 
2) AbilOpto moo, large panic/es 
It) Ease /0 opera/sot and masrr/enanoe 
(4) teiiablli/n tc
,11e510reafld toss races b Lpng t1. 
5. 000snsPoS 
Cttoofr//,sg posttpe me los/ailed ontO, rig. 
OSIr.ilow ponloo So/han 05.4. 
Opa.p.t p00/on 00• IC o..d 















Fig 4.27 lisP clrcLulatiflg systems 
 
ro,sa.rd Stroka Valuer. Oispl.s.d (s/a) d,° I. 
S.ckw.rd Slrek. Oslue,. Wapi.o.d as/a) (d1' - d,5 (4. 
Sac asa(ttleHari 
rutS OOlum. uFo. 2 i.,(a/4) (2l. - 
	
Es 	 (1.10) (eu,n,00rax*i 
Fp= Pump factor or pump displacement 
cycle. 
Mud Pump 
i)Duplex Double Acting Slush Pump 
2)TnpIeN Single Acting Pump 
Q [2 Od  44 4 231 
Q = 0.00679SN(2D2-d2)e 
Horse Power= (Q x P)/(1714 x E) 
Esasepta L3 C.e,w.th.pumpf.orn,(nunlraofb.rr.Sparstmk& 
f.rss dwpf.opuc,haning 6.54.. IIs.r6.2.5440. cud., 18-ic,. ,trok,s 
amda uahu,s.trk.ffld..ay of 90%? 
Sulat(anl 
The pump factor for a dupim pump can be d.t.rmin.d using Eq 
1.101 
Pp x2I.(n/4))2L 5 .L,5 ).Eo 
(elI) (10)) 2(6.5)- (2.5)11. (0.9) 
s1992.210/strok. 








is) Slngla.OStiflq iStluiHo(OnHifln 
(2) 	 TrIpi.oAoth,g 
naua115ibi 
Fp 	 2(e/4)d1,E0 	 (1.11) 
qflawr.ta.Fp.N 
Pumps or. mfrdfor 
1. Hydraulic Powar 
2. Maximum Pressure 
3 	 Maximum Fiowrass 
P. 
- FiaPEsrx. kp 
JSIpd 
0.00679SN(2fl2 -d2)e V. t 
u5 	 3 porspdl.öap ran PlO.,  
$ wok. Hat 55 	 N oaWiSOsOSEoa as,sos 
6l90V5  
C SN(2D2 =.d 2 )e 
(6190X1000) 
OX4O)1((2X7.tY (225))J(0 00) /020 sacks of moW,,.) were needed, they could 0. s/dod at the rote 
42G/100- i/5 iono nook/fly. mio) 
Anu1WH 1,45 fuu p±biuthu :0 	 ICMC0 	 do. xcxJssdOr 
si i{oSirsuu CliP mid c. ulcj uucaxcO 0010 b.xsl .,00r,? 
hi Wias scuba 51, Hula Has 1,,ll55 sd Pam .50w, :um. . pop sm. 15 
d.ou. OnsHu OarS lb . pssus ,4dl. 	 0(310. 	 54 10am' 
SoJaOs,: 












asnt 	 , 
g11 IL  
1.7 Well Control System 
Function: 
Prevents the uncontrolled tow of formation fluids from the 
we loons. 
00k: 
Flow of format,on folds in the presence of drilling fluid 
(blowout). 
Deer 
1. Detect the Kick 
2. Coos the well at the surfsce. 
0. Circulate the well under pressure to remove 
formation fluids and increase density. 
"Move drillstring under ppeoouts. 
5. DIvert flow away from rig personnel and equipment iL. 
K,uL Dcccctiwo Dortog Drclling Oporauwo 
PloP eta ttee: 
a. 	 Pit volume Indicator 
flâsi0torurin tripping) 
OOP (Blowout Pre—ter) 
Multiple BOP'S used in eerier POP Stack 
Rem Prenflt.vs 	 Semi circular openings which 
Pip. Rents 	 match diameter of pope 
Blind Oeme: C1oo4 the hole, no pipe percent. 
Ocean Rams: Blinsijams that shear the pipe. 
Working press: 2000, S, 10000, 15 	 peig. 
Anrtule,Preceete,e (Beg-type): Rubber Ring 











VI FE) I SVSTESI 
BOP (/)!rtsi Out Piirt'intu'y) 
A lingo site ii he IStI) eta mcii 0)411 too, 
to dosed it 
	
drilitit) Cr054- tenon eootpoi 
irntsiuuu.o ftutclo_ fly diiorrrp the vih 
(ionoutty o5nniutuui tetctotuiy eta icuuirllclhu 
4ttk5itflO). Ito uiosiliug crs°WUsttaii) tudolOs._-
eunlOUti of hit tCSCflflU. and procuduree CaiFu 
lien tic tott;iio,li to tiforeute die toud uiessniis: 
Ottirl a ii 	 111, Itlip  cod 
telutli prosra euttititi ut titu fttistulteo 
AppumuietOtO 
High pressure tridnautic system used to dose the SOP 
• Fluid Capacty 40, gOltiOigl 
May. Operating Pfesgtif. 1500.3psig. 
• has g small pump irtdegettdent of rig power. 
Strip Pip. 
Lower pipe With preoentet dosed. Must be .bl.to o.ry 
dcsing pressure using pressure regulating systam. 
Drilling spoof 
Placed betwean rim pneoertens 
1) pnooide space for stripping 
2) fowllne attached to it 
Slit tile. 
condut used to pump into tire .flflulu$. 
choke Line Conduit used to release fluid
Oboortot Un. 
] 	
front the annulut. 
DiAling Spoot. 
Must be large enough to allow next casing to ho put fl 
place artinout rerrrooing the SOP 
Cooing H.ed(grodoe Heed) 
Attached to SOP, welded to the first string of casing 
cemented In the weli 
CofltrolPen.l 
To operate the SOP stack. 55505 
5taPioo Hood 
Seek around tire tally at top Ut SOP sioik, used tot dolIng cnfl ylight 
p.On cock 
Close hr. flow rode kelly 
teinceel Oieo,esst Pien.rttoOe 
Pteoerts flow inside drill string. 
adIsenoblo Oars 
Used during sick circulation, cnnnrolled tom a renor. panel on the rtg 
Sufficient pressurentuslbs talus .g.n.ifheteelltiflltneilioktsothat 
the bottomhote eyesore in rime intl maintained suglrsin dbms. the 
formation pressure. 
Working Press System: 13rJOO.S(in,LXti150(0) psi. 










Drilistem and Its Components 
K0117 COot 
unIv 





The drill string services several general purposes, 
including the following: 
- provide a fluid conduit from thong to the bit 
2 - impart rotary motion to the doll bit 
3 allow weight tobr act on the bit 
4. -  lowrrassdraisethebitinlhewell 
In addiboss, the drill string may servo some of Use 
following specislired services 
1. - provide some stability to the bottom-hole assembly to 
esinjnsioe vibration and bitjamping 
2. - allow formation fluid and pressure testing through the 
doll string 
3 - Permit through-pipe formation evaluation when 
legging tools cannot he run in the open hole 
The BHA may contain the following 
1.- Key seat wipers 
2.- drill collars (several type and sizes) 
3 - stabilizers 
4.- jars - Pumpersub (Jar going doen) 
5.- reamers 
6.- shock subs 
7 - bit, bit sub 
Flu 3.19 Th,te.I Drill flffl.aAunmblv 
-. 
• Common grades of drill pipe with 
yield strength 
- 	 eé,uanThsd 1A,u9tui0. Yan.a. Sneegar 
N5l5.0 • _ M'4$  
?8s080 08OOO 
.151............. J). .... 
t08000 138,580 	 118,800 
P $ 	 838,053 118,500 	 144800 (I3)(1138) (105301 
eThe API recognizes four classes 
of drill pipe 
.,New 
- Premium Class 
Class 2 
,Class 3 
ePipe is rarely considered new 
elf it has been run in the hole, it is 
considered premium class 





0 Drill pipe is usually designed 
with a design factor plus 
overpull 
OA normal design factor is 1.10 or 
lo% 
eOverpull can range from 50,000 
to 100,000 lbs (22,241 - 44,482 
daN) 
Drill String Design 
• Many operators will place 
approximately 6 joints of HWDP on 
top of the drill collars as a 
transition to the drill pipe 
• It may help reduce drill pipe 











eMost of the drill 
 
collars are often '( 	 N 
replaced by hevl- r 
wate drill pipe 
(IIWOP). 
-Helps reduce torque 
and drag by reducing  
siring weight 
'-Fewer drill collar 
connection failures  
Oln directional wells, the pipe 
weight available for bit weight is 






.,.,..i 	 a no.500 (01.500* 	 .51014 Ii. 
\oa.0e1Wlpoo0o oo,e..IM..o.10sa,gOlpoia*o.l6lo 
m....4. I à,ll p.p.dto,.ho Mnns .1014.00.5* 01 100 p.pt no (10 
(np%1000 	 (I ,.a ln0. .ol*p... a 00o o.I 0.00 (01*00.. 
.000.0. 	 ThidS0..50à 
(01010000 	 00050000 	 p10bP*) 
I) 	 0-93 	 35.000(379000) 
	
2 1$ 	 0-73 	 73,000(9)7000) 
	
3 X 
	 X-93 	 95,000(653000) 
	
4 0 
	 0-105 	 103,000(724000) 
	
S. S 	 8-135 	 135,ew(391 000) 
= 
--- 
Drill pip. ..d tOol Jol.l Color Co& ldo.11lk.lto0. 
oflpip000uod.blo to .n.0onI looth ,sogo 
	
Rosgo 	 Lorgth, 	 0(0.1 
8-22 	 (8.49-6.71) 
	
2 	 27-30 	 (3.23-9,14) 
	
3 	 38-40 	 (11,58-12.19- 
*P,amum class assumes 1011 
thor., 80% 000I1lhlClrr050 
temsonong Onto,, tub, and lOot 
rho auction /00.11 lflI090003 
corns, Item lIre 001,10. 10010.1,, 
01 10,, '.be 
C Class 2030 at least 70% of the 
wall thickness remaining with 
the loss on the 00 
CC las, 2 is seldom used for 
drilling except Small rigs with 
limited hook load capability 
CClass 3 is less than 70% wall 
thickness remaining and Is 
considered junk 
Drill pipe is available in several length 
Range Length, ft.(m) 
1 18-22 	 (5.49-6.71) 
2 27-30 	 (3.23-9.14) 
3 38-40 	 (11.58-12.19) 
rho Iu,do u.n buovaorv (00.00 u.)cuOuol ,om Eq 
(110$ 	 OF 63.4 
Wh.,0 	 SF 	 - 	 bov.00y fouio,, d000noioolos. 
MW 	 mud ,oni)i1 lb/f.), 
0.1 	
- 	
0500fhl 0)0 gslloo oloni, lb /g.1,  
TOw oul.bI. ho iunjghl/hoo&(AjiW)soid, thob,ov.me ftor 
- Wnghi (CW)OIOF)el SF) 








0.001.05146.00 .a,#010 10,4*011 
Or 	 . 	 0.07.00 l00 
COO 	 . 	 0.40,.0000 '4s( 
00*00.00417(0.10-It 000.5mu a.. low 0,5(4(5100. 1010,00. *100 
Collar length ('alc,ilaton 
1.005. a.s..a a. n.doSVl.m 
D.o.d Mt W4lOJtO,, 38-tools 
	
8.41010064 	 .6 ibdgS 
056 t/4104D! 04,06... 
Wdflt 53 16./h 
	
0.140500.0., 	 0.83 
". l. . 
5*830 
	









dilfcrnncebntsvoeer dcv calculated lead (P1 and 
mstcimam allowable design tension load (P, 
M.O.P. 
	 a - P 	 /3.26/ 
esign safety factor may be calculated as the 
of the maximum allowable design tension 
Ito the calculated tension 1,,A 
fety Factor (SF) 	 (3.27) 
P 
3. 8.6 Drill Pipe Length Reqairresess. 
Depending upon Lh, dnongo voitocos the length ofdrill pope used for 




Ldpl. 	 5.90M0 r0'.)'(LeoW0/) 
sp. W40rBF 
For a second grade of drill pipe 
P,otiot 	 (OWar)o(4oWar)0.(Le.0W,) 
Ldp2- SF.Wc31 
If more than use sice or grade of drill pipe is lobs used (in. 
Tapered string) then the drill pipe with the lowest load 
cpucitv should be placed immedietelv above the drill collars. 
Tae.aiete Land Safety Facto, 
Pa= 	 PtxO9 
 
Whew 
Pa 	 maximum allowable design tension load, 
lb. 
Pt 	 theoretical tension load from API table, lb. 




A rnroieoom overprcll factor is applied to tension toad. The 
factor was originated to ensure the driller could safe pall a 
certain load on the pipe or the event of sticking. A typical rang 
for the overprcll valise is 50,000.100,000 lb. 
4/28/2015 
[Mimes — 0,40.04. /6. S6 ritaill arc... nec,S Satmul 6,: c,:gh: 
ta,cWn*0000. flint IS/IS enMo) 
toss 	 no lb/pc/I lmkste,rl 
050/40 /6/60210 lam,,  
FOr, 	 air 
- ._IL 




- 581 ft. 
roy factor ofOOI to 0.90 of he connoted btt farce .60014 be teed 
.1 point rernairre or the drill collars 
3.8.5 Drill Pipe Selection - - 
Collapse LIV, 0.052 L • .4.1W 	 Pc (. 	 19 251 
Wine322) P 	 ael collapse pressure, psi 
I. 	 depth of which PC sets, ft. 
W 	 - 	 weight of the drilling flood, lb/gal. 
19.251 	 acoestarrl 
Using the AN tables to calculate allowable collapse pressure 
p 	 (3.23) 
Where 	 SF 
allowable collapse pressure. psi 
P, 	 = 	 theoretical collapse pressure from API table 
(tables for proper class of pipe most be mod, AN 
RP7G) 
The formulas used are in accordance with the AN Bulletin 
P - [(Ldp a Wdp( + (Lhdp s Wlsdp) + (Ldr a Wdc(( BF 
P . submerged load hanging below this seeltuss of drill pipe. 
Ldp - 	 length of drill pipe, ft. 
Lhdp 	 - 	 length of heavyweight droll pipe. It 
Ldc=leegtb of drill collars, ft. 
Wdp. 	 approximate weight per fool of drill pipe assetnbl 
scludes leoljeirtt weight) 
Whdp 	 - 	 weight per foot of heavyweight drill pipe, 
Wdc' 	 weight per font of droll collars in ste 
BF 'buoyancy feeler 
En.repla 3.9 
Give the following data Total Depth: 12.795 It 
UoleDrvrdtoe : in 	 t4olnSiee 99/tar. 
Maearreotovmpsll :0090 lbs. 	 MsdWnglrt: 13 lb/gil 
Drill Collare:7s 2 13116 in., Se,., 49.3 IWO. 
Ileeoy Wnglsi Drill Pipe: 552 It, S m,49.3 lb/ft 
Average stand length 92 It 
DeillPipe l)Sia.,00rniasl Weight- 195lbJ0..Appnox. 
Weiglrt- 20.9 lb/ft.. Grade E, Class 2 
Tooljoirrt -NC5O))If/o 6 us 00,33/4 ID 
Testaite steerrgthstl,StOlbe. 
2)Sie.. Nominal Weight -193lb./tt..Appees. 
Wetghr-2l.91b/O.,GesdeG, New Pipe, 
Tooljoiar-NC5O(X}l),6 000.31/4 ID 
Toeinle Strength 535,030 lb,. 
aarpi. ye 
.;,.n.Mt4In.de. tOMo.rrv Ivisor 
"M  ".7p. 
	 5. 	 6i.aotoW. It h.p/ 
06010011.. iSO111210.50OathS 
Ix.c,05#acouP,. )59215or.occbn 0cna bit tie 
06//tags flin.Nnncc/WeMa-IrSIb:&ooesc,v 
WO tot 16115.00.0. c.L'Im 
000loin - 900/0000 6000.tvabo 
ron,!. r'on6 i/iOta 5. 
1)9 o. i1n.I 0.40-InS /6th, Ape.. 
ooØo-tIcIWe.Ic.sh06 )t.ssPirst 
60l.a -9050 0,6 6.0 on., I,a le 
r.t. entS 559.5005. 
r0 	 sans rare ''0 
C,Ike.. 55ee.. On te, ,It nnx Orate 0,C4. [are 
CAI.e.. Preen. /0 us/ItS 	 OreS 0. on 40/ en. 
6I55n... Ws//ia ores i,.os S 
Ws.gnn, 000./cc Osc 055 
a,,elermsne: 
I. The length of drill collars required and the total air 
weight. 
2. The length of 5 in. Grade E drill pipe that can be 
used. 
3 The length of 5 in. Grade G drill pipe required. 
4. The allowable collapse pressure for the S in Grade 
E drill pipe. 
5. The net collapse pressure for the 5 In. Grade E drill 
pipe 













1. Drill Collar length
13 
SF 	 =1-.-=0.801 
65.5 	 65.5 
0.8015 
ABW 
Drill Collar length 	
COar1XSP)(BPXCWS 
,000bs 	 ft 
l(0.8llXO t015)(lt0b) 
Air weight-734 ft. x 110 lb/ft... 80,740 lbs. 
2. Length of 5 in., 19.5 lb/ft. Approx. WI. 20.9 lb/ft., Grade 






= 	 7.710 ft. 
The air weight of the grade 0 dm11 pipe, bossy weight pipe. 
drill collars. 
= (L 2 s W) + (L xW) + (L, tOW,) 
(7,710 ft. to 20.9 lb./ft) + (352 ft. 549.3 lb/ft.) +(734 ft.  
3, Length of 5 in.. 19.5 lb./ft..Appros. WI. 21.9 lb/ft.. 
Grade G droll pipe 
Ldp2 	 Po898 
SFuR'n3F 
	 W. 
553.8301bsto0,90 	 269.092lbs 
(l.3X21.91b.tft)(O.80l5) - 21.9th 82 
= 21,843-12,287 
= 	 9,556 ft. 
There is erore drill pspr than required Soroaoh 12,795 0.. no final bill 
,nro on conan of tho following 
ITEM 	 LENITI1I BUOYED 
WEIGHT 
Drill ColIsro 	 734 23. 64.713 lbs 
Heavy Weight DnllPipe 	 552 0. 25.812 Ibo 
Grade E Class 2 
Drill Pipe 	 7,7508. 129,153 
IN 





TOTALS 	 12.7956. 282,361 Ib, 
4, Allowablo onilopor powna.e for the 55,, 19.5 IbIft, 
P 	 4760 PSI 
no 	 SF 1.121 
0231 PSI 
5. Net collapse pressure 
PC- 	 L WS .  L 99 ft 413 a,4OPSI 
19.251 	 19.281 
Lmax . 
Tltrerforo 561, drill pipe 6000 tones ootlapoo pre000 rehas toss be 
oncosnlmrrd is drilling to 12.799 ft Prnons6,o,, .lnonld hr bOo, to 
pre0001 dao.ugr 10160 drill pip. he. passing the ririog 60100 




311,540 lb, 0.9 1 
' = 215,678 - U 
P. riO.9 	 553,330lbn0.9 
G .0 
 BawyedRookLoad 	 282,361 
= 1.96 




 n.y 	 79, epo I,nt,.,or ,I, ool,o,n ,y 
0 	 ...4th,.,O.0,r 	 ..,In.ln.,od nb,p..doIndhyIMfOod. 
6l'S.l 	
. 
nodal critical ..,..n... 
lnngthofonnppr. onrhr, 
0 	 - 	 oclado dlnnnrlrr of pipe. orohr, 
on0t'P1230, orIon 
RPM 	 , 258,000 
RPM L 
 pendulum..n.a*..-.,.n.... 




)olJP90 	 330,flOSib/tlD013000.j00 	 'I 
4o0040s,1 	 5510 
114i 00,400=0.19.04 
1p04*0, Otb,4 000.1904 




2 Pendulzm critical speed. 
	
258,000 	 258,000 
	
RPM--
'fl 	 2789 
.0 	 93 
Drill string Stretch 
med effect of string weight and buoyancy. 
5 
 (6 5.44-1.44W,) 
a, 	
9,625to10' 
C, ' 	 stretch, arches 
L 	 - length of suing, feet 
W5 	 . weight of Said, lb/gal 
a of temperOian'e 
el L(7,867 x I0')x(F32) 	 11ill 
stretch, due to lemp000lare 
F 	 . average temperature, degrees F 











51,11 .1,1 .nd treat n,nb,sI afdr,d ,lr,.t ,d.aI,fit*Iu,, 
422I)l 1 
Allowable Toque & Pull onA.PfDril!pipe 
Max. allowable Torquelj,ulI 15 es % Min Yield St 
	
QT- 	 0.096167 * ' 
Wh- 
	
- 	 mu, om,o,iOI vnetd ,imugth aiido,toiieioii(ib-ft) 
Polo, mommi ot jams, 	 - (' i1') " 
	
D 	 - 	 Orlo1ppa.d 
	
Y. 	 Mm, Yield S0aea(pi) 
	
P 	 - 	 blat jeioiilo toad (Ib) 
	
A 	 Cr—, Sari,00,lAooa (1a2) 
Torsion 
The torsion strength of drill pipe becomes critical 
when drilling deviated holes, deep holes, reaming, or 
when pipe is stuck The aunoelrooqaoopptnodio the pipe dormg 
drittmu, d,tikuti i. amour, hoi mov ho ,ppaovmaiod by the (olloroiog 
HP, 5250 
	
T = 	 ppj 
Where 
	
T 	 torque delivered to drill pipe, ft/lb 
	
HI' 	 . 	 horsepower used to produce rotation 
pipe 
	
RPM 	 - 	 revolutions per minute 
	
StiO 	 - 	 a constant 
OThe equation for calculating the 
maximum allowable torque 
based on tension is as follows 
I 1)%l67J 'f1  , - 
9121 D, j' 	 English 
0 Q, fI1536ro10"Jjo 	 SIXiTO] SI 
Drill StrinDpsign rm. 
r11fl 	 1I'li. 
LIIIILM 4 
SliiI ,io, uo,l or,m'rm,rhroi 
	















Soft Formation: Googing-Scraping 
- Most Aggmssive Coning Action 
- Typically high ROP applications 
Cord Formation Chipping-Couching 
Most Ooi-oblp rotting Action 
- Typically low ROP applications 
4/28/2015 
fjvjJ Drill bits come in a wide variety of types Roller cone bits 
Steel tooth 
-Tungsten carbide insert (TCI) 
,Drag bits 
PDC or polycrystalline diamond compact 
-Natural or synthetic diamond (TSP) 
,Original rotary bits were drag bits 
often call fishtail bits 
-They looked similar to a fish tail 



























AS diilliiig file 





i 	 .Hughes introduced 
the Chert Win 




lo To improve the bit 
life in soft 
formations, a seal 
was added to the 
bearing 
,Kept mud out otthe 
bearing until the seal 
failed 
,Then bit life was 
longer 
!ll1fts 
-In the late 19505 
Smith developed the - 
TC-6 bit with longer 
inserts for drilling 
softer formations 
,-'ituth insert bits, the 
cutting structure 
could far outlast the 
bearings as proved in 
air drilling operations 
4/28/2015 
Gouging-Scraping Example Gouging-Scraping 
aLlke.....using a aJov& In the garden 
Chipping-Crushing Example 
Li 17   
- ----- 
Chipping-Crushing 
aLike ..... using a hammer and chisel 
PDC Mechanics 
PDC Bits drill by shearing - 
the rock 
Rocks typically fracture 
more easily with she - - - - - 
loading (less energy, -n__n 
WOB) 	 Polycrystalline 




Had roller bearings 
in the cones 
No seal in the 
bearings and used 
mud as lubricant 
,Solids in the mud 
caused rapid ' bearing tailore 
 
.Most bearings 













a Friction bearing 
-Because the insert cutting structure 
lasted much longer, they had to come 
Lip with a bearing that would last 
much longer 
.The friction bearing was developed 
V'dth the friction bearing, bit life was 




- 	 Drill Bits 
- Iurgsien canine asserts —1e:55 iseeneilt sizes anti 
tinatsec crapanwnq cpcn The type at tonnetson th.v dna 
1 
— — Drill Bits 
eThe POC cutter 
drills by 
I shearing action 
a The POC is self 
sharpening 
because the 
- 	 - - 
	
tungsten wears 
faster than the 
diamond 
Drilling Bits 
a Steel body bits 
,The booty is made 
from a machined 2 
piece of sir-ni 
,In this 5,1. the POC 
oilier is attached to 
at ngsten  stud and 5,  
pressed into the 
body similar to an 
insert bit 
• For diamond or 
TSP bits,1 	 5'5*Vt 
would beaflat 
profile and 2, 3 	 4 £ 















1rill pipe's eight21 lb/ft 




















• Anticipate drilling operating Problems. 
• identify parameters effecting rate of progress. 
• Edentifv ZOUCS of potential well control problems. 




Solution to constraints 
4/28/20 
PLANNING 
Proper planning is key to 
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Engineers, geologists, geophysicists, 
accountants and other corporate 
professionals. This integration of professiona 










The drilling engineer must work with 
the geologist to 
1.Develop an understanding of the 
expected drilling geology 
2. Define fault block structures (for 
Offset Well Selection) 
3. Identify geological anomalies 
As d'ütlii'd, a major respoiisibi1ifThë, 
is to establish the 
objectives of the well. With respect to this 
responsibility, the 
Drilling Engineer must obtain a 
Geologic Prognosis similar to the one 
illustrated as Fig. 11.1. It is imperative 
that the prognosis be obtained and is 
normally provided on request from the 











'T'he task of generiffi and developing a prospect is mainly the 
responsibility of the geologists, geophysicist and reservoir engineers. 
-Geologists + Geophysicist + Engineers 
-GEOLOGIC CROSS SECTION 
• L1THOLOGIC COLUMN 
FAULTS 
:IDENTIFY STRUCTURAL MAP 
 GEOLOGICAL ANOMALIES 
• PORE PRESSURE GRADIENT 
FRACTURE GRADIENT 
PLANNING 
1 .PROSPECT DEVELOPMENT 
>Some information is always available 
Geologic prognosis 
The geologic prognosis contains 
information about the formation to be 
drilled 
It should define the objectives of the well 
It should indicate the types of logs 
required and whether cores and drill 









4/29/20 1 5 
Estimated Formation Tops 
>Estimated Elevation, KB 2.857 871m 
>Top Wichita-Albany Anhydrite 2950' 899m 
>Top Wolfcamp Dolomite 4150' 1.265 
>Top Possible Lost Circulation 4.300' 1.311 
>Top Douglas Sands 7100' 2.164 
>Top Granite Wash 9.950' 3.033 
>Top 13 Finger Lime 10,910' 3.325 
>Top Morrow Formation 11,100 3.383 
>Top Morrow Sand 11,165' 3,408 
£ £2 oipect e -m.tkrn aiid 	 LiipmàI 
Uh.e task 0f gcriratrng arid dcr'copiuig a p.api is iisaiait'.- *Ic 
rcsp.iaibiIit rif 
 
ah= 	 VDeriplxysv_.sf arid ,se1c,ir rigtrs. 
C iIci*i -$- 4 cop t.yicist -f- £ r.gk ,)ce ra 
E:-C31  ILC>413 I C 	 CSS 
fi.. IrI4L.€c1C CLLI 
t U L.Th 
PICESSUNUE 
SFI LJC1LI L. %II 
1DENTIF 	 % 	 %1% I I ES 
r.r 
I 	 E C R. II E 
i., 	 faltitiri 
1111M rigiria - uajXcd upon to dcz-i.c a plan for driIii.ia a 
• picail gs'.rii o.nly nn.riimul darn. Ihn noogicaL depnrtriterit usuaji 
iu,pIica a I<mOws-Oax and tha dcpth of the objecti"e fcirrnations. Bnfcn 
baq*rLsvicLa additiarial i.rifb..uat jOni .uust be obtained fbi s in. fc,rrmitw 
.c,men pti uit.- F.-um offset wells. 
BJI ECt'IttS numnb4cir arid upa. jet sizes. totage wid drilL rate pn 
bit bit weight arid roan speed. p..np data.. m...d 	 perries. ci 
CSI'I SLZE Jk DPr1I: inehndc' hole problem. kist cñ-etilutna 
-.orics. alu.o.unal 	 sore Zoties. Ct. 
.Tt.I) 	 üieiw$cs liahcOmgW. mud and fbrmauiox. parameters. dri 
bit tiata. nk-illm rate. d.illirig mud gases. en. 
.1CLl51C LcS: go-co tpcs f liTholog. pore pressure predzccioj 
arid potential paz.- conic. et. 
ØIIL.LSIENC IS type arid prr.pen-ties cif fluids. pore a.and fnnacic 
pressure. Ct 
%1L13 	 C(ttI 	 %'%J .ECln mud properties arid hole problem- "MO 
 I L.IC rz NIF 
EfI_E 
IR.1LI_ Ii 	 ECtDS 










Common types of data used by the drilling engiri 
amaassmcdiows: 
4/28/2015 
though wildcats are currently being drilled, seismic data, as a minimum, should 
be available for pore pressure estimation. 
Common types of dat-.4sed 	 the drU1jp ennecr a as follows: 
• bit records 	 . 	 ata Lollection 
- mud records 
• mud logging records 
• IADC drilling reports 
: e 
	 DATA SOURCES 
• production history 
• seismic studies 
• well surveys 
• geological contours 
• databases or service company files 
Each type of record contains valuable data that may not be available with other 
records. For example, log headers and seismic work are useful, particularly if 
these data are the only reference sources for the well. 
Many sources of data exist in the industry. Unfortunately, some operators 
falsely consider the records confidential, when in fact the important information 
such as well testing and production data becomes public domain a short time 
after the well is completed. The drilling engineer often must assume the role of 
"detective" to define and locate the required data. 
Sources of data include bit manufacturers and mud companies who reg-
ularly record pertinent relative information on well recaps. Bit and mud corn- 
* mud records 	 2. Data Coiiectu. 
* mud logging records 
* IADC drilling reports 
* scout tickets 
* log headers 
* production history 
* seismic studies 
* well surveys 
* geological contours 












a Possible Producing Zones: 
> Douglas Sand 	 7.100-7,200' 	 2,164-2.194m 













)Upper Morrow Sand 11.165' 	 3,403m 
PLANNING 
• Geologic map 
Provides 
information on 
offset wells that 
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• a Geologic maps 
>Geologic cross 
section and 








eControl  wells 
Control wells should be geologically 
similar to the well being planned 
a Open hole logs 
>lnformation on formation types 
-Caliper log can indicate hole stability 















-Time to drill 
-Number of bits 
-Types of bits 
- Hydraulics 
PLANNING - 
I. _L- L!Ir.c - — 	 - 
- - --J- — - .-
-- - ---I• 
• -w• 







Drilling mud recap and proposal 
frRecommended mud program 
frinformation on offset wells 




















When available, daily drilling 
reports are the most valuable 
information 
They give detailed drilling information 
including an hourly breakdown 
They may also give descriptions of 
the drilling problems 
r 
II 	 I1I! 	 I I '3R 
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PLANNING 
-:iii:- Has WORk DRTCRIFTK)W 
it,'. cRO'.t.iv€Y AND tic cow'. 
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II 1112 DRILL WITh DOWIHOtL MOTOR PROM ZW T023r47'IIil 
31314 Ill WORK ON PVMVS 
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Data Acquisition 
[
de,11ngineer afleci upon to derive a plan for drilling a prospect is typically given 
 minimal data The geological department usually supplies a location and the 
of the objective formations Before beginning additional information must he 
obtained. This information comes pnmaiily horn offset wells 
RECORDS number and type, jet sizes, footage and drill rule per bit, bit 
weight and rotary speed, pump data, mud properties, Cf 
CASIND SIZE At I)EP'IlI includes hole problem, lost circulation z]uies. 
abnormal pressure zones, at 
MUD LOGSt includes lithology, mud and formation parameters, drill bit data, 
drilling rate, drilling mud gases, et 
ELECTRIC LOGC given types of lithology, pore pressure prediction, and 
potential pay zone, at 
DRJLLSTEM TEST: type and properties of fluids, pore and formation 
pressure, Cf 




















IADC (International Association of 
Drilling Contractors) 








a Once all the information is 
collected, it is the drilling 
engineers responsibility to 
develop a drilling plan 
a improvements in drilling 
practices are always possible 
and expected in an area 
PLANNING 
a Local problems and drilling 
conditions must be analyzed 
with respect to a broad, ever 
changing expertise in order to 
develop the best possible drilling 
program 
PLANNING 
aAttack general practices in view 
of new technology 
aFor real savings, attack the 
hazards 
Attack the abnormal pressure 
problems. the deviation, the lost 
circulation, or the pipe sticking 
problems 
Be a skeptic 
,It is our responsibility as drilling 
engineers to question drilling 
practices which are inconsistent w 
sound judgment or other experien 
in similar areas 
.-Can the well be drilled more 














I•Support conclusions and 
recommendations with data, 
analysis, and calculations 
• FoIlow up and honestly evaluate 
your efforts 
-Report success and failures alike 
Don't place blame: find solutions 
The "Technical Limit" ("Drilling 
the Limits") is defined as the 
best possible well construction 
performance for a given set of 
design parameters 
-The technical limit is a well design 
process by which drilling and 
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II I_4I •__. - 
Normal Pressure Grath-, 
West Texas: 0.433 psi/ft 
Gulf Coast: 0.465 psi/ft 
/ 	 I Abnormal 
Pressure 
Gradients 
Pore Pressure, psig 
• I 
0,465 psifft --1- 9.0 IbIgal 
5.000 
Normal 0 10,000 
Abormal 
15,000 
811121314 	 15 	 16 
Pore Pressure Equivalent, lbIgal 
Density of mud required to control this pore pressure 
Predicting - 
MOW 	 Formation 
Pressures  
pg-sn ftdictilm MstbMs 







3 	 —.--. Odlid. i A..SI PN.sn 
kya 42 3N.g-FP 	 — aII.,N. 
— 
-- - • 
s;i:::iji  
14.000 ft 	 MATFUX 
S=P+a 
overburden 	 pore 	 matrix 
stress 	 pressure + stress 
(psi) 	 (psi) 	 (psi) 
*2. Artesian System 
*3 Faults 
*4 Salt Beds 
*5. Salt Domes 











at A sealen zone 
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Prediction of 
Abnormal Pore Pressure 
Resistivity of Shale 
Temperature in the Return Mud 
Drilling Rate Increase 
- Exponent 
- Sonic Travel Time 










Abnormal pressure 	 Corpacton 
Lq parameters 
drilling r4e 
- 	 'titI pI.rcrt 
x - -- 
xc 	 x1 
LcOI X 
Interval Travel Time, p.sec per ft 
Ben Eaton 
also found a way to determine pore pressure 
from interval travel times. 
Example: 
In a Gulf Coast well, the speed of sound is lO,Lu 
ft/sec at a depth of 13.500 ft. The normal speed 
of sound at this depth, based on extrapolated 
trends, would be 12,000 ftisec. What is the pore 
pressure at this depth? 
Assume: SID = 1.0 psi/ft 
Ben Eaton 
From Bert Eaton, 




D D D 	 t 
=1-0-[1.0-0.44651(101000  )3 t, 12,000 
=06904psiJft 	 (Atul 
of Fracture Gradients 
Matthews & Kelly 
- .Jtn of Results 
Experimental Frac. Grad Determination 
Leak-off Tests 
Pore pressure determination 
Fracture gradient determination 
















aID = 0.522 psi/ft 
brmation Pressure and Matrix Str 
1. Pore pressure, psi/ft , at 14,000. 
2. Pore pressure, psi, at 14.000 ft 
3. Matrix stress, psi/ft 
4. Matrix stress. psi  
Formation Pressure and MatrITss 
L)ep(h= 	
-.1
akulations: Pore Pressure = 	 IbIgal equivalent 
Overburden stress = 	 psiflt 
1. Pore pressure gradient 
= 0.433 psi/ft * 9.2/8.33 = 0.052 * 9.2 
= 0.478 psi/ft 
2. Pore pressure at 14,000 ft 
= 0.478 psi/ft * 14,000 ft 
= 6,692 psig 
4/2i2() 
01 k-off tests represeill 
erimental approach to !u,• 
client determination. Below are listed 
Liiusecitbree approaches to 











TFracture Gradient Determination 
ju 
p 	
— 	 x stress coefflcien 	 ihere S = overburden stress, 
	
= ye cal matrix stress, P 	 fl'5 ratio 




roionuu e goud(ft f din 	 eniboden llnote 
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roOt p105000. (III 
It 00050*1% toots gn.d.eto (S.) 4 I pth Is anunond. 14 4 I 
lilt Ik0titt let I( 42 
(lot. pniorntIttn coil be usnd ii getpbn.iI (auto (011 pInk 
4 I. told the oohnne oath lb. en..) nought .e0000d to bsIt 
oottn With (.toIo( toe. .110,4101 the to,.n.floii (enoisilt .odic.o 
atiIttJcl000rtillt (tIn (iota Ito, point to the toinboant ood 
a.o.bloo, 1.1.5 (be (Ioi(to0 nod net.1ttt lot.. the 00dm0 PInto do 
ate the fracture gradient in units of 
each of the above three methods. 
e the results in tabular form, showing 
in units of lb/gal and also in pstft 
I Examole - Hubbert and Willis 










Fracture Gradient  
KcrP 
F= +- 
ii 	 J 
where K = matrix stress coefficien 
rçI matrix stress, psi 
F=1S*l I 
D)1 —y) D 
where S overburden stress, psi 
Pocons ratio 
ate the fracture gradient in units of lb/gal - 
each of the above three methods. 
e the results in tabular form, 
in units of Ibigal and also inp 
oc4 	 Thny EnI 	 nthdl.p In W In t1W 11 
,J Itt TItj o,t,bw*fl pwtn.n. Ipfl,t 
.1.1 WllIa .nEld In . 
uutJIJutL(J1IU11111O I 	 Z Z 







ft.fl fifllltllfi. fit 
In -ltfl a,g,n.t(J.4 I 	 Eq. 4 
!.. 	 I It 	 Z 
nd likIfibI En Eq I 2 
Thlln ç.flttdttnl 	 In tnl 	 pEn nm. 	 a 
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Fmin = 15.83 Ib/ 
1( P 
F =1+ 
- 0.8675 psi/ft 









Example - - 	
.. 
Matthews and '"\ 	 ..-4.• 
Kelly 
----'-____ 
(v) Find 	 from the 
'plot on the right, for  
D-=5449ft 
Forsoufh lexas 
Gulf Coast well, ' 
K, 	 0.685 
 
Example - Matthews and Kelly 
(v) Now cokuI2t F: 
P.  
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Lately. Eaton *s*pvdcd the concepts presented by 
introduce Po*ioO*t0 
ratio into the repression tue the Irseture pressure p5541CM 
(4.7) 
Where: 
P 	 weibore p7505*4CC. p5* 
0 	 depth. it 
5 a overburden stte.ss, P11
- Poivvon's ratio 
F 	 frno**trC g,uoiefl*. pbo(t 
Eaton assumed that both ,*verburdtfl $1750$ 
and Pco*55005 raise were variable 
oith depth- 1hm scionS 6e1*5 fracwro data and lop.dnvcd values. be prepared 
grph. iIlu"ivit'vS these v4abt0$ (Figs. 4-4 and 4-4). Uweg a suitable choice 
for *i0h variable, the netilograph prepared by baton at aS. (Pig. 4-6) con be 
a-cd 401 ftl*lIitiOtO a (Canopy gradient. 
A graphical presentation (or the Eaton sppro*h provides a quick ot00**n. 










the formation to the co,tdl000S of matrix stress if the formation were corn 
normally. n.e authors believed that the conditions necessary for fraco.sri 
formation would then be similar to those for the normally compacted font 
The stress coefficient vs depth 
is 
presented to hig. 4-2. M*ttthc 
K 1 beljeved that the coefficient would vary with dtfferent geologitol M 
..73* WIZCFSIUro for calculating fracture gradients using he Matthew. 
as fc4lowyr 
I Obtain formation fluid pressure. P. This can be measured by Sri 
tests, kick data. logs. or another satisfactory method. 
2. Obtain the matrec stress by using Eq. 4.1xnd assuming a grad 
1.0 siitt foe tise overpottlenl 
* (ii) Next, calculate the matrix stress. 
3. Determine the depth. D,. for which the nt-sins strettt. 4*. would 
normal value. Assume that the overburden pressure is I.e psi/ft 
this it follows that: 
15.335 O - 
from which the value of 0, can be found. 
4. Ocr the value of D and apply it to Pig. 4.2 to obtain the corrcitp. 
value of K,. 
5. Using the values of 0, ti, P and K4. calculate the value of the 1' 
*t;,..., yr 
(ii) Next, calculate the matrix stress. 
+ Cr 1S=  overburden, psi 
0* 	 S - P 
= 1.00 * D - 0.735 * D 1P .-  pore pressure, psi l 
= 0.265 * tD = depth, ft 
= 0.265 * 11,000 
a= 2,915 psi 
Exxxsp1. 4.1 
Casing was set at. a Trans (half Coast well at /.200 0. It wan est*ntt 
formation pressure was equivalent to I IC-lb/gal mud. What is the 
arodietti iottr,edi*twiy below the casotg sea.? Use the MaOhew.t -,*,, 
procedure. 
L p 	 111.0 ltt/gat)(0.032W7.200 ft) 
41 1$ pit 
2. .4 ' S '.. P 
7.200 - 4.118 
- 3.0132 psi 
3. Depth equivalent. D, 
0.535 0, .4 
	
3.082 	 5.760  (j D. 	 335 
- 
0.535 
where 0.535 psi/ft is the rock tiretna stress 
4. Fcoso Pig. 4-1. K. 	 0.693 
5. F
= 15 + 
4.118 3o.69192l 
~ 	 7.200 
= 1)571 -it 0.298  
Adttt)Jl 	 lYleti Lllk°VV, dIJU 
(iii) Now determine the depth, L/here, 
under normally pressured conditions, the 
rock matrix stress, cy would be 2,915 psi. 
S. = Pn + cr. 	 n 	 = "normal" 
1.00 Di = 0.465 * D1 + 2,915 
D1 * (1 -0.465) = 2,915 
D. 
= 2,9D 
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Gradient 
The leak-off test 
Run and cement casing 
Drill out—loft 
below the casing seat 
Close the SOPs 
Pump slowly and 

















F19 	 654—Le..kott rust ,osuIrs 	 nd,carive Of a 000,  cO4400t 
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Formation Strength Tests 
The knowledge of the pressure at which the formation fracture wit occur is 
essential when designing and drilling of a well, as the integrity of the well in a 
well control situation depends on the minimum formation strength. 
The strength of the formation can be determined by the following tests: 
Leak-off Test (LOT): 	 — 	 — 
Determines the pressure at 
which the formation begins to 
take fluid. It is used specially 
in exploratory wells to 
determine the maximum 
pressure that the formation at 
the test point can withstand 
before a lose of drilling fluid 
into the formation occurs. 
Formation Strength Tests 
Formation ntegrity Test 	
TT° 
The formation is tested to a 	 / 
predetermined pressure value 	 ' 
without breaking. The test is 	 / 
not carried to the point where 	 / 
formation failure occurs. In 	 / 
many cases, this value of 	 I 
formation strength is sufficient  
to ensure well integrity in a  
well 	 control 	 situation. 
especially in development 
well-. 
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 tntt.rrehfled sIft. selection probkms
be considered before the final hole 
elry is determined Some of the 
problems to be considered are as Follows 
I.CASING DESIGN. 
2.CEMENTING PROBLEM; may occur if 
the casing to hole annulus is too small. 
3.CLEARANCE BETWEEN 
DRILLSTR1NG AND HOLE; if too large the 
circulation will not sufficiently clean the 
hole, or if too small the result may be 
increased friction pressures and turbulent 
erosion. 
Casing and Bit Size Selection  
COMPLETION DESIGN 	 ip 
Ilte first design task facing the drilling engineer in preparing a well plan in selecting the 







The drilling engineer has the following casing strings at his disposal in 
designing a well plan 





The drilling engineer must design the casing with 
regard to the following: 
1. Bottom hole pressure and temperature. 
2. The type of drilling fluid to be used 
3. The type of cement to be used. 
4. Potential hole problem. 
5. Reservoir fluid expected, for example corrosive 
fluids such hydrogen sulphide, and carbon dioxide. 
6. The casing setting depth. 
7. Company and Government policies. 
8. Safety. 
An example of CASING program is shown in Fig. 11.7 
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everjl fwv'rs must he considered in selecting the bit proyrsm. Some of these factors 
are as follows: 
COST OF THE BIT 
LXPLCTED FORMATIONS 
EXPECTED PENETRATION RATE 
COST OF DRILLING RIG 
TYPE OF MUD 
OTHER RIG PARAMETERS 
Many type of bits may be recommended to used based on above conditions: 
I MED-HARD ROCK BITE 
HARD ROCK BIT 
PDC(Polycrystalline Diamond Compact) BIT 
DIAMOND BIT 
All bit and mud conditions are also recommended for each drilling 
interval. An example of bit and hydraulic program is shown in Fig. lI.5 
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An understanding of lithology that will he encountered with 
tie bit will assist in designing the drilling fluid program. Data 
acquired, as discussed earlier in this chapter, will assist with 
this program. The available drilling fluid technologies will be 
1. WATER-BASED MUDS 
2. OIL-BASED MUDS 
3. GASEOUS DRILLING MUDS 
An example of MUD PROGRAM is showi 
in Fig. 11.4 
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SUMMARY [NT RODECTION 
DRILLING TIME VS DEPTH CURVE 
SEQUENCE OF OPERATION 
ANTICIPATED DRILLING PROBLEMS 
DRILLINI) MUD PROGRAMME 
CASING PROGRAMME 
CEMENTING PROGRAMME 
DRILLING SURVEY PROGRAMME 
TESTING PROGRAMME 







5. SAMPLING PROGRAMME 
6. CORING 
7. MUD LOG 
EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN 
• RIG SAFETY, HOUSEKEEPING 
• FIRE PREVENTION 
• ACCIDENT RESPONES, STAND BY HELICOPTERS 
KICK CONTROL 
• MEDICAL EVACUATION 
• RIG DISASTER PROCEDURE 
OIL SPELL CONTINGENCY PLAN 
LOCAL POLLUTION RISK 
INCIDENT RESPONSE, ORGANIZATION AND ACTION 
•CoriflProgram 
-Normally the geologists and reservoir engineers will determine the 
intervals from which they require core data, and also determine whether 
they require a side wall core or a bottom core. The informative rocks suci 
as reservoir, seal, source, and basement rocked are usually being cored. 
Testing Program 
Despite the tremendous value of core analysis, some shadow of doubt 
always remains concerning the potential productivity of an 
exploratory well, and this doubt is not dispelled until a sizeable 
sample of oil has been delivered to the surface. The type and 
period of tests will be planned upon the encountered hydrocarbon, 
condition, and situation data requirement The available testing 
techniques are as follows: WIRELINE TEST; 
FIT(Formation interval tester) and RFT(Repeated 
Formation Tester) 
DST (Drill Stem Test). 
:"*0" 	 ' 8. L ,ogging Program 
Logging is an important operation in oil and gas production. In 
addition to identifying oil and gas zones, logging can be used 
effectkek lot drilling progress evaluation. The geologists and 
reservoir engineers will design the intervals and depths from which 
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2. Transfer the rotary motion fr om the 
drilling rig to the bit. 
•3.CEMENT PLUGS. 
flThifTi ie 	 Yg 
The drilling engineer must design and 
request the drill pipe assembly to serve 
these following purposes: 
1. Provide a drilling fluid conduit from 
the drilling rig to the bit. 
'cuoa - rip selection for the dllinv ito loll 3 tha final took in tho itill planting proltenI fIring 
rho know edge and o\lserl00003 of the naIl plait isill knpEisc sufllcinot lttiiIlall000 30 lIow 
thu drilling cogincor an accuraln design of thu drilling ng IoqolrcirnnIs A spcvuticanan slain 
for a drilling ng oill oornialls iocldir th following trots 
1. Draworks power capability and cable size. 
2. Derrick height and maximum capable hook load. 
3. Substructure height and load capacity. 
:4• Power source and size. 
5. Drillstring size, weight and grade. 
6. Blow out preventer type, size and pressure rating. 
7. Mud pump size, including rate and pressure limitations. 
8. Mud tank volume. 
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The fotlowsttg completion t,es will have to be considered along with the reservoir 
parameters listed above 
OPEN HOLE COMPLETION 
CASED HOLE COMPLETION 
LINER COMPLETION 
• The cement program should consider and 
include details for the formulation of the 
following types of cement jobs: 
•1 .PRIMARY CEMENT JOBS, 
•2.SECONDARY CEMENT JOBS, 
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9. Mud cleaning equipment including th e shale shaker, 
desilter and desander. 
Miscellaneous rig equipment including such items as communication 










The uni)e nwnt mperntanr c ntethoo at cotb6h,ng a c'rnt 
r,neae for sidI so tn-ne. A narnplc drilling titan plot in shown on 
- Fig II 9. An eatrm,suan of the tune requIred thr each section of 
bets so tabulated  kas olsonin ,o Fist It 10) TIns thulsiIii'n snill 
inclade such a thmgs as 
1 Drilling surface hole. 
2. Setting surface casing. 
3. Drilling intermediate hole. 
4.Setting intermediate casing 
.5 .Coring. 
6.Testing. 
7. Logging. 8.Drilling main hole. 
9. Setting production casing, ect. 
PLANNING 
HfllllU " 	 or 
0 Offset wells are evaluated in detail 
for time required to drill and 
complete 
9 Based on the gathered 
information, the well drilling plan 
is broken down into many tasks 
0 Complicated wells may have more 
than 100 separate tasks 
PLANNING 
a The time is broken up into 
Theoretical well time, 
,Conventional lost or down time, and 








ll1Il 	 ----so 	 -, 
a Jones and Poupet reported 20% 
improvement from the best previous 
offset well performance and 25% 
cost reduction from the budgeted 
amount 	 -- 














The cost estimate and project approval are often referred to as AFE or Authority 
For Expenditure The AFT provides the drilling team with the opportunity to prepare a 
detailed cost estimate for the project s4 tave the company allocate the necessary 
funds. It provides a measuring device to gauge the performance of the team The All 
includes cost estimates for all materials, services, transportation, and accommodations 
required for the drilling and evaluation of the well. Often the AFT tabulation will 
comprise a total for dry hole and another total for a completed well 
Although Cost estimates are sometimes very difficult, and often many of costs are 
just guesses, it is becoming common practice to prepare the AFE on PC computer. The 
computer uses spreadsheet programs like Lotus 123 or Excell. 
The approval of the AFE and the drtlling program by the senior management in their 
acknowledgment of an understanding of the problems and costs expected in the drilling 
proposed well The process for obtaining this approval is the circulation of the AFE, 
approved by the operator at the highest level of management necessary to commit to the 
level of expenditure, to all the interested participants for their approval. 
A sample of cost estimated sheet is shown in Fig II II 
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Control (4 hrs.) 
By 
Kriangkrai Trisarn 
534620 ADVANCED DRILLING ENGINEERING 
4(4-0-8) 0) 1/2557,2014 
Course Contents 
1. How to Get Drilling Permission (2hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
2. Introduction to Rotary Drilling (4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
3. Well Planning and Proposal (2 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
4. Cost Estimation and Control (4 Firs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
5. Hole Problems.(4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
6. Drilling Fluids (4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
7. Factors Affecting Rate of Penetration (4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
8. Pressure Control (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
9. Pore Pressure and Pressure Gradient (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
10. Blowout Control Procedure and Equipment (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
11. Directional and Slimhole Drilling (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
12. Rotary Bit Design (2 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR EXPENDITURE (AFE) 
EXPENDITURE 	 DRY HOLE COMPLETED 
(24.5 DAYS) 	 (32.5 DAYS) 
INTANGIBLE COSTS 
LOCATION PREPARATION 30,000 66,000 
DRILLING RIG AND TOOLS 298,185 366,613 
DRILLING FLUIDS 113,543 116,976 
RENTAL EQUIPMENT 77,896 133,785 
CEMENTING 49,535 54,369 
SUPPORT SERVICES 152,285 275,648 
TRANSPORTATION 70,200 83,400 
SUPERVISION AND ADMIN. 23,282 30,791 
SUB-TOTAL 814,928 1.126,581 
TANGIBLE COSTS 
TUBULAR EQUIPMENT 406,101 846,529 
WELL HEAD EQUIPMENT 16,864 156,201 
COMPLETION EQUIPMENT C) 15,717 
SUB-TOTAL 422,965 1.018.441 
SUB-TOTAL 	 1,231,893 	 2,145,028 
	
+ CONTINGENCY (15% ??)-_.. 1,423,577 	 2,466.782 
Costs of Crude Oil and Natural Gas Wells Drilled -- 
0 	 11irmora, Sperses & Notes 
--pt.— 2002 	 2003 2004 	 2005 2006 
Thousand OoUa,s per Well 
All(Reat') 1,011.9 	 1127.4 1,5285 	 1,5213 1,801.3 
At (Nominal) 1054.2 	 1,199.5 1673.1 	 1,7201 2,1011 
Crude Oil (Nominal) 882.8 	 1,0371 1,441.8 	 1,920.4 2,2386 
Natural Gas (Nominal) 991 9 
	
1106.0 1716.4 	 1497.6 1.9382 
Dry Holes (Nominal) 1.67:3.4 	 2,065.1 1,977.3 	 2,392.9 2664.6 
Dollem per Foot 
All (Rear) 187.48 	 203.25 26728 	 271.16 324.06 
All (Nominal) 	 r 19531 	 216.27 29257 	 30650 378.03 
Crude Oil (Nominal) 	 r 19456 	 221.13 29845 	 31436 402.45 
Natural Gas (Nm*1at} 	 r 175.78 	 18995 28478 	 28003 34836 
Dry Hates (Nominal) 	 r" 284.17 	 345.94 327.91 	 42992 479.33 
- 	 No Data Rel,odeo - 	 Not Aeç 	 NA 	 10 amid disclosure of edivatsat company dale 	 11 
Noes in darned 2000) 1011am. 	
,.:ssdOflev product porno, 	 fldlrn .5ee10.WtW ens ' S are S 
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119 1W 	 rT-p1990ET9) 
1-RI DAYS) (10006Y 
TANGI&E CCLST( WELl. IINIGIMSI(T) I (ION) (1.35$) N ORIU.DIG R 	 ARP0TOOLS 
210 MOVE IN AND 009 	 100,99 100,99 
2020cVE*20 20,200 I 	 <11,080 230 fOOTAGE BID 
99 	 133/8 CASING I4CDR 110,200 230 STRAIGHT DAY WON? 002) 	 4,560,200 6,99,99 
199 	 95/OCJ.SING 400,99 -99,99 2108.10, 	 100,99 1.20.99 
2800 	 7 	 UNER 99000 256) WATER 	 10,99 10,0(0< 
990 	 4 </2 UN81 120,99 120200 99 BITS 	 1,9999 I 	 1,99,99 
3II2TLNING 205,200 220T00(S 	 200,200 99,0(02 
9)19992010920 9.W2030 BIJIP. 220,99 320,200 TOTAL 	 5,970,99 7,99/833 
1120 WELL 881(338156,9)11<8(1099020) 256,99 99.99 00080(1.0(18 FLJJ05B 
___________________ 
310 DRILLING 8.1)100 	 19999 
331600160 TWIG 
333 COMPlETION TWIG 
I 	 1,600,000 
20,020 TOTALTANW&20  1.060,99 
TOTAL. 	 1,200,99 1,620,99 
00 RENTAL EQUIPMENT 
M0416200 1,99,99 1,99,99 410 WELl CONTROL. 9)IJIPMOOT 	 50,560 
100 LOC.RTSTW All) 3116999991<06 532)121) 533)903 441 ROTAIFI 100650*100113260062 	 10,99 25,560 
99 DRILLING RIG 20001035,9 420 8)3) RELAT8) 9)UIPMDRT 	 30,99 35,560 
RIG 30,/D(1520$/n,) 4,500<0)0 6,003,99 410 CASING TOOL 	 40,99 60,000 
NIT 1,99,000 I 	 1000,200 99 MIWBJ72N&1US 	 270,000 270,0(1) 
TOOLS 1)32,000 600,99 TOTAL. 	 99.99 460,99 
341 DRILLING 8,1)10 99 O,emr.o6 1,99,99 1,9999 00 CA$ENTDIG 
99 P(1ETAL 9)JIPN8LT 52099 620.200 510 CON[UCTOR CASING 	 50,99 I 	 50,060 
9)0 OVIENrNG$996111 99.000 520 9JRF99 CASING 	 80<0.1) I 	 20)5)0 
600 9JE*ORT 99/10< 520 IWIPMRSIATE CASING 100,600 I 	 120,
MOO LIf10S 302,90) 3,60,99 540 INTB1DI53IATE CASING 	 120,99 120.99 
aELTRIC LOG 660599 593 FIRST UNHE 	 20,99 I 	 211,000 CASING 100(5 99/ICE 3IE.0 500 	 ND(SL0T) LINER 	 0 I 	 0 
WEt TOT' 1,99,99 5)099(8.561100 CASING 
01999 5031,30) 99.53) 560 P8)3)5 	 160,600 100)59 
700TRAN9'ORTATION <332)125 241,200 




1,220,99 TOTAL 	 700,59) 710.99 
'99 WASTE MNOAIROT 9099 050,99 
TOTAL INTMOGI6020 14,99,99 18.0)0.99 
93TAL.LOO(T. 51.535.501 
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WEll00*1* MI56.9)0.P4.l0,53) P02) 25099 9999 
TOTAL 1819983) 1,410,99 1,00099 
0(412010199 
MO-OBlO 1,99,99 1,99,99 
100 LOCATION 814SITE P009IRATION 99,99 572,99 
99 LI6LUJNG RIG AND TOOLS 
RIG 20,99$/D(120I$/n( 4,560,99 6,08,99 
BIT 1,9999 
T.S 99099 000,99 
3)0 DRILSNG04.8)10 9909)139 1.99,
480 
1,99:99 
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19.2 Refec to Figs. 19-7 and 19–B ansi calculate the costs to build .insl 
iflaifltiiifl a 15.0-lb/gal IignosulIoflfltC mud for 64) days. Compare it 
with an oil mud. Assume a 750-bbl system. 
19.3 What are the cement pumping charges for a 153000-It well onshore 
and offshore? 
19.4 Determine the cost to run 15.000 ft of 6-in. pipe 
19.5 A 60-ft oand mine will be perforated with 4 sbot!ft. It the zone is at 
20.000 ft. what will be the perforating charge? 
19.6 Why is a 20.4)00-ft high pressure well more expcflsiVC than a normal 
pressure well at the same depth 
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Drilling Cost Analysis 
The Drilling Engineer: 
Recommends driving procedures that 
will safely drill and complete the well 
at the lowest cost possible 
> Makes recommendations concerning 
routine rig operations: 
The Drilling Engineer 
- Examples of routine rig operations 
, drilling fluid treatment 
.- pump operation 
, bit selection 
' handling problems during the 
drilling process 
II 
The Drilling Cost Equation: 




C1 = drilling cost, 5/ft 	 AD = footage drilled 
Cb= cost of bit, S/bit 	 with bit, ft/bit 
Cr  = fixed operating cost of rig, S/hr 
= total rotating time, hrs 
= total non-rotating time, hrs 
= total trip time (round trip), hrs 
Example 1.5 
A recommended bit program is being prepared for 
a new well using bit performance records from 
nearby wells. 
Drilling performance records for three bits are 
shown for a thick limestone formation at 9.000 ft. 
Determine which bit gives the lowest drilling cost if 
the operating cost of the rig is $400/hr, the trip time 
is 7 hours, and connection time is 1 minute per 
connection. 
RI 
Example 1.5 cont'd 
Assume that each of the bits was operated at 
near the minimum cost per foot attainable for 
that bit. 
Mean 
Bit Rotating 	 Connection 	 Penetration 
Cost Time 	 Time 	 Rate 
Bit 	 (5) (hours) 	 (hours) 
A 	 800 14.8 	 0.1 	 13.8 
B 	 4,900 57.7 	 0.4 	 12.6 
C 	 4,500 95.8 	 0.5 	 10.2 
bt would youe1ect? 
Solution: 
The cost per foot drilled for each bit type 
can be computed using Eq. 1.16. For Bit 
A, the cost per foot is 












Similarly, for Bit B. 
c 
- Csa.Cr(tb.otc+tt) 	 $ 













Bit A: 	 $46.81 /ft 
Bit B: 	 $42.56 /ft  
Bit C: 	 $46.89 /ft 
The lowest drilling cost was obtained 
using Bit B. - Highest bit cost ...but — 
intermediate bit life and ROP... 
1.10 Drilling Coot Analynto 
lOte note bomb., of tine detliiag en$metr - to 
,eoon,nwe,d dulling pnGdedorm that wIll rend, in lita 
toemmafol comploina of the well aa otbily end 
ioonpen,.eely at yonaibla. The drillmog engmnenr man, 
make ttce.nn.nnda.lon, cnn.xr.n.g Fofeltoc rig 
000ealmoto teeth to da'iilleg lend Irootmetont, y.a,ep 
opntotnoa. bit nebinolon, And any problem; en. 
eoeenle,od in line drilling opotefeon. in many menaCe, 
the tan of o detllmng meont flqtaalton can be emfef en 
002*00, bCe rttO.fl.,endnheOn.. The anoal procithart 
a to be000 .Iae drilling tenet into (1) oaeiable deilhog 
costs 00.0 (2) recoil operating oapaean. 11cC ma-n. 
dependent of altnnn.alinna being evalualeat. 
1-10.1 Enonaple Dflfl...1 Coat Feeneeta. The tone 
connnoo applkmaaloe of a drilling cone (nrmeala it mm, 
n-ealue0tng alec nffleteney of a hit eon, e2. large fretoilon 
of be lime raqoirod teooetpinne a nell in npnnl ninben 
drilling on snatmang a nip en roping, abe be. The fined 
loan teqained to bell a glenn depth, ,D, son be 
nnyrnnood an abe non of tIer total cogoting time during 
the bee ton, ey, be naernfnele; inn dI.eing the bit 
even, c, mend tip tint,, it. The drthling end tonnoloit 
C *C 'A *e dt 
AD (1.161 
ohms C1  it deifIed eeoc pea tenit-deglln. 4 (a he tone 
effete, neil C, itch, fined operatieng cog olden rig pen 
not eltenindeppedent of fine allannolinrn hemg 
0. mnd-O.n.o ,ateh .q.n,,O1 mOo 
to me en *51 Sn.e ogc eta. at mte 0,5 at 
neosenfit ,.dt e ontO ret. tote 
not'at.,tn. an,n,nitotn. 
OnwitheL .0 ,ee,eaonnJnl met. eneen. neat,. 
mtonwi tern tea * nog an p.tonna.Oa 
tOted, ton, 0.00, ale. ott,. tuea'n.e.. 
tot mtna, tie. tea .na.n Icr a 1,0 melOn, 
tan 	 a toil mi elena. *0 bejimna 
route anti,; eon tOt  
tOCe0tt.etet,m,m,'ba.fl,.4t*et*.n 
o 	 .te nt.avflo. M,nSsnttte 
tea, 	 OaeO.d it etet Ct, utmae., ten 
ea mmcn,. ..thL. 
aonan tOt ma en,  tent ocee,e me e,a.tbt,ne 
nnnecoe.fl,,,JanoLq. t.eC. tAimOaMe 
eninna 
awe . tat,te. no inn, It 




C --is dril ledcostperunit depth 
Cb  --is thecost of thebit 
C, --is thefixed operatingcost of therig perunit time 
- -totairotating time during thebit run 
- -non rotatingtime during thebit run 
t --trip time 
Example 
Calculate the cost per foot for the given data of 3 bits: Rig rate-
$400/br, and trip time lhr/l000' 
Bit3 	 Bit cost, $ Depth 	 Footage, Rot. Ht 
out,Vf VU 
A 	 2500 	 9206 	 206 	 15 
B 	 4950 	 9732 	 732 	 58 
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Drilling Costs 
Tend to increase exponentially with 
depth. Thus, when curve-fitting drilling 
cost data, it is often convenient to 
assume a relationship between total 
well cost, C, and depth, D, given by 
C=ae 	 .......................(1.17) 
06 
Drilling Costs, cont'd 	 j C 00 
Constants a and b depend primarily on the 
well location. 
Shown on the next page is a least-squares 
curve fit of the south Louisiana completed 
well data given in Table 1.7. 
Depth range of 7,500 ft to 21,000 ft. 
For these data, 
a 	 1 x  10 dollars 
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(o) CURVE FIT 	 lot CARTESIAN REPRESENTATION 
Fig. 1-65. Least-square curve fit of 1978 completed well 
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Penetration Rate 
When major variations are not present in 
the subsurface lithology, the penetration 
rate usually decreases exponentially with 
depth. Under these conditions, the 
penetration rate can be related to depth, 
0, by dD 
	
Ke -2.303a 	 1,18) 
dr _________ 
where K and a2 are constants. 
1, 
Drilling Time 
The drilling time, td.  required to drill to a 
given depth can be obtained by separating 
variables and integrating. Separating 
variables gives 
	 fD 
K f dt = 	 e 2303 °dD 
Integrating and solving for td  yields 
- 	 1 	 (e230° -1) 	 (1 19) 
- 2.3O3a2K 
vat 1000 041 001 1W4  
shear strength of the rock. Also, rock strength tends 
to increase with depth of burial because of the higher 
confining pressure caused by the weight of the 
overburden. When major unconformities are not 
present in the subsurface lithology, the penetration 
rate usually decreases exponentially with depth. 
Under these conditions, the penetration rate can be 
related to depth, D, by 
di 
where K and a2 are constants. The drilling time, td 
required to drill to a given depth can be obtained bI 
separating variables and integrating. Separating  
variables gives 
K"dt=.. 
Integrating and solving for td yields 
tol 	
21) l). ............. (i.19: 
operations. Plots of this type also are - used in 
evaluating new drilling procedures designed to reduce 
drilling time to a given depth. 
Example 1.5. The bit records for a well drilled in 
the South China Sea are shown in Table I.S. Make 
plots of depth vs. penetration rate and depth vs. 
rotating time for this area using semitog paper. Also, 
evaluate the use of Eq. 1.19 for predicting drilling 
time in this area. 
Solution. The plots obtained using the bit records 
are shown in Fig. 1.66. The constants K and a2 can 
be determined using the plot of depth vs. penetration 
rate on sernilog paper. The value of 2.30303 is 2.303 
divided by the change in depth per log cycle: 
2.303 
2.303a2 00 	 000.00034. 
6,770 
The constant 2.303 is a convenient scaling factor since 
TABLE 1.8- BIT RECORDS FROM SOUTH CHINA SEA 4565 
Total 4001053 
Depth Moan Bit Drilling Penetration Hole 
Bit Out Depth Time Time Rate Size 
No. (it) (II) (hours) (hOurS) (8110)) (In.) 
1 473 237 1.0 1.0 473 1500 
2 1.483 978 5.0 8.0 202 15.00 
3 1570 2,521 18.6 24.5 113 12.26 
4 4,080 3,625 8.0 32.5 64 1225 
4,583 4332 7.0 39.5 72 12.25 
5.094 4,539 7.0 463 73 12.25 
5,552 5,323 14.0 60.5 32 12.25 
5,893 5.723 11,5 72.0 30 12.25 
8.103 5,988 9.0 81.0 23 12.25 
lv 6,321 6,212 11.5 523 19 '(2.25 
II 8,507 6.414 9,0 101.5 21 12.25 
12 8,773 6,610 90 110.5 30 1225 
12 7,025 6,889 9.5 (20.0 27 12.25 
14 7,269 7,147 5.0 128.0 31 12.25 
15 7,506 7.388 18,0 144.0 15 8.5 
16 7,867 7,567 12.0 156.0 13 815 
17 7,548 7,508 14.0 170.0 20 8.5 
19 8,179 9,094 5.0 179.0 29 8.5 
19 8,404 8.92 10.5 188.5 21 8.5 
20 5,628 8,515 11.2 199.5 20 8.5 
21 9,755 8692 7.0 206.5 18 8.5 
22 8,960 8,858 10.0 216.8 21 85 










A second major component of the time required to 
drill a well is the trip time. The time required for 
tripping operations depends primarily on the depth of 
the well, the rig being used, and the drilling practices 
followed. The time required to change a bit and resume 
drilling operations can be approximated using the 
relation 
t,00 2('f)D. 	 ....... ..............  
where l is the trip time required to change bits and 
resume drilling operations, ( is the average time 
required to handle one stand of the drillstring. and !, 
is the average length of one stand of the drillstring. 
The time required to handle the drill collars is greater 
than for the rest of the drillstring, but this difference 
usually does not warrant the use of an additional term 
in Eq. I .20. Historical data for the rig of interest are 
needed to determine t,. 
The previous analysis shows that the time required 
per trip increases linearly with depth. In addition, the 
- 	 1n(2.303aKt 4* +e2  
2.303a, 
The total bit rotating time, ti,, generally will vary 
with depth as the bit size and bit type are changed 
Eqs. 1.20 and 1.21 can be used to estimate the tota 
trip time required to drill to a given depth using 
estimated values of 1. 1h  a2 and K. As experience iX 
gained in an area using a particular rig, more accurate 
predictions of trip time can be obtained by plotting depth 
vs. trip time data from past drilling operations. 
The 910*1008 analyso44 8(4005 that the 444448 0341141404d 
per trip increases linearly with depth. In addition, the 
footage drilled by a single bit tends to decrease with 
depth, musing the ttt!mhe, of 14*58 required to drill a 
60040 depth 011147640081 also to increast with depth. 
The footage drilled between trip, con be estimated if 
1140 441p108145a40 bit life is 54*040*. Integrating Eq. 
1.19 (5.1400044 0,, ilic dr)4010 of 0(1.4 4(481 trIp. .0001 0. 
he depth of 1(46 5014? trip. 8' the following 
equation: 
4/28/2015 
7o,m*iso,s *.db 814* e.,b r.q,*octtw 0.0014 000*404014(4*000*1004 o 	 (404aM,. 	 400. 
o*,00* *7*440041441. 49944 o.o Sr 004*04444*0140* 4*401(44441 44*4(00 (0 	 040 	 ,44408400b4'4110p44404 	 4404.440 
,,*4I 414004003*00000*008 O*p 41440444Y 00(4 
48.o1.S. 4.,. 	 *1*0440.0* 44. (14*404 
499*144001: 
104*0041000 	 04044000094*40441.0.781 04 
,,tn000d - 014.4*4 0fl 4 o&404y 00404*00,44 * i - (746-0 *1000.LThSr**100 1*09940*199 
(SOft 0 	 41410*04074.00004 fl*74040000*1dl440$ v,000D'rI,S*5 




03 4or.*,04:,ç_0.,.1000 *1.0443480,0* 014* 104.40*4*11.403414400040(40*0000004404 
TABLE 1.9-EXAMPLE TRIP-TIME COMPUTATION 
FOR SOUTH CHINA SEAAREA 
(4) 48 
(2) 31 Cumulative (5) 14*108 
(1) Depth, C, Tr(p'flme TrpTime O.pt44,D C3$I*900P1$ 
Trip 0*04. (it) (4444075) (140444*41 lIt) (ll) 
500 0.5 0.5 2,299 2,050 
2 2.000 2.0 2.5 3.205 7,000 
3 3305 3.2 57 4.0$? 7,00.0 
4 4.057 4.1 9.8 4,147 7.500 
5 4,717 417 14,5 5.206 7.500 
8 5.256 5.3 19.0 0,741 7,000 
7 
5,17 11 5.7 25.5 8,405 7.500 
8 8,405 8.) 31.6 5,452 7500 
9 8.402 8.5 3111 8,782 7,500 
40 0,782 8.8 44,9 7.043 7,500 
II /,043 7.0 54.9 7,299 7,500 
43 7.299 7.3 59.2 1,534 7,500 
43 7,500 7,5 66.7 7,721 9,150 
14 1,721 7.7 74.4 7,926 91150 
45 7,926 1.9 82.3 8,148 9,190 
48 8,119 8.1 90.6 8298 9150 
47 6.299 9.3 98,7 8,467 9,150 
16 8.467 8.5 07.2 8.827 9.150 
19 8.827 0.6 119.9 3,779 9,400 
20 8.779 8.8 12416 8,923 9,150 
21 6,923 8.9 433.5 9,051 9.450 
22 8,081 9.1 142.6 9,492 8.180 
23 9,100 9.2 151.8 
00.040*7 
(01400 444*040.4(1 
18*4004001.400 $718.4 0044.4*144440 
7.004 o*t* 444. ,*7 11*0 (Ilr 	 7.44 *7 
1.400,0 4 0444 184 81. .01.4 4*00 044* :0* 4400. 
444.440*40*0440.420*1.00718*41*100*10040 
.0044 40*41104* - -. 44*4044*104.4(4044444 0474*44 0701**.04q04'14400l40000**l0*71l 
- -. 0*0qho*g*,04* 44440,44404144,* 
14(0.0 18*044. 1440*0, *.040' 4*0 0*0 100*0 d044 000*(.** 	 7e 	 4*40*0,4 04*4.4. 
44.59 
*4n, 4444*040 - 4444*1.440.1*444. (34. 404 3140444 04*00*440*1. 4, 004* 44044* 4*40 
,sqo1d0o8.Mkc,00*o4o4Ió**140o.o*4( 
400 40044OS :404000400014.40040(44. .400ntm4. t1o:,meoo04r44wSt4004M&401*04.o.001 
4140044*4404*00004444(0018(40100640(0.81. 
*fl004,0m40.*d0! .433404*400, 
'4 04g. 40 1010.0041 *10 1.0.4* *44 04 44.0.0 
0,0*44-44 
140 4400.010***11441041", 400 14. 0*44 0400.4 
04044(0410440001*40444'041144004, b*4dAoc. 4*. 
140000*64*44.14440*1448*4.044.404341.00044 
4.oth, solos (0 444.4*0004 I0, '04.40.4 40 344404 
44404100000904(000 540 4 0004*1 *008 3.4140. 
440 0*444044144*4044.4*0400*40(04*040 
18*004*000044*1.14 45 18404., 0,0*081*04044. 
4*0.0 00:444 0081 1440. 4(444 :#*04441040 
(44.044.01*, ,10 * 0 
41000440440440.0,. 5*00*84.114 1447 
40 tOO *44 *1*0 4044 4(4 444* 410 1044*14. 
003 4,40woO.,0004001o0,.., 8.004* 
*7444 14 .0000081.08 04445 * 
.6.0 04 4,, 14, o *04 4 4. 000044.0 
00 44170400000044044*1040S009S040404*0. 
*04.440,4. 7 004.844*40414000*0044044400. 
04044000184014400040411000404444*8.144 
14*1k 440.4410 *0440*0.:o4o0(t7 
440l0*. *04400 00 04*0*40 too 4,4. 01 40 0 40,0444 000 
40. 00004 4.700 440*044* 410 400 444404 04 *4 0,4 44 
00,I,.4 0 00*40*. .3. 041*, 44.0*1(0*04044344 
44*, 400 *00404 40*0 a zoos .044,444.140 $01040 .40 4.00*0* 10 0, 
.441000*,,. 44.0 	 4004044004101004 4070 
40000 *744 1* 444*. 814040. 4 .24 
T*.* 811*004*444104*1401 s*4* IT40040000l000,404 
4m.I(0 041044*0404*44*04 oq. .4078.00.00 Eq. 4.24400 
00 eppb4 40404030444044(ft54,*44144 
.0,00* (74,$%_110404 
'45.400 S104040414#4400400 04447444741.'000.. ('3 408 040 0*! 1044* 04 100 41. 0,0.4.00 4410. 040 (0044*4 *0 *440*0-444 0000. 4.0. Ccl. 010 0*0400481 
440*4444 14,0 44.4448 00 44* (90 444.40 4.4.04 4 CoIl 
1048, 0,1.40400444*04*00414,  4,54.o.lCog. 4 
400 1*fldl*00.,0081496$,04000000I. 1,001.4 
4000.043 144414 410, 4.14.0*4 Cot 13 
4:0,, 40* $.00*4 04(114 (004*18 150 44040* 04 
semilog paper is based on common logarithms. The 
value of K is equal to the value of penetration rate at 
the surface. From depth vs. penetration rate plot. 
K=280. Substitution of these values of a2 and K in 
Eq. 1.19 gives 
 
1d = 10.504 (e)34D - 1).  
The line represented by this equation also has been 
plotted on Fig. 1.66. Note that the Line gives good 











Example 1.7. 	 Construct an approximate depth vs. 
rip time plot for the South China Sea area if the rig 
an handle a 91)-ft stand in an average time of 2.7 
rsinutea. Assume an average bit life of 10.5 hours for 
he entire depth interval. Use the values of a2 and K 
obtained in Example 1.6. Also, the casing program " 
ails for casing set at 500. 2,000, and 7,5(9) ft. The i 	 m 
Planned well depth is9,tilOft. 
Solution. 	 The time required per round trip at a 
given depth ia given by Eq. l,; at 	 La 
1,=2( 2 . 00)D=0.00I 0. t.u2(-t_)D, 90 
The approximate depth of each trip can be obtained 
mm the caning program and Eq. 1,21. The use of 
. 1.21 gives 
0= 	
____ln [0.00034 (200) (IO,5)+eoteaJaDol 
=2,941 ln(0.9996+0'0'01) Kr 	 .eswetn,te. 9. 
he first bit will drill to the first casing depth. Thus, 
i 	 lien. eet. Will evee.,,e no itm is 
	 .,nonoo,.oe 	 .4.... 
o.mesl(a000iio.loo.00w*.5 0 
.,.. 
er8o)DolD, 0 ll N 	 199 
400909 rh.Jnoo, 	 6*0 Trr6,Th.,. 	 1.9(9,. 	 0004n 	 c.,.-oD,.,w 1 1 
IN11 	 in 	 000 
001 	 0.0 	 34 
2944,35 	 000lm 	 So gill 	 o 	 e99 30(007,5 
so 	 05 	 .00 	 009 
'0 
2)60 '3,8 	
0* 	 0.4 	 *0,8 	 330* . 	
0 	 ,1 	 34 2 2)00 	 2 	 25 	 52)0 70,00 	 "'.7" 04 	
' 	 34 3 3200 	 23 	 5.7 	 0057 0.00 	 'e sot 	 0. 	 moe 	 00 
* 4002 	 4.0 	 6.2 	 0217 7600 0." 	 00 	 991 	 099 	 34 5 
o 
*707 	 4.7 	 143 	 5255 $232 	 53 	 4.7 	 S7' 7303 i 
sn, 	 *0 	 *00 	 54,2 	 01* 
li, 	 ill 	 00 	 099 	 [00 070 	 6.7 	 240 	 6(04 03.20 	 6.2 	 30.0 	 6400 ran .o 7330 0,'* 	 0* 	 004 
io 0425 	 6.3 	 36.0 	 6752 3325 6260 	 6.5 	 000 	 05*3 ran 00 7573 	 74 	 553 	 7294 rIOt 
12 7230 	 73 	 24.0 	 7034 ran 
53 eon 	 75 	 96.5 	 7721 9050 )0 
is 
7771 	 7.7 	 r*, 	 792* 




60072,, 	 98.5 	 9297 
6297 	 SO 	 66.7 	 947 9550 0297 (9 90.57 	 0.5 	 007.0 	 3627 36.0 O 
2) 3030 	 64 	 2253 	 6779 9775 	 93 	 02050624 9550 10,00 
2. 0936 	 0,9 	 5255 	 9065 5107 
22 
03 
1090 	 915242.5 	 9097 
1573 	 9.2 	 51517 9550 6253 
Th133q0*oon aweso..,,, I:. 	 " " 	 (,.000C*, 
- 2 ikow. r.bi.-1,91. thn 'nO. 707'. 707 3.WD it 
2303K 
••••••••••-, 530.3-02.twOC. 
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I,,, l4e0 7.070501*1.790700. 	 eo02 	 tans, 
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1d010plr,o9 02200,10 Tim 007 trip 04 CS, emS., 
(008 en, 55704 701050 
5, 7(0. 02) ' (73,3 loon,,, 
flat OOeOPans 12100000, 040010.0(7 time r,01or,4 
50,0040,0 7,920 304 9,933 0, ovnspoled to 20.00,710 
degree olaceuracyand in some cares are not included TAKE 1.1t.liMPtE RIG'IIHEANALYSet 
in an utigetal cast estimate. Rtquestt for additional FOR TE000002 Ret 
lwtdt doer must be submitted whenever a significant real 
problem 	 is 	 encountered, 	 However, 	 long-range 9*3*066 	 ire 
economic decisions tooesiflg a drilling program in DoOOrgCnerahor roost 	 Pac,10, 
a gives area should include overage well coma due to Ovstng 36) 	 0.17 
drilling problems. 1vpng 399 	 0.19 
In areas where formation strength is low, time ROgingor FyinalmoviNifionwal 
34 	 017 
spear drilling and sipping may account for only borewasumsys 103 	 OZ 
about one-half to one-third of the total siren needed 0 	 N oactintum 199 	 030 
to finish the well. Shown in Table 1.10 is a detailed woo eonnooior all 	 Coo 
alan breakdown foe in offshore Louisiana well osninonrxiwmue009 *50 	 022 
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change bits. About 70 	 of the time was spent RigrogOra ............. 25 
'iisbing"portsofthethillstring  fr m he kit, Loplics.. ........... ..Tollai 
25 
EXAMPLE - Cost per ft 
9 	 0 To0000osl C, (ph 	 ft $ Sm 
5 94 	 475 30,050 
I to 
17.80 
00900 37,800 33,00 
20 00 	 1600 09.200 4330 
25 50 	 roTs 19,750 *2,50 30 40 	 2,100 00150 013.00 
35 30 	 2,275 100Z50 4420 40 20 	 2.400 
Cost per ft for one entire bit run 
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19.2 Reter to Figs. 19-7 and 19-8 and calculate the costs to build and 
 
0082520 a I 5.0-Ibigal lignoQulfortatO mud for 60 days. Compare it 
with an ml mud. Assume a 750-bbl system. 
19.3 What are the cement pumping charges for a 15,000-ft wall onshore 
and offahore? 
19.4 Doistrositle the cost to run 15.000 ft of 6-in. Pipe' 
19.S A 604t sand' zone will be Perforated with 4 shots/ft. If the zoc is at 
20.(X)0 ft. what will be the perforating charge? 
19.6 Why is a 20,000-ft high pressure well more expensive than a normal 
pressure well at the same depth? 
[i1T IT 	
-; rj 	 iJI:1 j'.ijj 
2001024 0ol0Co4* 0040*))  W' con."' 
.4*00 ,4on4. A000n * 35>01 0Or0) 
11.3  
184* 	 fl,o,,o,00t1000'w ,,Oi0I4t' 	 750- 4•5 	 lOOo>*" 4 	 not.. 20200 I, .02.4*1*40 pOlII)05 200*.' 




Iy.,o,got5* On o$I.''l. 
40000.4*) 	 0*Ono( 
2.2 	 wot6onoomi0000 	 340,046 	 23.0 	 12.0 
55 	 0.4254 	 270.0 	 12.0 
1* 	 36 	 0,624 	 ts. I 	 2.2) 
57 	 0.069 	 9.02,13 
2L2222L 	 58 	 0,733 	 29.7 	 0.5 
2 	 J' 	 39 	 0.742 	 J. 25.5 
too 	 t4 	 no. 	 '" 	 400,750 	 0.5 	 8.5 
0 	 140 	 2017J 	 41 	 9.661 	 17913 	 6.5 0.0.1 	 9 	 4 	 9.2574 	 60 3) 	 8.5 
- 	 imr 	 43 	 9,2573 	 343.3 	 0.5 0 	 Sto 	 21.1 	 73 	 44 	 0,026 	 22.0 	 0.3 
0 	 001 	 00 	 9 	 45 	 0,228 	 64.7 	 8.5 
46 	 l0,aOt 	 37,2 	 0.3 
3 	 Lan 	 *09 	 3.1 	 47 	 0,571 	 62.2 	 8.5 
I 	 101 	 tI 	 49 	 0,062 	 36.2 	 815 
a. Plot a depth so. rotating time curse for this 
6,0*0 	 62 	 7.2 	 ' $0.9 	 to- 	 *3.1 	 b. Evaluate the use of&t. 1.l9ta this srca. 
C. Assuming that the rig can pull tOmbOrles at an 
at 	 0.lur 	 at a 	 1.3 	 average time per stand of 4 minutes, plot the trip unto 
per trip vs. depth. A,rCwer r,-0.150148 D. 
4*6 
 
4. Using the bit records, make a plot of total trip 
time vs. depth. 
too. :75 	 e. Compare the performance of Bits 34 and 35, 
a 	 Assume a daily operating cost of S24,60/1). a bit 
cost of S3,000 for SW 34, tnd a Sn cast a1512,000 for 
Bit 25. ,less.er.' 5365/ft and 5679/ft. 
IT 	
-1 D- I- i'iiu 
1.25 Two rigs are available for drilling a well in 
southern California. One rig costs $800/hr but can only 
pull doubles. The other rigs costs $1,000/hr but can 
pull thribbles. In this area K is 200 ft/hr and 2,303a 2 
is 0.0004. The time required to pull one stand is about 
4 minutes for both rigs. Considering only the cost of 
the tripping operations, which rig would be best for 
a well drilled to 7,000 ft? Assume an average bit life 
of 10 hours for all bits and casing setting depths of 500 




O19ooau-$rQOa4*c*rlw. 	 O 	 0 
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	 IIOIftINJMM 
Dngor46ue the updmmu Sot .rs-i8t.r 
U4o.0 eqro.*o.**o't.ç - (t)W"000404001'0 
IIOOXIOX4O.00025° 
°P" lit.s -13120*) 4-00055>1 
T. thow 4,. eOiret oft, rossttd,, otranu. t,o 106 bit wear bonorioe t-  
1.3 IntO. 
Wapt 	 40,000- 47,440 00.0044 
To gu,tbreuu,pbui.. the offset 46 b, nOstid.er 0 doubling of the rig opeest' 
bog noul Ototo 0100 to 0200 per boric. 
W.po - [']"° 40.000" 00,400 p0000dn 
It Is o.tnrI to Eaoorpt.3 that an 0*020040 in the bit 0040 tonnoon of 
COST CONTROL 
The object of any drilling operation 
is to drill a usable well at minimum 
cost 
In most drilling operations, faster is 
cost effective 










Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Bit weight will affect penetration rate 
Generally, if the bit weight is 
increased, penetration rate will 
increase if hydraulics are adequate 
Equation 5 gives the relationship of 
bit weight versus drilling rate 
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Avoid hole problems and 
stuck pipe if at all possible 
to reduce costs 















Impact on the Industry 
• Biggest Impact - HSE 
Many drilling problems are 
also associated with 
increased risk to personnel 
Example: Stuck Pipe May 
Require Jarring which can 
lead to dropped objects 
xample: Lost Circulation may lead to Lost of 
Well Control, resulting in potential Damage to 











Sources of NPT - Deepwater Industry Example 
SEA(H I 
AVERAGE P4PT% TO MI  lIME 
66WLLLBO*1. IIRIULD 2OO4I9- 200$1I2 
,ELECT ARM; ATWATER VALLEY; 	 BANKS; EEN (AWO 	 CAWON; WALKER RUG 
ownhole 
I" W Dm! 31 	 GTHMIM 
A,DI1 DflO 
I% 




Problems 	 YOM. FjM 
S2OtOvn.. 
.215 	 ddO,1S 
Top Sources of Downhole Problems 
1. Downhole Equipment Failures 
2. Downhole Cement Problems 
3. Stuck Pipe 
4. Lost Circulation 
5. Wellbore Stability 











Picture from Halliburton website: 
generic example of a cemented 
welibore 
4/28/2015 
Downhole Equipment Failures 
'A single equipment failure can 
'Compromise the integrity of the well 
'Cost Millions of Dollars to Repair 
'Common Equipment Failures 
'Casing 
'Drillpipe 
'Down hole Motors 
'Downhole Measurement Tools 
'MWD 
'LWD 	 Vector Motors 
www.nov.com 
Down hole Cement Problems 
• Cement Left in Pipe 
• Premature Setting 
• Surface Equipment 
Pump Failures 
• Cement Not Setting 
Properly 
'Cement never sets - 
"Bad Shoe" or "No Shoe 
Test" 
'Cement allows for gas 
migration 
'Cement seeps away 
into faults or fractures - 












1 FORMATION RELATED PROBLE 
2 TIGHT HOLE PROBLEM 
3 LOST CIRCULATION 
4 HOLE CLEANING PROBLEM 
•5.Problems Caused by Disturbed 
Geology 
6 	 Stuck and MECHANICAL 





• UNCONSOLIDATED ZONES 










Problems Caused by Shale Instability 
isins f,isuenay used tc terTd suwn 	 l'.a 	 are skiuJlny Strale t*avmg sale cunning 
shale bankinitt shale ssx-malong 	 1-111,cvng and es-ured shale Besides enfarged Bole due 
to shale stoligheig oei& fxotdeIris titi occur alciride 
• ft wrov- tILIC ,ght 
• Hole deanaig dibu*es 
• 
• Bmoges  
• lraeeaned 05,0 edema and trealeig cents 
• Poor C*ifleid pbs and fflicreased cemeni reqlIlrefflec*s 
• Nell 109CJ?fl9 problems 
• lali*eti soce.YaH me recovery 
• rIta hole 
Factors Causing Shale Instability 
• ratcaIy stressed shales 
• .htx1nally pees5,sed shoes 
• Emsoo due to high ainnullair vdexes 
• DrA stninqM44wig knoclung shale off tie ival of the bcfe 
• Mete 1rçping the kill string dislodges shale either by ec1 contact or swabbing action 
• Dissiolving sat sh,n file Tn, 
• Mud filtrate or sssiofe mud Invasion of the formation is ieettieiucal The subsequent ed is 
coenica 
• Anoulac pressure losses in ekcess of ho ps4. I OM If This can cause aellooe erosion and 




















I. WELLBORE INSTABILITY 
A. Shale Problems (Chemical- Physical) 
1- Indicators of problem shales 
1. Sloughing shale. 
2. Hole enlargement. 
3. Bridges and fill on trips. 
4. Stuck pipe and fishing difficulty. 
5. Hole-cleaning problems. 
6. High fluid-maintenance cost. 
7. Solids-control problems. 
3. Stabilizing shales through inhibition. 
Table 1 lists the chemical and physical 
process used in stabilizing shale sections 










Table 1. Shale Stabilization Mechanisms and Their Applications 
Categories 	 Fluid Type Stabilization Mechanism Application 
Electrolytes 	 utilizing sodium Cation exchange Soft, highly- 
Fluids 	 chloride, potassium process Li+, Na, K, dispersive 
systems, gypsum and Mg, Ca, AI hydratable shales, 
lime muds, aluminum shales high in 
complex systems Increasing replacement montmorillonite (ALPLEX 1M) order and large percentages of 
mixed layers with 
swelling 
tendencies. 





NOTE: Application of Inhibitive fluids should be preceded by thorough analysis of 
mineralogy and dispersion testing. 
(Continued) Table 1. Shale Stabilization Mechanisms and Their Applications 
Categories 	 Fluid Type Stabilization Mechanism Application 
Asphalts 	 PROTECTOMAGIC®M, Plug and seal micro- Medium hard, 
And 	 SHALEBONDTM fractures reducing filtrate moderately- 
Gilsonites invasion between dispersive shales bedding planes with sloughing 
tendencies. 
Shale high in inter- 
layered clays. 
Sometimes high in 
Illite and Chlorite 
Oil Muds 	 CARBODRlLLsM Oil external phase, Highly-dispersive 
SYSTEMS balanced activity of water and fractured 








NOTE: Application of inhibitive fluids should be preceded by thorough analysis of 











B. Mechanically-Induced Borehole Problems and Solutions 
Many borehole problems encountered while drilling 
are the results of improper drilling practices. 
Table 2 outlines typical borehole problems which are 
mechanically-induced, and recommended solutions. 
C. Unconsolidated Formations (Sands, 
Gravels, etc.) 
1 Indicators of Unconsolidated Formations 
1. Rough drilling. 
2. Hole fill, torque and drag on connections and trips. 
3. Frequent packing-off and bridges at specific depths. 
4. Large amounts of cavings and/or sloughing shale 
after bit trips. 
5. Re-drilling of footage. 










2. Remedial Procedures 
1 Increase low-shear viscosities to improve hole cleaning 
2. Increase mud weight, if possible. 
3. Assure laminar flow to avoid mechanical erosion. 
4. Combat loss of circulation with viscous pills containing 
LCM materials. 
Use SILDRILL mud. 
6. Utilize cement squeeze. 
7. Case off hole. 
D. Evaporite Deposits (Stringers and 
Massive Salt Sections) 
L 	 Ac000ieteit P,oblosno 
1. Excessive washouts causing reduced hole cleaning 
and/or undermining (caving in) of the formation. 
2. Dissolved evaporite (salts) contaminate mud system. 
3. Directional problems (unwanted sidetracking). 
fiAi1k 
BOREHOLE PROBLEMS 
II. Loss Of Circulation 
A. 	 Causes 
1- Fractured Formation 
• Natural fractures may be indicated when losses 
occur during or immediately subsequent to 
rough drilling or sudden formation change. 
• Induced fracture are indicated where losses 
occur while tripping pipe, breaking circulation. 
or raising mud weights. Causes include 
exceeding the fracture gradient with excessive 
mud weights or high surge pressures, and 
2. Indicators 
I. 	 Salt In cuttings or increased chlorides without in- creased volume nv water fowl 
2. Flocculation of freshwater rrruds 
3. Increased plastic wscOsty 
4 	 Increase In total hardness (unhydStn) 
3. Remedial Procedure 
I 	 Change to oil nod with balanced water phase 
2 	 Convarl to near.saturated salt system 
3 	 Increase leo-sheet viscosity to impiove hole cleaning 
4 	 trill evuporite depenris and 010 seeing 
i bie 2. Mechanically-Induced Borehole Problems and Solutions 
- - 	
- indicators Solutions 
Mechanical Turbulent flow eaten. Mined nine and shapes of Alter theological 
Erosion Drillstnng Geonsonuty. cuttings, .Xciesive lag, properties On reduce 
Inadequate Rtseo- pumP eettmt to 




Underbalenced Inadequate .ue&d Gas cut mud, excessive Raise mud weight to 
Hydrostatic weight splintered or concave balance lomtation 
Pressures G.opresuur.d cuttings, hole tilt after pressure 
tonnadons. tops. 
Pipe Whip Eacrnlv. rotary Cult ngs-.nnafl reined Slow rotary speed. 
speeds. Delttstring shapes 01 different types. Ensure deilleteing is 
not in tension in tension 
Swab or surge Excessive pipe Loss of circulation, gas. R.draoe pipe running 
pressures running or pulling oil, on water intrusions on or pulling speeds. 
speeds. High gel trips. Large quantities of Condition mud to 
strenghts, improper fill and debris after trips, reduce gel strengths. 
dritlsthng design Improper fluid 
.luselacannent 
- Shale Sloughin 
Water sensitive 
n-Shale has highly reactive clays 
1.-Usually associated with younger and 
softer shale 
Absorbs water 
Use a more inhibited mud - 
depending upon how long the 
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	 174... 1e. 
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. Swell i n -aptreo,u.r 01 	 10 lIsLe 01 ealor 
flIed lIege Ie gumbo .55,001. 104, .010001 eCIrpto.1 olell bomb floe Soirdo h', 
b. Dispersion m. 	 of ChIle body doe Ire 
Indicators -Sloughing shale, bridges and fill on 
trips, hole-cleaning problems 
2. Shale hydration (surface adsorption and 





Satt can be added to the mud - sodium, 
potassium, magnesium, calcium 
(potassium is most effective) 
-Some polymers will help to inhibit shales 
Lignosulfonate muds used to tolerate 
higher solids content 
-Oil or synthetic based muds are the only 
muds that will truly inhibit the shales 
Reduce API fluid loss? 
Fv- 
4,e4.y 5iI.yIL 
Cr SIred IP,) tore.. as,... I... P....,. ti Fo'eltles, P) 
Shale Sloughinu 
e Tectonically stressed 
,Usually associated with heavy 
faulting near mountains and thrust 
faults 
Drilling high angle weilbores 
Increasing mud weight will stop it 
depending upon the stress imbalance 
and degree of water sensitivity 
Formations are less stable when 
drilling at higher angles or horizontally 
T——'p Silebsed Shales 
file..., 51.1. LotI C 	 re'... usleo., 	 .'le .uod,.4 .108 eT4 Itrerefi, IC 
.,51 WC 1b01% .4, 1 	 psl,c,,G CO'*IWttl 0011 mssTCtt 4. file V.Stb 
,'fln,-e.s..v 57*S0'ZO".d I..'. SflIl ISpeg IteJ*]9 I,..,,. F(eIsfl*. Se tW.J 
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Some Causes of Abnormal Pressure 
1. Incomplete compaction of sediments 
- Fluids in sediments have not 
escaped and are still helping to 
support the overburden. 
2. Tectonic movements 
Uplift 
Faultrig 
Some Causes of Abnormal Pressure 
S. Aquifers in Mountainous Regions 
- Aquifer recharge is at higher 
elevation than drilling rig location. 
4. Charged shallow reservoirs due to 
nearby underground blowout. 
5. Large structures... 
Shale Sloughin 
DOver pressured shale 
Mud weight in weilbore is too low 
Wressure differential exceeds the 
tensile strength of the shale 
>Faits in long, thin pieces 




by over pressured 
shale 
The shale has 












It is the entering of the formation 
fluid to the welibore. 
this occur when the formation 
pressure exceeds the hydrostatic 
pressure. 




-Factors controlling the kicks severity:- 
1. permeability. 
2. underbalance. 
Reasons for Kicks 
1. Insufficient Mud Weight. 
2. Swabbing. 
3. Gas cut mud. 
4. Failure to keep the hole full. 
S. Lost circulation. 
1.1nsufficient Mud Weight. 
The formation pressure is higher than 
the hydrostatic pressure 
2.Swabbing 
A negative hydrostatic pressure 
causing reducing bottom hole 
pressure 
The speed of the drill pipe pulling. 
) Mud flow properties; yp, gel. 
' Hole geometry. 
Balled up string. 
4. Failure to keep the 
3.Gas cut mud 
	
hole full. 
[1 	 H 
I 	 ,me• 
40 
j 6250e. 822a 6OO,. 61-VW 6OOe 













Indications of Kicks 
Changes in mud gas. 
Drilling breaks. 
Improper hole fillups in trips. 
Pump pressure decrease and pump 
strokes increase 
Flow out rate increase. 
Pit Volume Increase. 
String weight change. 
Well flowing with pumps off. 
WELL CONTROL 
Early kick recognition & 
prompt execution of correct 
shut-in procedures is the key 
to successful kick control. 
Objectives 	 A. Shut-in Procedures 
1. Kell safely. 
2. Minimize borehole stresses. 
Hard Shut-in 
the adjustable choke is 
dosed before taking a 
kick. 
Soft Shut-in 
the adjustable choke is 
opened before taking a 
kick. 
In order to kill a well the bottom hole 
pressure must be maintained constant at 
a level greater than or equal to the 
formation pressure. 
B. U - tube Theory 
1. No influx, no Imposed 
pressure. 












2. No Influx, with imposed pressure 	 No influx, Unbalanced tube sides. 







4. Influx, Unbalanced tube sides 	 5.13alancing while circulation 
I PT" 
aw 	 6 ' 
L_J 
The drill pipe side is always used for calculation due to 
its homogeneity rather than the contaminated casing 
side  
-System P1 = 2500psi 
-Annulus P1 = lOOpsi. 
• MW = 10.Oppg 
• Influx length=3000 
• Hole depth = 10000 
•1m pressures6000psu. 
• What should be the imposed 












The pump rate at which the system 
pressure loss is recorded for purpose of 
well control is called:- 
Reduced circulating pressure, 
Kill rate, 
Reduced pump rate, 
Slow pump pressure, 












The shut-in drill pipe pressure is 
the amount by which the 
formation pressures exceeds the 
hydrostatic head of the mud in 
drill pipe 
Influx Gradient 
Influx grad. = mud grad - (sicp-sidpp) 
length of influx 
Gas 1-3 ppg 
Mix gas & water 3 -G ppg 
Oil, water or mix. 5 -7 ppg 
Kill Weight Mud 
	
C. Killing Procedures 
KWM = SIDPP + 0MW 	 1. Wait and Weight Method. 
O.O52xTVD 	 2. Driller's Method. 
)MW: Original mud weight. 	 3. Concurrent Method. 
!Wait and Weight Method. 
'Initial circulating pressurerSlDPP+SPR 
'Final circ. Pressure= SPRx (KWM/OMW) 
2 
 The Driller Method. 
1.The influx is pumped out first, 
2-The well is shut-in until the mud is weighted, 












3. The Concurrent Method. 
1. Pumping is begun immediately and the nod weight is raised while 
circulating the kick out. 
2. It needs several cycles of circulation. 
Kill Sheet 
The kill sheet includes all 
the necessary data for 
killing the well including 
the drop down pressure 
against pumped strokes. 
Kick Tolerance 
((Is the maximum allowable 
pressure or its equivalent ppg 
that the weakest point in a 
weilbore can withstand)) 
*The weakest point is the casing shoe. 
-No influx in the welibore. 
Kick toleance= (Shoe depth • (FR - MW))/Depth- 
riole kuioolems - blowout 
(oil, gas or water) 
Indication: 
-Returns to Surface after 
Circulation is 	 Stopped (KICK!) 
-Well Out of Control - Big Problem! 
-Lost Circulation 
Hole Problems - Blowout 
[surface or underground] 
Results - 
Loss of Hydrostatic Head 
due to Lost Circulation 
Poor drilling Fluid 
b 
 Swabbing Effect while Pulling Drillpipe 
Insufficient Mud Weight 
' Possible Loss of Life and Property 

















If on Bottom: 
Use proper Mud Weight 
Add Lost Circulation Materials 
-Blowout Control Equipment on RIG 
	 In Extreme Case of Blowout: 
including Pit Volume Indicators 	 May Have to Directionally 





-While drilling across 
an unconsolidated 
zone, loose sand and 
gravel may collapse 
and pack-off the 
wellbore 
Shale Sloughuna 
Form a filter cake on the 
unconsolidated formation 
Increase the viscosity of the drilling 
fluid to do a better job of cleaning the 
hole 
S 
	 Sh a 
	 hi 
o Fractured and faulted 
zones 
Similar to boulders 
• If the fractured material 
sloughs fast enough, it 
may stick the drill string 
• Increase mud viscosity 
to clean the hole 
Q Under gauge hole 
Forcing the bit into an 
under gauge hole can 
cause the pipe to get 
stuck and/or damage the 
bit 
If an under gauge hole is 
encountered, ream the 
bit to bottom with lower 

















Forms an elliptical 




• Collapsed casing 
rOan be caused by under 
designed casing or 
casing wear while drilling 




• Poor hole  
cleaning 	 777 





pack off and 
cause the drill 
string to get P N.ka 
stuck 
Shale Sloughing 
' Poor hole cleaning 
Must do a better job of cleaning the 
hole which will be discussed in a 
separate chapter on Lifting Capacity 
ShaleSloughinri 




Forms an elliptical 
hole when it 
I sloughs 
2 TIGHT HOLE PROBLEM 
• GENERAL 
• COAL SEAMS 
• SWELLING CLAYS AND 
MUDSTONES 
• PLASTIC AND ELASTIC 
ZONES 











3 LOST CIRCULATION BOREHOLE PROBLEMS 
II. Loss Of Circulation 
A. 	 Causes 
1- Fractured Formation 
• Natural fractures may be indicated when los 
occur during or immediately subsequent to 
rough drilling or sudden formation change. 
• Induced fracture are indicated where losses 
occur while tripping pipe, breaking circulath 
or raising mud weights. Causes include 
exceeding the fracture gradient with excessi 
mud weights or high surge pressures, and 
equivalent circulating densities (ECD) 
GENERAL 
• EFFECTS of LOST 
CIRCULATION 
• COMBATTING LOST 
CIRCULATION 
2 Highly-Permeable Formations 
• Formation types- Massive sands, pea 
gravel, shell beds, or reef deposits. 
• Indicators- Continuous gradual seepage 
losses. Partial returns. (rate of loss is 
dependent on the degree of permeability) 
3. Highly-porous Formation 
• Formation types- sands, gravel beds, or 
reef deposits. 
• Indicators- Partial loss of returns which 
may develop slowly and increase with 
penetration. 
4. Cavernous and Vugular Formations 
• Formation types-Limestone, dolomite, 
chalk, and other formation with secondary 
porosity. 
• Indicators- Sudden and severe to complete 
loss of returns which may be accompanied 
by sudden erratic rates of penetration. 
Formation of this nature are generally 
predictable in areas with significant 
drilling histories. 
B. Preventative Measures for LOC: 
1. Use of minimum fluid densities as dictated by 
formation pressures and borehole stability. 
2. Evaluate area well data to determine proper mud 
weights and casing placement Establish formation 
integrity with pressure test at the most recent casing 
depth. 
3. Monitor and control rheologies to minimize swab/surge 
pressures, annular friction loss (ECD), and control pipe 
running speeds. 
4. Maintain thermally-stable rheologies to avoid high 
temperature gelation. Breaking circulation in stages 
while tripping is advisable when gelation is evident. 
Utilize standpipe choke if available to break circulation 
with a gradual pressure increase. 
B. Preventative Measures for LOC ,Cont.: 
S. Minimize annular restrictions 
is 	 Optimize bit hydraulics and/or use of additives to mmnimmee bit and dnlll.t,inq belting. 
• Control rates of penetration to avoid excessive solids loading in the annulus. 
• Avoid excessive wall cake development by reducing filtration rates. 
• Use of inhibitive fluids such as potassium-base and calcium-boos fluids can provide 










. Remedial Procedures for Loss 
Circulation 
1-seepage loss (permeable Formations) 
1. Treat system with fine lost-circulation-
material (fine and coarse). 
2. Accompany LCM treatments with 
additions of a viscosifier to improve 
particle-size distribution 
3. Avoid excessive circulation rate and/or 
penetration rate to minimize ECD and 
solids loading of the annulus. 
2. Partial Loss (Highly-Porous or Fractured 
Formations) 
1. Treat system with various sizes of LCM. Mixtures of 
different shapes are often quite effective. 
2. For severe losses, spot 50-100 bbl pill opposite the 
loss zone utilizing 30 to 40 lb,,,/bbl of various types 
of LCM. Pull up into casing and allow 6 to 8 hours. 
3. Squeeze the zone with an high-filtration slurry such 
as DIASEAL M (see Table 3). The addition of 10 to 
20 lbjbbl of CHEK-LOSS will generally improve 
chances of success. When applying high-filtration 
slurries, squeeze slowly (1/2 to 1112 lb0lmin) with 
pressure not exceeding 50 to 100 psi. Final squeeze 
pressure should not exceed 0.1 psi/ft of depth. 
Total Loss 	 or I 
Fractures) 
1. Cement loss zone. Neat or bentonite 
cementfor densities 14.5 to 15.5 lb.,/gal. 
Gilsonite cement for densities. below 
14.5 lb./gal. 
2. Utilize soft plugs such as diesel oil-
bentonite cement or diesel oil-bentonite 
gunk squeeze slurry (see Table 5). 
3. Drill blind without returns until loss 
zone can be cased off. 
4. Drill with air, stiff foam, or aerated 
mud. 
D. Formulation Tables for the Preparation and Use of 
Various Lost-Circulation Pills in Water-Based 
Systems 
Table 3. Formulation for Preparing I bb! DIASEAL M, Weighted Slurry 
with Freshwater, Bay water, or Seawater 
Deealty DIASEAL V MIL-BAR Was., 
lbn,Jg.I) (Ibn.) 9.06. Sacks bb] 
9 50 1.00 0.0 0.87 


























17 25 0.00 4.0 0.60 
18 22 0.44 0.2 0.08 
18 11 034 5.8 0.02 
NOTE: When water-absorbing materials such as CHEK-LOSS are employed, 
observe the effect of LCM on viscosity prior to adding the full amount of 
DIASEAL M.  
Example: 100 bbl of 14 Ibm/gal DIASEAL slurry 
requires 68 sacks DIASEAL M, 290 sacks MIL- 
BAR, 70 bbl water, and CHEK-LOSS, if desired. 
Table 4. Soft Plug Formulations (Total Loss of Circulation) 
1. Diesel oil-bentonite cement squeeze (100 bbl). 
154 sacks (100 lb./sack) cement. 
154 sacks NIILGEL.. 
72 bbl diesel oil. 
2. Diesel oil-bentonite gunk squeeze. 
4 sacks (100 lb./sack) MILGEL. 
I bbl diesel oil (final volume 1.42 bbl). 
A. Squeeze procedure (for 1 and 2). 
Locate loss zone (temperature or radioactive survey) 
and run in hole open ended. 
Mix slurry volume equivalent to or greater than hole 
volume, below loss zone. 
Precede slurry. with 5bbl of diesel oil and pump slurry 
to bit Follow slurry with 5 bbl diesel. 
-When the slurry exits drillstring, close annular 
preventers and pump mud into annulus at  bbl/min 
while displacing the slurry from the drill pipe at 4 
bbl/min. 
After displacing 1/2 the slurry from drillstring, reduce 
pump rates to ¶ bbl/min on the annulus and 2 bbl/min 
on the drill pipe. 
• After displacing 3/4 of the slurry from drillstring. 
attempt an "hesitation squeeze pressure" of 1 00 to 500 
PSI. 
• Under-displace slurry leaving 1 bbl in drillstring, pullout 










E. Loss of Circulation with Oil Muds 
1. Seepage loss -Common problem in slightly-porous 
permeable formations due to low-colloid content of 
fluid. 
Remedial procedures are: 
a. Reduce HT-H P fluid loss with additions of 
CARBO- TROL 
b. Utilize CHEK-LOSS or W.O. 30 with additions of 5 to 
8 lb,/bbl to active system 
c. Utilize 'slugging technique" in which a combination 
of CHEK-LOSS and W.O. 30 are mixed at 30 to 40 
lbmibbl in a 20 to 50 bbl pill. 
2.Partial losses (highly-porous or fractured 
formations) can be combated with additions of LCM to 
active sys- tern. Caution should be exercised to avoid 
water wetting of LCM material. 
Remedial procedures include: 
a.Spot pill using various sizes of LCM with a 
concentration of 30 to 40 Ibm/bbl. 
b. Go immediately to an high-filtration-type of squeeze 
such as DIASEAL (see Table 3). 
c. Utilize an high-filtration diesel oil-bentonite squeeze 
as outlined in Table 5. 
Table 5. High-Filtration Squeeze for Oil Muds Formulation 
I bbl of 18 lb/gal Slurry 
MILGEL 	 300-400 ibm 
Diesel oil 	 0.6 bbl 
CARBOGEL® 	 3 Ibm 
CARBO- TECTM 	 1 Ibm 
CHEKLOSS 	 10-15 Ibm 
Barite 	 540 Ibm 
Follow squeeze procedure as outlined in Table 4.  
3. Total losses (caverns, vugs, or induced fractures) can 
be combated with the use of high-filtration squeezes as 
outlined above to avoid pumping costly fluid away. 
Remedial procedures include: 
a. Cement squeezes into loss zone. 
b. Change out system to less costly water-based fluid until 
circulation is established and drilling can proceed or 
casing can be run. 
Hole Problems - Lost Circulation 	 Hole Problems - Lost Circulation 
Indication: 
• Flow out < Flow in (e.g 400 < 500) 
-Drop in mud Return Rate 




• High Formation Permeability (e.g fractures) 
• Low Formation Pore Pressure 
• Poor Drilling Fluid Characteristics 
• Induced Fracturing of Formation 












Hole Problems- Lost Circulation 	 Hole Problems- Lost Circulation 
Remedial Measures: 
> Use Lost Circulation Material 
as Mud Additive (fibrous or granular) 
> Drill Through Troublesome 
Interval and Case Off 
Decrease Mud Weight 
> Decrease Circulation Rate 
Preventive Measures: 
Crew Education 
> Good Mud Program 
° Study Wells in Area 
to be prepared 
1.LOST CIRCULATION 
Below Surface Casing, Conductor 
Shallow Unconsolidated Formation 
Ei Heavily fracture cavernous formation 
Ei Weighted Mud 
Q Lost circulation 
)'Lost circulation occurs when the 
effective hydrostatic (mud weight, 
friction losses and cuttings 
concentration) becomes greater than 
the formation pore pressure plus the 
resistance to flow of the fluid through 
the formation 
Lost Circulation 	 Lost circulation - Causes 
Conventional drilling utilizes continuous fluid 
flow down the drilipipe to: 
• Remove cuttings 
• Maintain pressure 
• Cool the bit 
Key Indicator In understanding what is 
happening downhole 
Circulation must be maintained at all times 
If the circulation is interrupted because fluid 














a Lost circulation 
While drilling, all 
the fluid pumped 
into the drill 
string returns to 
the mud tank at 
the surface 





0 Lost circulation 
.-Lost circulation 
is when all or a 
portion of the 
circulating fluid is 
lost to the 
formation 
Lost Circul 
• Can loose 
circulation into 
primary or 	 c jb) 11_5~41 secondary 	 -' 	 * 
porosity 	 OKCSflY 47 
• 	 Generafly,  
primary porosity Ea_ 
will range from 8 	 9O 
+ '1O/ f 
 
CUBIC OR WIDE R1OMO4EDRAL OR 
	
, for 	 ec 
_
o 	 CLOSE PACKED 
reservoirs 
Lost Circulatiqp, 
Secondary porosity is porosity 
generated by altering the rocks 
such as the dolomitization of 





0 Permeability is a measure of the 
resistance to flow of a fluid 
through a rock 
- Measured in Darcys or millidarcys 
Most reservoirs have less than one 
Darcy of permeability and will not 










Hole Problems - Lost Circulation 
Combating Lost Circulation 
Remedial Measures: 
Use Lost Circulation Material 
as Mud Additive (fibrous or 
granular) 
Drill Through Troublesome 
Interval and Case Off 
Decrease Mud Weight 
Decrease Circulation Rate 	 112 
Hole Problems- Lost Circulation 
Results: 
> Costly Mud Makeup 
Loss of Production 
> Fire 
Loss of Permit to Drill 
Hole Problems - Lost Circulation 
Preventive Measures: 
' Crew Education 
Good Mud Program 
Study Wells in Area 
to be prepared 
a Lost circulation 
Shallow formations with high porosity 
and permeability that will accept 
whole mud 
-Shallow sands 
-Increase  viscosity and/or add LCM 
-LCM - Lost Circulation Material - 
anything that is cheap and readily 
available 
-Types of LCM that have been used 
-Cellophane flakes, nut hulls (walnuts, 
peanuts, etc), mica, fibers, crawfish 
shells, calcium carbonate, tree bark, 
sawdust, manure, hay, carpet remnants, 
ground rubber (from old tires), 
diatomaceous earth, sweepings from 
cotton mills, cloth remnants, plastic 
pellets, sulfur, cottonseed hulls, quar 
gum, paper, etc 
-Can often use LCM sweeps where the 
LCM is removed from the system using 
the shale shaker after one to two 
circulations 
>Can also loose circulation due to 
excess penetration rate 
-increased solids content of the mud will 
increase the circulating density (ECD) 
contributing to lost circulation when 
drilling fast in large diameter holes 











>Lost circulation due to secondary 
porosity (deep or shallow) 
-Usually use LCM 
Adding LCM requires bypassing the shale 
shaker unless just pumping a sweep 
Bypassing the shale shaker increases mud 
density which will increase the possibility of 
lost circulation 
LCM can seal natural fractures but does not 
prevent fracturing if the fracture gradient is 
exceeded 
Lost circulation due to secondary 
porosity (deep or shallow) 
-Usually use LCM 
• Pick up off bottom while mixing the LCM to 
prevent stuck pipe 
• Keep the pipe moving 
• Can drill ahead while spotting LCM to open 
up the entire loss zone (short distance) 
• Drilling ahead may be necessary prior to 
trying other methods to control lost 
circulation 
0 Operational guidelines for LCM 
pills 
>LCM concentrations for spotting next 
to the loss zone should be in the 
range of 40 to 70 lb/bbl (100 to 200 
kg/m3) 
The slurry should be able to cover the 
entire lost circulation zone with 20 to 
40 barrels extra (3 to 6 m3) 
The yield point of the mud should be larger 
than 20 (9) to prevent the LCM from 
settling or floating 
i-High fluid loss may help 
>Nozzle plugging can be prevented by 
carefully selecting LCM sizes 
i-Nozzles larger than 15/32 inch (11.9 mm) 
will have no trouble passing LCM 
Common medium size LCM will pass 
through nozzles 9/32 inch (7.1 mm) in 
diameter and larger assuming the LCM is 
properly mixed 
Lost circulation due to secondary 
porosity (deep or shallow) 
-Drill without returns (blind drilling) 
• Drilling with no fluid returns to the surface 
• Cuttings go into the lost circulation zone 
• Uses large quantities of fluid 
• 250 gpm (0.94 m3/min) equivalent to 7,000 
bbls (1, 130 m) in a 20 hour drilling day 
• Mixing that quantity of mud would be difficult 
• Usually use water 
• Sweep the hole with high viscosity pills 
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Lost Circulation Example 
This Example shows how to determine the mud weight that can be supported by 
the formation and also the mad weight that will control the subsurface pressure. 
> Well depth = 16,000 ft 
> Protective casing seat = 12,500 ft 
Mud Weight = 17.0 lb/gal 
> Drillpipe size = 4.5 in. 
> Hole size, casing ID. = 8.5 in. 
Annulus volume = 0.05 bbl/ft 
Water required to fill hole = 20 bbl 
Before Water 	 After Water 
Water - 20 bbIs 
- - 400 ft 
- Mud - 17.0 lb/gal 
- - 16,000ft 
BHP =? 	 BHP 13,963 psig 
Example - Solution 
Determine: The effective hydrostatic head 
and mud weight in lb/gal. 
Solution: 	
_9?l. ------- 
= 400 ft of water 
0.05 bbl/ft 
Water gradient = 0.052 * 8.33 = 0.433 psi/ft 
Mud gradient = 0.052 * 17 = 0.884 psi/ft 
Example 3.1 
Pressure imposed at total depth: 
400 ft of water x 0.433 psi/ft = 173 psi 
15,600 ft of mud x 0.884 psi/ft = 13,790 psi 
Total pressure at 16,000 ft = 13,963 psi 
Effective mud weight = 	 13,963 = 1638 lb/gal (16,000)(0.052) 
Before Writer 	 After Water 
Water - 20bbIs 
—400 ft 
- Mud - 17.0 lb/gal 
F127500 ft 
10.869 psig 	 - EMW= 16.72 lb/gal 
BHP u 13,963 psig 	 EMW* 1~Iblqal 
4 HOLE CLEANING PROBLEM 
• GENERAL 
• HIGH DRILLING RATE 
• RUBBER AND FRACTURE 
ZONES 
• BOULDER AND GRAVEL ZONES 












Hale Cleantax Prnble.e 
General 
Role cleaning probisms occur when the 1(55 and shape of 
certaIn particles, is such that they cannot be effectively 
removed by the annalar lies. the particles pr.s.ocieg 
difficulties say be Cuttings or caclegs, or both. 
When hole clesolug problems occur th, chance of so annular 
pailtaff i.e rraeen dramatically. 	 An annular packs-ft occurs 
when •ufticient solids accumulate around cnn revircumforoscu 
of th. drill pipe, drill collatn, or ecabilinsrs and restrIct 
the circulation of drilling (told. 	 Once the ability to 
circulate baa been lost the renatolag (smaller) particles 
above the annularpackolt will continue to sortie and mars 
solidly sell the anoutus, usually resulting in a stuck drill 
string. 	 If circulation ceonot be reestablished and If 
jarrIng scsi working the drill string does not free the pipe, 
• fishing operation will usually be —qui-d. 
High Drilling Rate 
aareas where very high drilling tales are achieved, it I. 
otsao difficult to clean all of the resulting solids Out of 
the tuelibora, 	 tbsp slippage of the particles to the aOuulus 
at esryhigh drilling taCos will result in s high 
cuncentvutiuo at solids that may cause: 
lost circulation (us c.rtsis areas due to the ,igniticantiy 
increased sad density. 
- greater chances of mechanical sticking and of differential 
sticking. 
plugged bit no.010s dee to the hydrostatic isbslance and 
the ro,ciiiag back glow on cicnnmctluss, and 
• formation of sod ring., the collection of an annularpack 
of soUdo which fore a cciii, Solid San that is difficult 
to remov, from the esnu los and that may eliminate the 
ability to circulate. 
lihnn hole cleaning problems associated subhigh drilling 
rate occur the (allowing ehaegns sep be sifectedu 
- mdcc. the rats of cr.atlnn of Onttt,f. bycOnrrnl 
drilling (Uniting the maximum rate of p000tratiorm). 
- toccess cog 	 cs 	 (laid 	 .ieccstty 	 I partiCularity ci. 
isctisl gel scr.u.tb I to r.400. th. sect Ic5 ,vIucIty ci 
p.ytlol.s is tic. 
-utt..pt155 Sn treSS. ..ul in. tent 1os by ustof btca 
etch gc.at,r tafl.rs of collar teeth, by —4.., 1 
.eugIv, nut bit, sr by itcteaaitg RPM, aod 
- by tocmsaslng the circutet tot ret, to 
It It  tIc. tine that 
5 ibI 	 d P 
tel, 01,00 l's prebIssa a,. quits season 5055 grill tog act,. 
hevn baste. 11 1 tntnrsd and stoats 	 erg. ..u,ttu uf 
So.su.4 rubbls. 	 the types ci psrtit Ins Stat mane It Iron 
tic On soon .rc typically iargs, seCular pisces toss oehflit 
carp h_ft sstccsts seletitiss is sent field.. as toe taCt, 
of ft an rosa and annular veloSt. pc.stbie ste qact. 
iinit.d, the large pa.tiols a .tcnouetet,d ore almeet elesy. 
ca,dI,d 5. Suite,. 
- incrta.. tIc, initial get etr.sgtben a ytela p.1st 
tot.id.rably. sea 
- tedrill Sc break ins se-caller Class 	 enrticl esther 
b. r..nvnd st;a the cAncer ha it slats leg capabilIty 
staid.. 	 - 
5ab05 usa yrartur. teens cites cyceto etcy tint 	 .i bit 
toeq eases to. I cscturs. ;reb the .45. en the bit or 
stubti (tsr,. 
	
A. tOrso tnrqs.. say rem... scudnoly, tsr. 
east bb -k— to aesop. sit, dm1 IstriOg doe tot spite11. 
Similar to rubble resulting from fractured zones, boulder and 
grocel aetna prodace particles that have very high settling 
rutos. 	 boulders and gravel is relatively consolidated nonvo 
require the cleaning of such large particle. cnotained elthlis 
the drilled hole column of the tune, 	 La uncennulideted 
zones, additional gravel and boulders often enter the 
wellb,r, to the furs of sloughing and can therefore he much 
greater to total salons. 
In either rage, a large increase in drilling fluid viscosity 
is usually required to remove the bulk of the lacgo particles 
present, the ingest boulders must often be broken up into 
saslier pieces before they can be removed. 
Also similar to drilling fractured cones is the high tocqsa-
geueratnd while drilling rubble and fracture zones. Peak 
tnrqaas are uaaally generated at the hit and therefore 
concert for apis-otis of the drill string are most prevalent 





>Many times they are a problem in the 
surface hole 
Can also be a problem deeper where 
the formation is highly fractured 
• Indications 
e-Severe torque while drilling, sometimes the 
drill string rotation is stopped and the string 
stuck 
>Difficulty in pulling off bottom or pulling the 
first few stands 
>No difficulty in circulating 
>Free movement down with difficulty moving 
up 
-The tight spot is not in the same place but 











The only choice is to break up the 
boulder with movement of the drill 
string 
>Can't get the mud viscosity high 




Salt can cause problems while drilling 
'Salt causes casing collapse during 
production 
.'Design casing for 1 psi/ft (22.6 
kPa/m) collapse 




-Increase mud weight 
Shale 
-More likely it is the buildup of gumbo on 
walls of hole 
-There is no conclusive evidence that the 
hole size in a shale section is reduced 
due to the shale moving 
-Should see a smaller hole on caliper log, 




L 	 will absorb water and 
— 	
swell 
The sticky formation 
jf 	 can then stick to the walls of the hole and 
the drill string 
(Gumbo) 
>Shale does not 
actually move into the 
wellbore 
11 OVC• Cl,,. 1. Cl, 
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• TARGET CONTROL 











Disturb.d geology dtenoflsd herein refers to the mO too ic 
stresses and earth meo.nets that clues taoltlng, trertoring, 
none 
	
thrusting 	 sod 	 general 	 ne.pltn.ti One n'_,hin 	 the 
eubnor tare Structural goal ony. 	 In addition, considerable 
dipping to the bedding places occur, with tire fotsarlvnn 
lying at 	 f.. degrees vu elnaty degree. or moro from its 
original buetoonrally deposited place. 
As cmii as the unstable flute conditions discussed mar11, 
such as tectonic weakening and rubble and fracture Cones, CI 
effects of disturbed geology savifoer in the ability to drl 
A straight, vertical wel.lbnre. the male effects on straigi 
driitlog are diocranand below. 
Most 	 IJIiiIiIii 
Deviation, at inclination from vertical, is of major oneoci 
In many areas of the world, the tendency of an area to but. 
angle (encounter deflation) Is affected considerably by tt 
type of formations present but more by the dip angle of II 
bedding pianos prnoent. 
When significant dip angles are present, the bit isods to 
drIll e oellbore that halide angle la a direction that 
returns the bit to a ooraal (perpendicular) sei*nrstiom eith 
the budding pienco. Thee ehen the dip is 20' in 
soolheeaterly direction the hit tsodo to drull in a direction 
eosilting in a weflbore of ID' 
	
ovatlon to a northeasterly 
dIrection, this effect is most strongly Influenced by the 
formation's Intrinsic ness of drilling being greater 
parpeudicoler to the bedding planes as opposed to parallel to 
the bedding planes. Of course the final hole dirannlne and 
angle are influenced by lacy other factors such as degree 01 
stabilization, bit angle rniattne to hole uogis, weight on 
bit, type if bit. etc. 
Prebi ems that are ancicipated don to deviation can be 
sinimlood by 
- us. of a nell stabilized bottom hole amnrmbly 
- weight on bit and OPS prugros 
- placement of the surface location with respect to the 
bottom hole location 
- use of upeniallsrd (deviatIon control) bits 
- implementation of specialized drilling techniques that 
require lower weights on bit, such so air drilling or urn 
Target Control 
in ersaa where the netin are prone to cocoidsrafle deviation, 
the difficulty is hitting the required subsurface target Is 
greatly increased. it to qafln common for targar, more 
realistic targets to be so looted tsr these typos of antis, 
rather than requiring several octrmcti onruns eith kick subs 
and dotruhole meters to achi sce the iotornnctlos of a corp 
small target. Whsoever cargot nine is limited the additional 
costs ts required to ensure the target In Intersected should be 
carefully wsigned Against the restricted target boundaries. 
In many canoe reduced bit weight in the ricol method of 
limiting deviation to allow lstere.ctlnn of tie target. This 
can cites prove to be a very costly practice doe to the low 
rates of psnetrotion that occurs. In I. often better to 
locate the elf & greater than enpected distance from tho 
bottom bole target aad louse inrreaoed bit weight ye altos 
the well to build uofftcient angle to letetnect the target. 
Crooked hole refers to emilberen that encounter not only 
deviation, hut changes in deviation and direction, often 
abrupt, from the Initial depth of deviation. Eu crooked hole 
areas 
 uho otroctoral geology may have decreasing Oty angles 
or even uncut more rnoersaleof the dlr.ctius at dip. The 
unllbors may ,end to holld angle in one direction, than 
change direction or drop angle only or build angle cud change 
direction agmio. Tite resulting crooked wellborn is the cease 
at •eoerol sorioso problems. these say Inclidsl 
- entrees target control difficulties 
- greatly iOct$aa&d drag and torque 
- the formation of key.eanm 
- drill etrig failures 
- inability to reich rural depth objmvtlees 
- production problems 
The mechanical problems that may be caused by croaked ho.s 
are dlaeosnsd to greater detail to the following saction. 
6. Pipe Stuck andMECHANICAL 
PROBLEMS 
• A STUCK DRILL STRINGS 
-Differential Sticking 
-Sticking Due to Solids 
- Keyseat Sticking 
• ABNORMAL DRAG AND TORQUE 
-B. Hole Geometry 
• WASHOUTS 
• PARTED DRILL STRINGS 
• PARTED DRILL PIPES 
• DRILL COLLAR FAILURES 
• DOWNHOLE TOOL FAILURES 
• JUNK IN HOLE 
II. Stuck pipe 
Drilling string 
cannot be raised, 










Hole Problems - Stuck Pipe 
(drill pipe, drill collars, casing) 
Indication: 
• Cannot Pick Up Pipe (Venezuela 
causãe) 
Cave - ins 
ll Keyseat - Crooked Hole  
Ill. DRILLSTRING STICKING 
A. Causes of Stuck Pipe 
1. Differential pressure (wall sticking). 
2. Mechanical related. 
a. Key seating. 
b. Formation-related (instability & tight holes). 
c. Wellbore geometry (deviation & doglegs). 
d. Inadequate hole cleaning. 
e. Junk in hole. 
1. Collapsed casing. 
g. Cement related. 
IN 
Differential Sticking -A Pressure Problem 
This Normally Occurs: 
- when p#pe/logs are 
stationary or slowly moving 
'y moving 
-with contact between 
drillstring and borehole (ie 
at drill collars) 
- with higher mud weights 
- across a permeable 
to 
formation (sand 




• The pipe is "sucked" up against the 
formation due to a difference in pressure 
Mechanical Sticking 
• A mechanical obstruction 
• Could be from the formation, wellbore 
geometry, or tool failure 
Mechanical Sticking -Dirty Wellbore 
Too many 'solids" in the weilborel 
higher pump pressure 
fill on bottom 
more 'pull* required to move pipe 
unconsolidated Formations 
Poor Hole Cleaning 
Prevention 
• maximise flow rates and rpm 
• Bette' read properties 
• drill more slowly 
Mechanical Sticking -Obstructions 
• Obstructions 
Indications: 
• more'pull' required to move pipe 
• ca, 'til l circulate 
• increased torque 
• Unable to "nab. IroiC 
• Why' 
• Junk in the Wellbore 
Hole Geometry 
• Prevention 
• equipment QA/QC 
housekeeping 










Stuck Pipe - How do we get free? 
• Pull Harder (but don't break it) 
• Jar on Pipe 
• Cut Pipe and Fish 
• Increase or decrease circulation 
• Pump other types of fluids or chemicals 
_ k_&N. 
Stuck pipe is a big problem in 
the drilling industry 
In the Netherlands, the stuck pipe 
incidents resulted in 5% of the drilling 
capital expenditure in 1993 
Shell reported stuck pipe in 70% of its 
wells causing 80% of the lost time 
while drilling in Nigeria 
Stuck Pipe 
1.2 2llH 
Hole Problems - Stuck Pipe 
Causes, cont'd: 
Differential Pressure Sticking 
Filter Cake 
Deposited AFTER Circulation 
Stops 
- While Still on Bottom 
B. Preventative and control Measures 
1. Differential pressure sticking 
1. Control mud densities as low as 
practical. 
2. Control filtration rate to produce a thin, 
compressible wailcake, 
3. Control drilled solids as low as possible. 
4. Control drill to avoid overloading annulus. 
5. Utilize friction-reducing additives. 
2. Mechanical related 
a. Key seating. 
I Control hole deviation. 
2. Assure drillstring is in tension 
3 Utilize string reamers and stabilizers. 
b. Formation-related welibore instability is generally associated with 
'tight hole conditions improvement 
in hole conditions can be seen with optimization of 
fluid properties and the use of appropriate inhibitive additives and fluid 
systems 
c. Inadequate hole cleaning can be improved by altering fluid 
rheologies and pump rates. 
C. Remedial Procedures for Stuck Pipe 
The free-point may be determined from 
electric logging or pipe stretch calculations 
D Spotting Fluids 
Drilling Fluids companies offers a variety of 
spotting fluids which are designed for use in 
every drilling environment. 
• These fluids may be used in weighted or Un-
weighted form. 
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p Filter coke 
Differential pipe sticking. 
F =fAf AP 
1.5-26 
Thick Filter Cake 	 F = JLN 
- 	
- 	 N=tWA 
Thin Fitter Cake 	 F = .t APA 
- 	
How is filter cake formed? 
Pipe Stuck in Watt Cake 
161  
Hole Problems - Stuck Pire 
	 I 
Results: 
• Fishing Operations 
Back off, POH, RIG w/fishing string 
• Loss of Hole 
or at least part of the hole 
D. Spotting Fluids 
Table 7, 8, and 9 in notes example of 
spotting fluid materials and its mixing 
procedure. 
Differential Pressure Sticking 
eDifferential Pressure Sticking 
-Across from a permeable formation 
>Stuck while the pipe was not moving 
.-Can occur anywhere in the hole 











I Hole Problems - Stuck Pipe 	 I 
Preventive Measures: 
• Use Minimum Mud Weight Required 
to Control Formation Pressures. 
• Use Special Drill Collars (spiral) 
• Use Centralizers on Casing 
• Periodically Establish Circulation 
while Running Casing or Drillpipe 
in Deep Hole 
Hole Problems - Stuck Pipe 	
I 
Remedial Measures: 
If Circulation Cannot Be 
Established: 
Cut Pipe or Unscrew 
Joint - and Fish 
1.5-22 Hole Problems - Stuck Pipe 
Remedial Measures: 
If Circulation Can Be Established: 
• Erode Mud Filter Cake - at High Fluid 
Velocity (speed up pumps) 
*Spot Special Fluid; Oil, Acid 
• Reduce Mud Weight as Far as Possible 
• Rotate Pipe - Keep Moving Pipe 
Hole Problems - Crooked Hole 
Indication: 
Periodic Directional Surveys 
'Stuck Drill String 
'Casing Problems 
Hole Problems - Crooked Hole 
Causes: 
Too much Weight on Bit 
Dipping Formation 
Anisotropic Formation 
Too Small Drill Collars 
No Stabilizers 
Hole Problems - Crooked Hole 
Results: 















Hole Problems - Crooked Hole 
Preventive Action: 
-Avoid Buckling of Drill Pipe by 
using sufficient number of drill 
collars 
>Use "Oversize" Drill Collars 
.-Use Reamers and Stabilizers 
-Start the Hole Vertically 
Hole Problems - Crooked Hole 
Remedial Action: 
-PIug Back and Sidetrack 
,-Use Whipstock 
i-Use Reamers in 3 Locations 
Differential Pressure Sticking 
Getting unstuck 
>Pull or slack off (jar) the maximum 
immediately 
s-Spot oil or a proprietary product 
p Reduce pressure by U-Tube 
>Reduce pressure by pumping 
nitrogen 
>Washover stuck pipe 
> Sidetrack  
Differential P 	 tic i 
lilt! 
Getting unstu 
pPull or slack o 
immediately 






111 .,QrentiaP,sure Sticking 	
milli Differential Pressure Sticking 
a Prevention 
>Don't let the pipe sit without moving (keep 
the pipe moving) 
;-Use spiral drill collars 
- Stabilize drill collars 
.Replace drill collars with HWDP 
Reduce pressure differential 
-Thin filter cake 
#Add oil to mud (reduce friction coefficient)  
Prevention 
Dont let the pipe sit without 
the pipe moving) 
i-Use spiral drill collars 
Stabilize drill collars 
Replace drill collars with Hi 
Reduce pressure differential 
Thin filter cake 











Differential Pressure Sticking llRflI 
Prevention 
-Don't let the pipe sit without 
the pipe moving) 
)'Use spiral drill collars 
Stabilize drill collars 
Replace drill collars with HV 
Reduce pressure differentia 
>Thin filter cake 
Add oil to mud (reduce friction coen 
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La 737.0 hO 	 a 7.0000 
• It is estimated that more than 65°!o of 
stuck pipe occurrences can be 
avoided with better planning and 
drilling crew training 
• There is a need for better awareness 
of the problem and continued 
emphasis on prevention measures to 
achieve minimal stuck pipe incidents 
Keysoat 
Occurs high in the hole 
,Got stuck while pipe was moving 
-If not stuck, may go down but not up 
past a point 
.-Can still circulate without difficulty 
















Dog leg hog seat 
rens,05 Tension KEY 
SEAT 
- Top o,wof 
key seat Section 
Tens,on T.—on 
----Refers to hole deoelo*ed by tool joint 
tin 
1Getting out of the hole 
Work pipe through the keyseat area - 
back ream 
If stuck, back off two or three joints 
above the stuck point 
,-Run jars and jar down 
' Sidetrack 
>If in acid soluble formation, spot acid 
Can use a keyseat 
wiper at the top of 
the drill collars to aid 
in back reaming 	 / through the keyseat 
interval 
n 
0 Prevent keyseat 
Minimize dogleg severity - BHA 
design 
-.-Reducing the number of drill collars - 
adding HWDP 
O" Drill with a downhole motor and 
minimize rotation of the drill string 
p-String ream potential keyseat  
B. Weilbore Geometry 
Hole diameter and / or angle relative to BHA 
geometry and / or stiffness will not allow 
passage of the drill string 
1. Key seat 
2. Microdoglegs 
3. Ledges 
4. Stiff assembly 
S. Mobile formation 










Settled Cutting Straight Hole 
Causes: 
• Low annular velocity and/or 
poor mud properties. 
• When circulation Is stopped 
the cuttings fall back down 





Warning, indications, first action 
Warning: 
1. High angle doge leg in upper hole section. 
2. Long drilling hours with no wiper trips through the 
dogleged section 
3. Cyclic over pull at tool joint intervals on trips. 
Indications: 
1. Occurs only while POOH. 
2. Sudden over pull as BRA reaches dogleg depth. 
3. Unrestricted circulation. 
4. Free string movement below key seat depth. 
Causes: 
1. Abrupt change in 
angle or direction in 
soft formations. 
2. High string tension 
and pipe rotation 
wears a slot into the 
formation. 
3. While POOH the drill 
collars jam into the 
slot. 
First Action, Preventive Action 
First action: 
• Applay torque and jar down. 
• Attempt to rotate with tow over pull to work through dogleg. 
Preventive Action: 
• Minimize dog leg severity to 3deg/100' or less. 
• Limit over pull through suspected intervals. 
• Run string reamer or key seat wiper If suspected. 
C. Packing Off& Bridging 
Formation cuttings cavings or medium to large 
pieces of hard formation, cement or junk settle 
around the drill string and pack off/bridging the 
annulus. 
1. Settled cuttings 
2. Shale instability + 
3. Unconsolidated formations 
4. Fractured formations 
S. Cement related. 
6. Junk. 
Warning, indications, first action 
Warning: 
1. High ROP, low pump rate, little to no circulation time 
at connections. 
2. Torque, drag and pump pressure increase. 
3. Over pull off slips, pump surge to break circulation 
4. Fill on bottom. 
Indications: 
1, Likely to occure on connections. 
2. Possible during trips. 











'Drill cuttings settle on 
the low side forming a 
cutting bed. 
-The cutting bed builds 
and slide down hole. 
-While POOH the 
cuttings is dragged 
upward by the BHA 
4/28/2015 
First Action, Preventive Action 
	 Settled Cutting Deviated Hole 
First action: 
• Applay low pump pressure (200-400psi). 
• Apply torque and jar down. 
• Circulate clean to avoid recurrence. 
Preventive Action: 
• Control ROP, maximize annular velocity. 
• Maintain sufficient gel strength and VP. 
• Circulate 5- 10 min before connections. 
• Circulation clean before POOH. 
Warning, indications, first action 
Warning: 
1. Hole angle > 35deg.. 
2. Drilling with a down hole motor. 
3. High ROP, low GPM, increase torque, increase pump 
pressure. 
Indications: 
1. Likely to occure while POOH, possible while drilling. 
2. Increase overpull on trips. 
3. Circulating pressure restricted or impossible 
First Action, Preventive Action 
First action: 
• Apply low pump pressure (100-400psi). 
• Jar down & Apply torque with Caution. 
• Circulate clean to avoid recurrence. 
Preventive Action: 
• Record trend indicators for inadequate hole cleaning. 
• Control ROP, maintain mud properties, maximize annular 
velocity, maximize string rotation. 
• Circulation clean before POOH. 
• Use low vis/high vis density sweps. 
Hole Problems - Junk in Hole 
Indication: 
• Bit Parts Missing 
• Items from Surface Dropped into Hole 
Erratic Torque 
Hole Problems - Junk in Hole 
Cause: 


















Run Junk Basket 
Run Basket with Collapsible Teeth 





(3) Washover pipe 
(4) Inside and outside cutters 
(5) Junk baskets 
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By Kriangkrai Trisarn 
534620 ADVANCED DRILLING ENGINEERING 
4(4-0-8) (a-), 1/2557, 2014 
Course Contents 
1. How to Get Drilling Permission (2hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
2. Introduction to Rotary Drilling (4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
3. Well Planning and Proposal (2 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
4.Cost Estimation and Control (4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
5. Hole Problems.(4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
6. Drilling Fluids (4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
7. Factors Affecting Rate of Penetration (4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
8. Pressure Control (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
9. Pore Pressure and Pressure Gradient (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
10. Blowout Control Procedure and Equipment (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
11. Directional and Slimhole Drilling (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
12. Rotary Bit Design (2 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 












1. Mud System & Horse Power 
2.Drilling Fluid Types 
WATER-BASE MUD 
OIL-BASE Drilling Fluids 
AIR/GAS Drilling 
3 .MUD COMPROSITIONS 
4.MUD PROPERTIES and Lab TESTs 
5.Mud Calculation. 
Rotary Drilling Rig & Components 
1 .Derricks, Masts and Substructure 
2.Hoisting Equipment 
3.Pipe Handling Equipment 
4.Prime Movers 
5. Power Transmission 
6.Mud System 
7.Instruments 










6) Mud System 
Mud tanks 
a) Duplex, double acting 
b) Triplex, Single acting 
Centrifugal pumps, auxiliary, for 
Mud mixing and treating equipment 
Solids separation equipment 
Mud-Gas separators 
Bulk storage, bentonite, barytes & Cemeni 
Mud guns, buttom jets 





Pipe 	 I - Swve1 Mixing 	 NOW 
- Kelly IRaty 
SctIon 	 Un. 
line  
MudReturn - 	 - Drill Pipe  Un. 
Mud Pulfte 	 $11.1. Shaker - - Annln. 
- Drill 
Collar 
- - Borehole  












Mud System & Horse Power 
Fig. 3-23 
Mud Circulation System and Solids Control E- 
[ud Properties Must Aidj 
	
SolidsControl Equipment 
Is the Base for 
Standpipe- 	 Cutting Sampling 






























































1901 -The Spindletop well introduced 
rotary drilling methods and drilling fluid 
1920's - Barite was first used for 
density 
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Air, natural gas or nitrogen-based 
systems 
1970s - Safety and environmental 
issues in addition to performance and 
cost 
1990s - Synthetic based muds now 
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4.2 Functions of Drilling Fluid 
The general functions of a drilling fluid are 
1. To remove and transport cuttings from the 
bottom of the hole to the surface 
2. To cool and lubricate the bits. 
3. To suspend cuttings during times when 
circulation is stopped. 
4. To control encountered subsurface pressure. 
5. To wall the hole with an impermeable filter cake 
6. To transmit fluid energy to the bit nozzles 
7. To prevent caving of the formation 
8. To support the weight of drill strings and casing. 
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Van >>Vsett 	 BHA 
lac Law of Cuttings Trans po4 
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V: Cutting Settling Velocity 
depends on: 
Mud Parameters 
















- Bottomhole cleaning is primarily 
performed by the hydraulics and not the 
mud 
Mud additives generally reduce bottomhole 
cleaning 
Bit balling is less of a problem with 
dispersed mud systems 
Ns 	 ou,rba1anc.d) 
Mud Pressure> Formation Pressure 








Number two is to 
prevent blowouts 
Blowouts can be 
catastrophic with loss 
of life equipment and 
environmental damage 
The most common 
additive for density is 
barite 
Drillina Fluid 
Hematite and Ilmenite are not used 
very often in drilling fluids 
.-Only for very high density drilling fluids 
1Ui1 !rflfl4 
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Functions Of Drilling Fluids 




Support of the Borehole Wall - Balancing Formatiim- 
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Sufficient Mod Density 	 -Uncontrolled Fluid Errtty 
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Functions Of Drilling Fluids 
• Limit corrosion of tubular goods 
2.1.4 VQflg1S.lDrIMMMIrMil 
ni,u.itafl, Drilling fluid sfluflofl1fleaflhlHn aiui,nlulAiitu - 
to 	 nn-ulaai1I 214 A. 
Types of Drilling Fluid 
The three main categories of drilling fluids are: 
tLñ;;;i 
ciki IIIEEj 
water-based muds (which can be dispersed 
and non-dispersed), 
non-aqueous muds, usually called oil-based 
mud. 
and 
gaseous drilling fluid, in which a wide 
range of gases can be used. 










A- Fresh water Base Mud 
((is that mud with water as its continuous  
phase.)) 
1- Spud mud. 
2- Low solids mud. 
3- Lignite mud. 
4- Lignite surfactant systems. 
5- Lignosulfonate mud. 
6- Lignite/ Lignosulfonate mud.  
Types of Drilling Fluids 
Water drills better than drilling fluids 
with solids 
-Low density, no solids, low viscosity 
,Not all formations can be drilled with 
water 
_,.____Types of Drilling Fluids 
eWater based muds 
rClay for viscosity 
-Barite for density 
-Chemicals and polymers to get 
desired properties 
-Drill solids as a contaminant  
B- Inhibited Mud 
((Is that mud which repress the hydration and 
subsequent dispersion of clay into the mud)) 
1- Lime mud. 
2- Low lime mud. 
3- Gypsum mud. 
4- Sea water mud. 
5- Saturated salt water mud. 
6- K-plus mud. 
B- Inhibited Mud (continue) 
Advantages over conventional water base mud:- 
1- will Telerate a higher concentration of 
clays before developing high viscosity, 
2- less drastic effects by contaminants such 
as cement, 	 anhydrite,.. 
3- can be raised to a higher mud weights 
before developing excessive viscosity, 
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KCL/polymer mud 
io High salinity levels in the water 
phase improve welibore stability 
by creating osmotic pressures 
that dehydrate and harden 
reactive shales 
Usually try to balance the activity 
so that the water does not move 
from the mud to the formation or 
from the formation to the mud 
• The basic components of potassiurt-
chloride (KCL)/polymer mud are: 
Fresh water or sea water 
KCL 
Inhibiting polymer 
ii Viscosity building polymer 
Stabilized starch 
Cmstic soda or caustic potah 
Low pH Polymer Water Base Mud 
(PHPA mud) 	 'r' 
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Low Solids Fluids 
Systems in which the amount (volume) and 
type of solids are controlled. 
Total solids should not range higher than about 
6% to 10% by volume. 
Clay solids to be 3% or less and exhibit a ratio 
of drilled solids to bentonite of less than 2:1. 
Low-solids systems typically use polymer 
additive as a viscosifier or bentonite extender 
and are non-dispersed- 
One primary advantage of low-solids systems is 
that they significantly improve drilling 
penetration rate. 
C- Water Base Emulsion Mud 	 D- Oil Base & Synthetic Mud 
Advantages over conventional water base mud:- 
1- Reduction of pipe torque & drag. 
2- Increased ROP & bit life. 
3- Reduction of bit balling. 
4- Alleviation of differential sticking. 
5- Better filtration control & production zone. 
Advantages of oil base mud:- 
I- protection of production horizon, 
2- drill water sensitive formations; salt, clays.. 
3- allowing longer hit runs than water base mud of the 
same weight. 
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a Oil based muds can be formulated to 
weigh as little as 7.5 ppg (900 kg/M3) 
with mostly oil 
a Oil based muds are used to drill 
Highly reactive shale and evaporite 
formations 
-Extended reach drilling for tow friction 
coefficient 
-Deep. high pressure, high temperature HS 
wells 
aOiI base muds are much more 
expensive per barrel 
a Economics are a function of 
preventing hole problems, 
overall, it must save time on the 
rig to be cost effective 
eOil base muds are highly toxic 
and disposal costs must be 
considered in the economics 
in 
a Initially, crude oil was used but 
was later replaced by diesel 
a Low-toxicity mineral oils can be 
used 
a Oil/water ratios can range from 
100:0 to 40:60 
aLow water ratios (60:40 to 40:60) 
can have very high viscosities 
but they help minimize oil 
retained on cuttings 
aOil based muds are termed invert 
emulsion because the water 
phase is emulsified in the oil 
which means that oil is the 
continuous phase 
elhe emulsified water droplets 
contribute to viscosity which 
helps suspend weight material 
and reduce fluid loss 
Types of Drilling Fluids 
a Components of an oil based mud 
'-Brine (usually calcium chloride) 
'Primary and supplementary 
emulsifiers (fatty acids are one) 
FOil -wetting agent 
,-Oil dispersible bentonite 
,-Filtration control additives 
'-Slaked lime 
na Flui 
aloxicity is the most serious 
drawback to oil based muds 
elhe characteristics that result in 
superior performance of oil 
based muds can also 










Types of Drilling Fluids 
A wide variety of refined mineral 
oils have been developed for use 
in low-toxicity oil based muds 
However, mineral oils are still 
considered toxic 
Tpes of Drilling FluiG 
Synthetic based muds (SBM's) 
are an attempt to provide the 
performance of oil based muds 
without the toxicity and 
environmental problems 
Unit cost per barrel is higher 
than oil based muds 
Types of Drilling Fluids 
eSynthetics are highly refine oil or 
man made, hydrocarbon liquids 
eThe continuous phase of an SBM 
can be as much as 99% synthetic 
material 
eFirst generation synthetics were 
esters, ethers, polyalphaolefins 
(PAO's), and acetals 
Types of Drilling Fluids 
Second generation SBM's are 
isomerised olefins (10's), linear 
alphaolefins (LAO's), linear 
alkylbenzenes (LAB's) and 
paraffin 
eSecond generation SBM's are 
characterized by lower costs and 
lower kinematic viscosities but 
slightly higher toxicity levels 
Types of Drilling Fluids 
OAir 
Drills faster than any other drilling 
fluid 
-Can only be used in harder rock with 
lower production rates 
-No control of formation pressure 
a continuous phase (liquid base) 
2 a dispersed gel-tbmmsp phase such as colloidal solids ansl!or emulsified 
liquids which furnish the desired viscosity. Thisotropy, and wall cake 
Other inert dispersed solids such as weighting materials, sand, and 
cuttings. 
4 Various chemical necessars to control properties within desired limits. 
3.Composition of drilling fluids 
Mud 
is the mixture of 
Clay dispersed eI-forming 
And 












aThe solid phase of a drilling fluid 
consists of clays, drill solids, 
barite and LCM 
eThere are many different types of 
clays in the world but only three 











In drilling fluid, Vlonintorillottikis hydrated in fresh water while 
mixing. Water adsorbs between the platelets increasing the distance or 
spacing between them, they can be mechanically separated or dispersed 
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MONTMORILLONITE (SMECTITE) — f;11646. al 
8ENTONITE 
3-LAYER HYDROUS ALUMIN111.11M SILICATE 
GENERAL FORMULA 
S 2O3 AL2(Op)2c:s 0 
•2 3 
BENT)NITE: 
Si, 03 ALFe01MgJOl-I)2O4 Si2O 
Bentonite particles are usually 
stacked plates like the pages of a 
book 
-The space between the plates for 
non-hydrated bentonite is less than 
10 angstroms 
-When fully hydrated. the space 












-Good Viscosity Building 
-Good Wall Building and Fluid Control 
Good Stability in High P & T 
Fig 42 Udroflo of Sodium MomolIomm 
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Solid Phase 
The chemical binding of water 
between plates and solid to solid 
friction increase the viscosity of water 
Bentonite has good filter cake 
properties and can reduce fluid loss 





-Does not yield or 





Has poor filter 
cake civalities 
Solid Phase 
eSepiolite is similar to attipulgite 
It is used mostly in high temperature 
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Fig.4.4 Diagram to show the initial flocculating effect of calcium as 
polyvalent ion bridge is formed between clay particles. This is followed 
by ion exchange reactions to form the aggregated calcium clay. 
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6. MIXED LAYER CLAYS 
C AYS5,' 	 CLAYS  
Nomenclature of Clays 
Gasses and names of clay minerals that are pren 
in sha!es that are drilled will include the following 
1. Expandable (swelling) Clays: 
Snsectites: 
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4.8 Mud Additives 
he following mud additives are among the most common types used in 
each of the following categories: 
1.Weight Material 
• barite(barium sulfate) S.G. = 42 
• lead compounds( such as galena, lead sulfide) S.G. 8 
• calcium chloride 
• iron oxide 
• calcium carbonate 
2.Viscosifiers 
• bentonite 
• polyanionic cellulose 
attapulgite clay( in salt water based mud) 
• polysaccharides 
• sodium carboxymetbyl cellulose 
• hydroxyethyl cellulose 
• polyaciylates 











3Alkalinity and pH Control 
-caustics soda 
-lime (calcium hydroxide) 
-bicarbonate of soda 
-phosphates 
-potassium hydroxide(caustic potash) 









6 Alkalinity and pH Control 
-caustics soda 
-lime (calcium hydroxide) 
-bicarbonate of soda 
-phosphates 
-potassium hydroxide(caustic potash) 











-amine and sulfonates 
I O.Shale inhibitors 
-potassium lignite 





-sodium asphalt sulfonate 
I I Lubricants 
-graphite 
-synthetic lubricants 
-environmentally acceptable oils 
12.Fo*ming Agents 
-sodium asphalt sulfonate 
GEO TECHNICAL ORDER 
PLANNING 
MUD ENGG. POLICY 
DECIDING FACTORS 
OF MUD ENGG. POLICY 
1. FORMATION PRESSURE 
2. FORMATION TEMPERARURE 
3. LITHOLOGY 
4. CASING POLICY 
S. HOLE PROFILE 
S. MUD LOSS ZONES 
7. ECONOMICS & ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS 
8. COMPANY SPECIFIC POLICY DECISION 
S. AVAILABILITY OF MUD CHEMICALS AT 
SPECIFIC TIME & PLACE 
MUD ENGG. POLICY 
• High Viscous Gel : for Top hole section 
• Non Dispersed mud / Gel Polymer: for 
Intermediate sections 
KCI-PHPA-PoIyol system : for BCS & KOPILI 
ulay free I Barytes free - NDDF : for pay Zones 











MUD POLICY FOR THREE CASING WELL 
- - 
. HYG for drilling 17 ½" hole 
• Non Dispersed / Get-Polymer 
for 12 ¼" hole 
TS-2 •NDDF for drilling 8 ½" inclined 
section covering pay zone 
is-s 
__ Ton Dispersed Drilling 
_T54  
MUD POLICY FOR FOUR CASING WELL 
II 	 IIVG tor 26' hnk 
1! 
ii 	 • Non dispersed mud/ Gel-CMC 
r- 	 for 17 ½" hole 
Gel-Polymer/ KO-PIIPA for 
- 	 12 ¼" Grujan & Tipam 
• KCI-PHPA-Polyol for BCS & 
BMS in 8 ½" final phase 
'a 
\ILD POLICY FOR FOUR CASING "'ELL 
11V6 k'r 26 h'k 
• Non dispersed mud/ Gel-CMC 
for 17 ½" hole 
Gel-Polymer! KCI-PHPA for 
12 ¼" Girujan & Tipani 
• KCl-PHPA-Polyol for BCS & 
BMS in 8 ½" final phase 
11 D POLICY FOR FIVE CSC\G V'. [IL 
IIVG k'r 26 
!-iIi I 
rI • Non dispersed mud for 17 ½" 
" 	 hole 
• Gel-Polymer! KCI-PHPA for 12 ¼" 
Giwjan & Tipam 
E 
• KCI-PHPA-Polyol for BCS in 8 ½' 
	
* 	 --J phase 
•NDDF in 6" phase for pay zone 
	
. 	 .._ILNorlDispersed Drilling Fluid 
1. WATER 
• Most important single substance involved in drilling 
fluid technology. It is major component (by volume) 
In mud. 
• Unusual properties of water in comparison with 
other liquids - highest surface tension, dielectric 
constant, heat of fusion, heat of vaporization & the 
superior ability to dissolve a variety of substances. 
• Dissociation of salts, acids & bases occurs in water. 
• Reaction between water and clay surfaces and the 
effect of electrolytes dissolved in water on the clay. 
water interaction are primarily responsible for 
drilling mud properties. 
• In some locations quality of water also decides mud 
composition or water must be treated to counteract 










2. ALUMINIUM STEARATE 
• White powder 
• Used as de-foamer i.e. to reduce 
foaming action 
• Insoluble in water 
• Partially Soluble in Diesel & hence 
treated by making solution in diesel 
(2.5%) 
3. BACTERICIDE 
• To control Bio- Degradation of natural 
organic additives in polymer mud. 
• Chemically it is an aldehyde or amine & 
acts as bacteria killer. 
• Dose: 0.1% (l000ppm). 
• Volatile & fumes are irritating. 
• Avoid contact with skin. 
• Care should be taken while handling it. 
4. BENTONITE 
Minimum 85% montmorillcne Spg -- .5-255. Occur as 
natural deposits. 
• Classified as sodium bentonite or calcium bentonite depending 
on the dominant exchangeable cation. 
• In terms of performance also classified as high yield & low 
yield bentonite 
It is basic requirement of drilling fluid/mud (other than NDDF). 
• To reduce water seepage or filtration in to permeable formation 
• To increase hole cleaning capacity 
To fOrm thin filter cake of low permeability. 
• To promote hole stability in loose formations 
To avoid or overcome loss of circulation. 
Dose: (A) 3 to 7% depending up in mud system 
(6) 7 to 10% to stabilize caving formation 
(C) 8 to 11% for loss of c:rculation. 
• Suspension is prepared in fresh water as its hydration does not 
occur in salty water 
5. BARITE(BaSO4 
Grey powder(97% of material should pass 
through 200 mesh B,SS. or equivalent) sieve; 
(90±5)% of material should pass through 300 
mesh B.S.S. or equivalent) sieve), Sp. gr.- 4.2 
425 
virtually insoluble in water & does not react with 
other component of mud. Calcium sulphate 
(Gypsum), present some times as impurity 
causes contamination in fresh water muds. 
Occurs naturally & is used to increase sp. gr. of 
mud to control formation pressure, caving & for 
pulling of dry pipe. 
Maximum sp.gr. achievable with barite is 2.2 
Dose: As per requirement of weight 
OTHER WEIGHING MATERIALS 
• Other weighing materials required to 
raise mud sp. gr. more than 2.2 are: 
• Hematite, an Iron ore Fe2031  self sp. gr.-
4.7 
• Galena (PbS with self sp.gr.-7.4-7.7 & is 
used to prepare only very heavy muds 
because of high cost. 
6. CAUSTIC SODA (NaOH) 
• Used to increase pH of mud (Sp. gr.. 2.13) 
Should be added slowly to make water solution as 
making of Its solution is exothermic reaction (heat 
is evolved), 
Solution should be added slowly in the mud to 
avoid sudden high pH in mud which will result in 
decomposition of polymers & unwanted sudden 
rise of viscosity in bentonite mud. Case: 0 15% 
Avoid contact with skin, clothes, leather etc as It Is 
corrosive in nature & hazardous for health. 
• Do not get into contact with this on skin, eyes or 
cloth, If comes in contact, immediately wash with 
plenty of water for 15 minutes. 











7. CAUSTIC POTASH (KOH) 
• Used to increase pH of potassium treated muds & to 
solubilize lignite (Sp gr. - 2.04) 
• Doses: 0.1 - 0.2% for normal mud treatment & 0.8% to 
solubilize lignite). 
• Should added slowly to make water solution as making of 
its solution is exothermic reaction (heat is evolved). 
• Solution should be added slowly in the mud to avoid 
sudden high pH in mud which will result in decomposition 
of polymers & unwanted sudden rise of viscosity in 
bentonite mud. 
• Avoid contact with skin, clothes, leather etc. It is corrosive 
in nature & hazardous for health. 
• Do not get into contact with this on skin, eyes or cloth. If 
comes in contact, immediately wash with plenty of water 
for 15 minutes. Handle with Chemical goggles & chemical 
impervious gloves. 
8. CMC (Sodium carboxymethyl cellulose) 
The most widely used organic polymers are the semi-synthetic 
gums produced by chemical modification of cellulose. Of all the 
cellulose derivatives CMC was first to be used in mud. 
Water-dispersible, colourless, odorless, non toxic powder & 
does not ferment under normal conditions of use. Hence it is 
preferred to starch other than high-PH & salt saturated muds. It 
is of 2 types: 1) CMC-LVG: 2) CMC-HVG 
It is an anionic polymer & is adsorbed on clays. Used to 
increase viscosity & reduce filtration loss. Filtration is 
sharply reduced by low (0.75.1.0%) concentrations of CMC. Its 
suspensions are shear thinning: have high apparent viscosity (AV) at low shear rate. Like other polymers AV decreases 
with rise in temperature. The viscosity at 300 F (150C) is 
about one-tenth that at 80F (27'C). Its thermal degradation 
starts as temp. approaches 300 F(11 500C). Its effectiveness is 
decreases as salt concentration in mud increases. 
Calcium containing muds are thinned by small addition of CMC. 
Like starch, CMC is coprecipitated along with calcium & 
magnesium by raising pH. 
Dose: 0.75-1% 
9. COMMON SALT 
• Used to prepare brine during activation 
of well. (Used for inhibition i.e. to 
prevent swelling of clay in producing 
zone thus maintaining porosity & 
permeability.) 
• Maximum sp. gr. of brine- 1.20 
• Dose: 3% minimum for inhibition 
10. CORROSION INHIBITOR 
• To control corrosion of equipments 
(especially by KCI mud & brines) 
• Dose: (a) Win Corr. Inhibitor- lOOppm 
11. CALCIUM CARBONATE (MCC) 
• MCC is very fine powder & practically 
insoluble in water (Sp. gr. : 2.6-2.8) 
• Used as bridging agent & weighting 
material in NDDF because the fitter cake 
formed by it on productive formation can 
be removed easily. Maximum sp. gr. 
achievable with Calcium Carbonate = 
1.35 
• Mm. Dose for wall cake formation : 5% 
12. DRILLING DETERGENT 
• To clean bitJstabillisers/tool joints 
during drilling of clay and increase 
ROP. 










13. E P LUBE 
• As lubricant at deeper depths. 
• Basically vegetable oil based lubricant. It 
makes a film of very high film strength 
between formation & string surface thus 
reduces friction. 
• Film strength: 20000-25000psi in fresh 
water mud & up to 20000 psi in salt water 
muds. 
• Dose: 0.4 to 0.6% 
14. LIGNITE (Leonardite) 
It is mild dispersant 
• Acts as thinner & F/L control agent, high 
temperature stability( up to 260°C) 
• Deflocculant- reduces attraction between clay 
particles 
Dose- 5% (Solution with caustic soda / caustic 
potash(1 :5) has to be prepared first 
15. LIME STONE 
• Used as weighing material . 
• Basically it is impure form of Calcium 
carbonate.( sp.gr.-2.65) 
• Max. sp. gr. can be achieved-1.35 
• Dose: As per requirement of weight 
16. LINSEED OIL 
• It is vegetable oil & used as lubricant. It 
creates a film between two surfaces 
(i.e. between formation & string). 
• Dose: 0.4 to 0.6% 
17. MICA 
• Loss circulation material. 
• It is in form of flakes which plug the 
large gapes in the formation in case of 
mud loss. 
• Dose: up to 5%/depending up on seventy) 
18. PAC (Poly anionic cellulose) 
• The limitation of 0MG in salt solution led to 
development of "polyanionic cellulosic polymer of 
high molecular weight-FAG (Sp.gr, -1.5-1.6) 
• Thickens salt solutions & is an environmentally 
acceptable polymer electrolyte 
• Has shale inhibition qualities, pH of 1% solution is 
5-8 Available in two forms: 
• (a) PAC (LVG): Viscosifier & Filtration control 
Temp. Stability-i 20°C 
• (b) PAC (RG): Viscosifier & Filtration control. (Its 
polymer chains are longer than that of PAC(LVG) 
Temp. Stability-i20°C 












• Used for shale stabilization & inhibition by 
encapsulation of cutting in mud as well as 
forming a layer on the wall of open hole. 
• It is long chain polymer. 
• It is of two types having temperature 
stability of 110°C & 140°C. 
• Dose: 0.2 to 0.5% 
20. POLYOL (Poly glycol) 
• Used for shale stabilization & lubrication. 
• Clouding at a temperature above 78°C. 
• Plugs formation pores & prevents 
formation invasion (by cloud formation) & 
thus imparts borehole stability. 
• Thickens filtrate & act as lubricant at all 
temperatures. 
• Dose: 3-5% 
21. POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 
• Used for shale stabilization & Brine 
preparation. 
• Replaces W in bentonite (sodium 
montmorillonite) with K thus preventing 
swelling of clays (in pay zones) 
• Dose for mud - 3 to 8 % or as required. 
• Dose for brine (minimum for inhibition)-
1% 
22. RESINATED LIGNITE 
• It is a dispersant & used for filtration control 
& temperature stabilization of rheology. 
• Stable at temperature up to 160° C 
• Dose: 1-2% 
23. SULPHONATED ASPHALT 
• Shale stabilizer ( plugs micro fractures) 
• Used in water based muds for hole stabilization. 
• Adsorbed on shale & its beneficial effects are 
attributed to plugging of microfractures in the 
shale. 
• Readily dispersible in water, & stabilizes 
emulsions of oil in water. 
• Temperature stable, having a softening point of 
over 500 deg F (260 deg C). 
• Reduces torque & drill pipe drag. 
• Dose — 1.5 to 3%. 
I 	 24. STARCH (PGS) 	 I 
• Viscosifier & Filtration control agent. The first organic 
polymer used in mud. (Dose- 3%) 
• Most economical substance for reducing filtration of 
strongly-alkaline & salt saturated muds for shallow 
drilling. 0.1% dose of biocide is required to reduce 
fermentation (bio degradation) of starch 
• The ambient temperature affects the microbial 
decomposition rate; if ambience is cold or very hot, the rate 
is slow. 
• Starch is degraded by heat & by agitation. With continued 
circulation in a hole at temperature of 200° F (93°C) and 
above, starch breaks down rapidly. The resulting product 
continues to affect viscosity but loses the sealing action of 
starch in filter cake. Consequently filtration rate & cake 
thickness are markedly greater under static bottom hole 
conditions than those indicated by tests at surface 











25. SODA ASH (Sodium Carbonate) 
• Used for removal of calcium from muds & 
make up waters (Sp. gr.- 2.53) 
• Used to increase pH in mud (especially in 
polymer muds). 
• It is skin & eye irritant. 
• If comes in contact wash with plenty of 
water. 
• Doses-O.15-O.2% 
26. SPOTTING FLUID 
• For freeing Stuck pipe by reducing 
interfacial tension between string & 
filter cake and eventually cracking the 
cake. 
• Dose: 2.5 - 3% in diesel 
• Should be allowed to soak for minimum 
4-6hrs. 
27. XC POLYMER (Xanthan gum) 
• Viscosifying Polymer in water & salt solutions 
• Water-soluble polysaccharide produced by bacterial, 
action (genus Xanthomonas) on carbohydrates. 
• Displays exceptional shear-thinning properties. 
• Cross-linking with chromic ion significantly 
increases viscosity. 
• Doses: (a) NDDF - 0.5-0.8% 
(b) KCI-PHPA— 0.15 to 0.2% 
ECONOMICS OF MUD ENGG. 
• CHEMICALS 
• HANDLING EQUIPMENTS 





5. Mud Calculation 
- 
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(a) What is the slip velocity of 0.50 in. diameter sphere laminar flow 
conditions in a 30 cp, 10 lb/gal mud? Assume p, = 21.7 lb/gal 
Solution 	 148(0.5)2 (2l.710) = 14.4ft'xnin Using Eq. (4.8) 	 = 	 30 
(b) What would the maximum falling rate be for the system in 
turbulent flow? Ignore wall effect. 
Solution '(05X2l.7-10) 130 . 
Using Eq. (4.10) 	 =170.J 	 10 
(.c) What is the turbulent slip velocity corrected for wall effect? Hole 
size = 8 in.; drill pipe = 4 W inches. 
Solution 	 130 
Using Eq. (4.12) 	 'i" 	 = '°' ffirnin 
It is generally considered that 80 to 150 ft/min annular mud velocity 
sufficient to clean the hole under the various condition. 
P+V,,,, = V,,,2  
	
(4.15) 	 p,,V,+p,,,,V,,,, =pV 
Where V = volume ofsolid 
V,,,1 = volume of initial mud (or any liquid) 
V,,,2 = final volume of mixture 
p,, 	 = density of solid 
p,,,1  = density of initial mud 
p,,,2 = density of final mud 
Ifsolvingfor V,  
	
(4.16) 	 V, 	 = Vm2(p,,,,-p,,,2)/(p,-p,,,2 ) 
Ifsolvingfor p,  V, 
(4.17) 
P, -p,,,1 
4.12 Drilling Mud calculations 




= - P x 0.433D = 0.052PmD 
8.33 
where Pm = static pressure exerted by mud 
column at depth D, psig. 
Pm = mud density, lb/gallon 
D = depth, ft 
Example 4.2 
For laboratory purposes, it is desired to mix one liter of bontonite- 
fresh water mud having a viscosity of 30 cp. 
(a) What will be the resulting mud density? 
(b)How much of each material to be used? 
Solution: 
(a) From Fig 4.16, solid content = 3.0% by volume. By using alter 
forms ofEq. (4.16) 	
003 = P1 P.i .a,,, -1.0 2.5-1.0 





Also V,,,1 = V,,,2 - V = 1000-30=97occwater 
For certain types of problems it is convenient to express Eq. (4.16) 
different form. Suppose that the quantity of solids ( V,,) necessary 
increase (or decrease) the density of an initial mud is desired. Then: 
(4.16a) 	 (V,,,1 +)(p,,,  —p,1) 
PS - Ptl 
where V,,,1 +V,  = V,,,2 ( volumes additive) 
Solving for V gives 
VI 
= Vmi 
 (Pm2 - Pmi) 
As Pin  











Example 4.3 	 - 
(a) How much weighting material (BaSO4 , the mineral barite, 
sg.gr. = 4.3) should be added to the mud of Ex. 4.2 to increase its 
density to 10 lb/gal? (b) What will the result volume be? 
Solution 	 v, 1000(10 	 so..t ccor4.3xso.4 217 got 
(a) 	 .8.-10 
V, = 1000 + 50.4 = 1050 cc 
For oororsirtg ottO ocsglOs by adding baeoo or b000onrrtt ho nombo, of rook, of bonto) s) or bo,Oomto 
mcnewlel  
0,111.. told e 100 lb sacks. Soak rook sorrtaina 100/(4.3)(62.4) = 0.373 CU ft, 
0.373/ 5.61 = 0.0665 barrels aw COOCHA TIo.,.faoo 1 barrel(net) of barite 
1/ 0.0665 a 15 
mOo Wlorospafokao.e.Oaar a then bs.aoeqraasiso.a. the 000eefaert. offe,rrsa/o ooilb. edit darfedls.,srs 
(418e) 	
53 = 100(p0 	 '° or s = 1500(p, —p) 




(a) How many sacks of barite are necessary to increase the density 
'lOOo bbl of mud from 10 to 141b/gal? 
(b) What will be the final volume? 
Solution 
(a) Using Eq. (4.18a) 
S31500(14-10)275 	
=2750_sacks 
15 	 35.8-14 	 lOObbi 	 1000 bbl 
(b) 	 2750 
=1180bb1 V10.i =1000+—  
In order to lighten (decrease) the mud density by adding water, 
barrels of water ( V,0) necessary to reduce density of V,01 barrels 
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6) Mud System 
Mud tanks 
a) Duplex, double acting 
b) Triplex, Single acting 
Centrifugal pumps, auxiliary, for 
Mud mixing and treating equipment 
Solids separation equipment 
Mud-Gas separators 
Bulk storage, bentonite, barytes & Cemei 
Mud guns, buttom jets 
Lightning mixers (paddle-type)O  
Mud System & Horse Power 
Mud Pump 
Two types of mud pump arc normally toned in 
mud system as follows 
1)Dupkx double acting slush pump 
2)Triplex single acting pump. 
Pump are commonly rain hydraulic horsepower 
as defined by 
-1—for.e on 100 HP. 1714 
Mud Pump 
i)Duplex Double Acting Slush Pump 
2)Triplex Single Acting Pump 
h5.4 54,mmsk resovnnsuec t oI4.r.ew' 
Q = 12 (S'~ 	 — 45 jNx--xe 
Q = o. 006 79SN(2D2-d2) e gal/mm 
Horse Power 
= (Q x P)I(1714 x E) 
Esample 4.5 
A mud engineer finds from pilot tests that 2.0 gin of CMC is required to obtain the desired water 
loss reduction for am liter mod sample. 
(a) How much CMC should be added to the actual 1000 barrel system? 
(b) What will be the cycle time for a duplex mud pump system ?.Given pump liners = 7.5 us. 
diam.. stroke length = 16 in., piston rod thom. = 2.25 in.. and N = 40 spin. 
Solution 
(a) CMC needed = (350/1000) x 2.0 x 1000 = 700 lb 
(Os) Recalling the Eq.(3.32) For a duplex double acting system mud pumps. 
q = 0.00679SN(2D2 -d2)e = k',,! ç 
Where 	 q = pump discharge rate. gal/min 
S = stroke length, in 	 N = complete strokes per remote 
D 
= piston 
(liner) diameter, in. 
d 	 rod diameter, in 
= pump volume efficiency, commonly used as 90% 	 6 1 9(1*-" V = system volume. bb] 	
- 	 on 
- cycle time. nun 	 C - 
SN(2D2 —d)e 
(6190)(1 000) 
=100mm (16)(40)[((2X7.5y — (2.25)' )1(0.90) 
1120 sacks of material were needed, they could be added at the rate 
of 20/100 = 115 (one sack/five mm.) 
4.13 Oil based muds 
J.Advantages 
Oil muds have shown special economic advantages when used 
I To drill --'' - 	 " 'h minimum mud weight. 
2.To an ueep holes 
3.To drill hot holes 
47o drill and core pay zones 
5.To drill evaporite containing formations, 
6.As a directional drilling fluid. 
7.As a slim hole drilling fluid. 
8.13rilling through formations containing hydrogen sulfide (1-12S) 
carbon dioxide (CO2) 
9.As a perforating and completion fluid. 
lO.As a spotting fluid to free stuck pipe 
11 As a packer fluid. 
12.As a workover fluid. 









Emulsion: Theory and Practice 
There are two types of emulsions, which are the mixer between oil and 
water by using emulsion technology, namely oil- in-water and wat 
in-oil, are generally applied in oil-based muds. 
Preparation 
The example for initial preparation of the oil based mud should be 
performed in the following manner: 
I. l. Add all of the oil. 
2. 2. tNVERMUL (Emulsifier for stable water-in-oil) 
3. 3. Lime (Ca(OH)2) (For alkalinity control). 
4. DURATONE HT(For stabilizer and fluid loss control), 
5. Water. 
6. GENTONE H ( Bentonite for gel and viscosity) 
7. EZ MUL (stabilizer) 
8. BAOID (Barite) 
9. Calcium Chloride (for stable emulsion and increasing chemical 
activity) 





5.Rotation kelly packer or annular BOP). 
6.Pipes and Blow line. 
7.Meters and measurement apparatus 
8.Location layout and aerated mud system are shown 
in the following figures. 
JGUd d5ctar5e 	 Lleared 
mud (cverflow~ 
ed noode Von.. ade 
mod * 
jl~ 
- mud m0 San d and nil dflnen 
ard and upw toward wait and 
spnalirng union 
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534620 ADVANCED DRILLING ENGINEERING 
4(4-0-8) 	 1/2557,2014 
Course Contents 
1. How to Get Drilling Permission (2hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
2. Introduction to Rotary Drilling (4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
3. Well Planning and Proposal (2 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
4. Cost Estimation and Control (4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
5. Hole Problems.(4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
6. Drilling Fluids (4 hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
7. Factors Affecting Rate of Penetration (4 
hrs.) Asso. Prof. KK 
8. Pressure Control (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
9. Pore Pressure and Pressure Gradient (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
10. Blowout Control Procedure and Equipment (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 
11. Directional and Slimhole Drilling (4 hrs.) Dr. Akkaphun 














Typical Drilling Time Breakdown 
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X What are the factor affecting rate of 
penetration? 
X D []Rock type, porosity, and strength 
LI LI Bottomhole and bit-face cleaning 
and differential pressure at bit-rock 
interface 
LI LI Bit diameter, type, condition, and 
jet configuration 
LI LI Weight on bit and rotary speed 
Chapter 7 
Factors Affecting Rate of Penetration 
1. Personnel efficiency 
2. Rig efficiency 
3. Formation characteristics 
4. Mechanical factors 
5. Mud properties 











1.2 Rate of Penetration V.S. Factors 
ROCK & FLUID 
PROPERTIES 
-COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 
-HARDNESS OR ABRASIVENESS 
ROP. 	 VARIES INVERSELY 
-CONEFINEING PRESSURE 
-PLASS TIC 
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6.4 Mechanical Factors 
6.4.1 Weight On Bit 
Rp = 
6.4.2 Rotary Speed 
R =  







F =  
K 
n<1 
f WN 	 for soft Rock 
fW 12N°5 for hard Rock 
K 
Rate of Penetration , ft/hr. 
Weight on bit 
W = weight on bit 
d 	 bit dia meter 
Intercept and slope 
Rotary speed, rpm 
Some function 




Bit type and formation 
hardness 
Bit weight and rotary speed 













Factors that affect Penetration Rate 
Variables: 
> Type of Drill bit 
Bit weight 
> Rotary speed 
> Bottom-hole cleaning 
> Mud properties 
Fixed Factors: 
Rock hardness 
.- Formation pore pressure 
Bit Selection is based on 
Past bit records 
Geologic predictions of lithology 
- Drilling costs in $/bit. 










Bit Weight and Rotary Speed 
Increasing bit weight and rotary speed 
boosts drilling rate 
These increases accelerate bit wear 
Field tests show that drilling rate 
increases more or less in direct 
proportion to bit weight 
Factors Affecting Penetration Rat 
Bit type will affect penetration rate 
Bit selection Will: be covered later in 
the book 
Formation hardness 












Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Bit weight will affect penetration rate 
Generally, if the bit weight is 
increased, penetration rate will 
increase if hydraulics are adequate 
Equation 5 gives the relationship of 
bit weight versus drilling rate 
= KW' 
Factors Affecting Penetrati.Qfl Rate 
The exponent d is 
usually close to 1.0 
at the higher bit 
weights, which 
means that drillin 
rate is proportional 
to bit weight 
Straight line on 
graph 
It may be 
exponential at th 
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wtion RA*.~ Factors Affectinenet 
The slope K is no. 
a constant 
Function of  













Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
I 
I 










Double bit weig 
in mud from 20( 
to 4000 lbs/in 
Double bit weig 
in air from 2000 
4000 lbs/in 
Factors Affecting_Penetration Rate 
- 	 iDCbit 
performance 
Slope is less 
than one in the 
lab (one in the 
field) 






roller cone bits 
Factors Affectinenetration Rate 
Performance 







Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Bit life is a 
L 	
function of the bit 
weight 
L'- ir 
With modern roller 
cone bits, bit life is 
difficult to predict 
and does not 
follow the 
equation 
Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Bit life 
Bit life is a function of the seal 
Seal life is a function of the 
conditions in the welibore 
Journal or friction bearings are 
even harder to predict 
Once the seal fails in a journal 











- 	 EFFECT OF BACK PRESSURE 
K..p AP_bft = const= 550 psi 
a 









Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Rotary speed 
*Generally, as rpm is increased. 
penetration rate will increase 
DPI j  
It is a function of the exponent a" 
which varies from 0.5 to 1.0 in field 
data 
ffl,000 lb 	 -- 
Consider 10" hole 
(don't overdo!!)  
iIF iJP 










Factors Affecting Penetration Rat' 
Effctinn of Bit Diameters 
Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
In soft 
formations the 
exponent a" is 




decreases to as 
little as 0.5 
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Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
In harder formations, it is usually 
better to increase bit weight rather 
than rotary speed 
In soft formations, rotary speed can 
be an alternative to bit weight 
PDC bits do well with increased 
rotary speed 
COST PER FOOT ____ 
Example Problem 2-1 shows how to 
calculate the cost per foot 
*Bit # 4 
*Rig cost = $2000 per hour 
*Bit cost = $4,000 
*Rotating time = 100 his 
*Footage = 3000 feel (914 m) 
*Depth = 10.000 feet (3048 m) 
• Trip time = 2 hr per 1000 feet (305 m) 
*Rotary speed = 100 rpm 
COST PER FOOT 
Calculate the cost per foot 
cr C8Cr(tTl 
S4000 S2000 100 - 2hr x10000 











Calculate cost per meter for 
each 
Insert bits 
• Number or bits z 2 
• Cost per bit = 57.000 
• Cost of rig = S625/hr 
• Rotating hours = 180 
Total time for two trips = 21 
hrs 
' Footage = 1375rn 
ROP = 7 64 rn/fir 
PDC bit and motor 
• Nurrber or bits 
• Cost per bit = S25.000 
.Cost of rig = 5625/hr 
• Cost of motor = S300/hr 
included in trip time 
• Rotating hours = 130 
• Trip hrne= 12 his 
• Footage 137 5m 
• ROP 1058 rnThr 
4/28/2015 
COST PER FOOT 
Example Problem 22 shows how to 
calculate the cost per foot 
*Bit #5 
*Rig cost = $2000 per hour 
• Bit, cost = $4000 
*Rotating time = 63 hrs 
*Footage = 1300 feet (396 m) 
*Depth = 11,300 feet (3444 rn) 
*Trip time = 2 hr per 1000 feet (305 m) 
COST PER FOOT 
Calculate the cost per foot 
c 
F 
4000-2000 63- 	 x11300 
- 	
1000 
-- 	 1300 
C = S134771ft (442. 16 1m) 
COST PER FOOT 
Calculate the cumulative cost per 
foot 
- Ca - C,l 	 7) 





• Cost of two bits = 7000 x 2 = 14000 
*Cost per meter calculation 
C7 192580
_21I $10155) I t375 
Class Problem 
PDC bit and motor 
• Assume the motor cost is include 
the tr time 
• Cost r meter calculation 
I i 















Insert bits assuming the rig rate is 
48,000 per day or 2000 per hour 
Cost of two bits = 7000 x 2 = 14,000 
Cost per meter calculation 
C, 14000_2000(1BO_21)  $30255/rn 
1375 
Class Problem 
FDC bit and motor 
Assume the motor cost is not 
included in the trip time 
*Cost per meter calculation 
Class Problem 
PDC bit and motor assuming the rig 
rate is 48,000 per day or 2000 per hoL 
*Assume the motor cost is included in 
the trip time 
Cost per meter calculation 
120oo300130 12) $255.71/M CT 	 1375 
Penetration Rate 
Example 2-3 
Determine the cost per foot for hit 
#4 in Example 2-1 if the rpm is 
reduced to 50 rpm from 100 rpm 
and the bit life is doubled. 
Assuming the exponent 'a' is 0.5 
= 	 30fph = 21.2 fph 6.5 mph) 
100 
Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Example 2-3 
-The footage drilled at 100 rpm was 
3000 feet (914 m) 
*The footage drilled at 50 rpm 
would be: 
F = 21.2 fph x 200 hours =4243 feet (1293 m 
Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Example 2-3 
The cost per foot would be: 
As compared to $81.33/ft 
(266.83/rn) 
Even though the bit lasts longer, 
the cost per foot increases 
	

















Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Generally, it is better to drill faster 
as long as the rig cost does not 
increase too much 
The more expensive the hourly 
operating cost. C, the more money 
you can spend to make it drill faster 
Bottom hole cleaning or hydraulics 
Bottom hole cleaning is defined as 
cleaning the cuttings from the 
bottom of the hole (below the bit) 
It is not concerned with hole 
cleaning in the annulus 
Penetration rate is a function of bit 
weight and rotary speed if bottom 
hole cleaning is adequate 
Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
i * - 	




hydraulic 	 y 
flounder' or 
hydraulic 
aT 	 4T St founder  
Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Hydraulic 	 - 
flounder" can 	 2 
also occur with 
 
rotary speed 
2X- 'OC' W We 
Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Bottom hole cleaning is a function of 
the hydraulics and is often 
measured in hydraulic horsepower 
per square inch or HHP/in2 
Softer formations require more 
hydraulics than harder formations 
Factors Affecting 
Penetration Rate 
Drill off test 
/ 	 can be 
/ used to 
t 	 determine if 
/ 	 hydraulics 











4 < 'H] 
Factors Affecting 
Penetration Rate 
flounki Paint 	 Drill off test 
I / can be 
I used to 
/ 	 determine if 
/ 	 hydraulic 
I 
- / 	 are 
/ 	 adequate 
Bli Wci 
Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
In softer 
formations, 
A' hydraulics may 
' even help the bit 
- drill faster 
Note the 
increase in ROP 
------ with increased 
000 
HHP 
Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Extended nozzle 
bits can be used 
to increase I. 




formation in softer ; 
formations 
'1 
Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Extended 
nozzle bits can 







Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
As long as the 
formation can be 
eroded, extended 
nozzle bits may 
drill faster 
- 	 : 	 By 6000 feet 
(1600 m), the 
- 	
higher pressures 
- 	 no longer drilled 
significantly faster 
a 
Conventional bits at 
6000 psi (4l400 
kPa) did not drill any. 
faster than 2000 psi 
(13800 kPa) n 
sandstone 
Below 8000 ff24 
rn) 	 there is no 
improvement with  
extended nozzle bits 















down to 10,000 
feet (3000 m) in 
this well 
4/28/2015 
Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Conventional 
bits at 6000 psi  
! (41,400 kPa) did 	 f uls/ 
drill faster than 
2000 psi (13,800 
kPa) while 
drilling shale in 
this well WPflT 
Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Factors Affecting Penetration Rate 
Extended nozzles can break off 
leaving junk in the hole 
- The nozzles do not clean the 
cutting structure of the bit as well 
as conventional nozzles 
Bit balling can be a problem  
Hydraulics and PDC bits 
Hydraulics may be more important 
with PDC bits than with roller cone 
bits to clean the cutting structure 
*Originally all P00 bits had three 
jets similar to roller cone bits 
*PDC bits ball up easier and require 
jets to clean all the cutters 
Factors Affecting Penetration Rate bits 
Roller cones 
	 Fixed cutter 
[teeth 
	
Insert 	 PDC 	 Impregnate 
carbide 
S 	 - 
Hydraulic 
threshold for PDC 
bits while drilling 
















Oil-Soft Formation Gouging-Scraping 
Poo-Most Aggressive Cutting Action 
Plo-Typically high ROP applications 
'Hard Formation : Chipping-Crushi 
Most Durable Cutting Action 
Typically low ROP applications 
Gouging-Scraping 
Like.....using a shovel in the garden 
f ^-,JN 
Chipping-Crushing 











- Had roller bearings 
in the cones 
- No seal in the 
bearings and used 
mud as lubricant 
-Solids in the mud 
caused rapid 
91U B bearing failure 
Most bearings 
lasted less than 24 	
i hours 
PDC Mechanics 
PDC Bits drill by shearing 
the rock 
Rocks typically fracture 
more easily with shea ---- 
loading (less energy, 
WOB) 	 Polycrystalline 
nMost efficient cutting Diamond  
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Other mud properties 
Viscosity 
Filtration Rate 
e(j• 4 !L Fk 
- WA De-417  3S1r IM11 W1  
JIL. c4 	 ely' 
.3 Viscj 	 - 4 
i•I 	 (i) -%' 
a. 
4 'Fat 0.%0. Lou. 
— 	
r.M 
-r 	 r4yt_ 
n4Y 
is 	 "f 
	




It is the overbalance between 
hydrostatic imposed by the mud 
weight and formation pressure that 
affects penetration rate 
As mud weight increases, 
penetration rate will decrease if the 












As the amount 
of over balance 





is less affected PT i.O*fl 
by the over  
balance in 
harder 	 N:::. \.... 
formations 
EFFECT OF BACK PRESSURE 
[ 	 0 - 5.000 psi  
Hydrostatic Pressure, 1,000's of psi 
6.5 The Effector Drilling Fluid Properties on Penelrotiuu 
Rate. 
Thu chest of mud dustily he, thready been covesed since a 
gocertts the pressure imposed —he role bottom This is probably 
lie stain facior cooirdrsuung ire the succi.ss of air ilnihug is such 
urcus an deported by Figure 6 3 f tie effect of rud rleeuttv is 
pthtrbly not coteplerety cupeesned I. icons of hr pressure exerted 
by his nttid coivutu Rather, it sitottid be concidured in struts of tire 
esoome differential berwectt the tuterortial fluid presurree or the 
tick and the otipusod piesrdlte 
JiH 
Fig. 63 Relrstive drilling times of-air us. crud drilled scellu irS 
Aloha County, Olciohutoro Met Ada—, courtesy API 
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Mud meight ppgf 
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Fig. 7. Elted at mud ureIglit on p.n.ir.don rate 
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Rock Failure Mechanisms of Rolling Cone Bits 
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0 	 TO 	 30 	 30 	 0 	 30 	 60 	 70 	 90 	 90 	 00 
Rotating Time, hours 
- 
700T 
Drilling Time. days 
- 	 I 	 I 
EFFECT OF DRILLING FLUID I  
water vs. air 
3.000 - 	 -	 - 
EFFECT OF DRILLING FLUID 
mud vs. gas 
Drilled with mud 
J 
L  Drill 	 wt 	 as 
MUD PROPERTIES 




The mud type makes a difference in 
penetration rate 
*Air drills fastest 
,Water drills faster than mud 
,Water is a good drilling fluid but not 













As the solids 
I 	 content LLH_ 
increases, the 
- _L 	 penetration rate 4 	 decreases 
 All 
r \\\ 
: 	 \ 
lio..t ., oo, p 	 4Io 0.2•..ty 
£..4.o... .r AIMg.; 
MUD PROPERTIES 
I [IJiJ :t.)J*1II 
Solids 
*Once solids are introduced into the 
system, the activity, size and 
numbers of solids will affect the 
drilling rate 
*Solids also contribute to mud 
weight so penetration rate will 










EFFECT OF SOLIDS IN THE MUD 
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Fig, L Observed penetration rate y& plastic viscosity 
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en! Gown!' rnnder Pentkunr t.ninenriny. 
MUD PROPERTIES 
At the bit, the 
shear rates are 









*Viscosity is usually increased by 
the addition of solids in the mud 
*Higher solids content and viscosity 
will decrease penetration rate 
• lt is difficult to isolate any one mud 
property 
MUD PROPERTIES 
-y- - 	 As the filtration 
rate decreases, the 
0 	 penetration rate 
- -f- —, Aj—- 	 decreases 
- 	
It is harder to 
equalize the 
- 	
- -. 	 pressure below the 
- 	
- 	 rock chips when 
________ 	










Calculate cost per meter for 
each 
Insert bits 
• Number or bits = 2 
• Cost per bit = $7000 
• Cost of rig = $625/hr 
• Rotating hours = 180 
• Total time for two trips = 21 
hrs. 
• Footage = 1375m 
• ROP = 7.64 rn/hr 
PDC bit and motor 
• Number or bits = 1 
• Cost per bit = $25000 
• Cost of rig = $625/hr 
• Cost of motor = $300/hr 
included in trip time 
• Rotating hours = 130 
• Trip times 12 hr 
• Footage =1375m 
• ROP = 10.58 rn/hr 
4/28/2015 
MUD PROPERTIES 
	 CLASS PROBLEM 
In general, the more mud you have 
in the hole, the slower the well will 
drill 
After air, water is the best drilling 
fluid 
Unfortunately, all wells cannot be 
drilled with air or water 
rtmme -10117171 
Insert Bits 
*Cost of two bits = 7000 x 2 = 14,000 
*Cost per meter calculation 
(Ctt - Tl 
F 
c. = 14000 + 625(180+21)s10155/rn 
1375 
Class Problem 
P00 bit and motor 
*Assume the motor cost is included in 
the trip time 
• Cost per meter calculation 
C 5 +Cit+T 
F 
= 
25000 - (625 +300130 +12) = $113.71 hn 
1375 
Class Problem 
P00 bit and motor 
*Assume the motor cost is not 
included in the trip time 
• Cost per meter calculation 





Insert bits assuming the rig rate is 
48,000 per day or 2000 per hour 
• Cost of two bits = 7000 x 2 = 14,000 
*Cost per meter calculation 
(.+C.it*Ti 
F 
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FDC bit and motor assuming the rig 
rate is 48,000 per day or 2000 per hour 
*Assume the motor cost is included in 
the trip time 






6.6 Hydraulic Factors 
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Eotmpfr 6.3 (After Sp'rri 
A rortioltl rig it aninitahbo, to, drill a 1.1100.11 homogenous vivol 
It is tavirntl to dctyn,reinc 10,1 otpriottuott operating 
eoonodete000,v (tar the ,onoilotbk it: and (hi the gqaipnttont roqotiolol no 
drill the ,mbttle wction most ,t,nootn,kitlin. the etavoen paretmotors 
are as litnitowt: 
1. 400 HP putttp 
14 	 in. drill pipe 
Li. 0 -in. honk 
4. dtrcc -itt. hit tat/obey 
Wit.,n the iltote section is drilled, sleort-deetpatknn tests of 'ceieht 
Ole. Ponetrittiottn Mie arc Into& I I I to vatablivit a drillabitily molex tot 
the rotation armol C 1 t determine at oshotI schOol the hit beeinn to 
(10,11 op v°obth the asotilotinle ptinttn ia tentative index motto first: ha 
getablitnited to 'onket an appropriate rotor spccd). Tbevc test 
sioltt00n attt plotted on the 'sobIOt '0. P ottttioti 111101 chant I eppor 
rtohtinetnd ,oeoaio,nl and nt appnt,priata cttrvc is doason through titee. 
- 
 
- 	 0Cm' 
Sons soo 
T.bm lOtteq 
0.10100 O70*00ttq* 010001 1000101 
Fig. 6.10 Elementary diagram of turbine component. After 
LeVelle,44 courtesy Petroleum Engineering. 
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Fig.6. 11 Cutaway view of the Fr ich (NeüST 	 - 
turbodrill. After O'Connor,45 c rtesv TRto#tor 
TURBINE  
sf10.1 1 	 ' 
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Toni moot, toll. 











Hit Rotating Connection t'enerration 
cost Time Time Rzm 
Sit tS) Osours) (Itours) (It/hi, 
A 800 14.8 011 13.8 
13 4.900 57.7 0.4 12.6 
C 41500 95.8 0.5 10.2 
the cons per foot drilled for each bit tpc cart he 
etnnpotod using Eq. 6.17 For hit A. the cost per l'caer is 
800-400(14.8=0.1 	
= 5.36.81 ft (15.8314.8) 
siritilarls, for Ibis B. 
C', 4.900=4(t1357.7-l).4 Z. 
02.6857,71 
Einttlly, for lIlt C. 
400,95g..05.7 o83611't H 
(10.2395.11) 
The k.ncst drilling co-c vs.ts obinineci using Bit B. 
4/28/2015 
çI 
Eq. 8.15: 	 R,) (6.15) C8 	
D 
where CF  = average direct drilling and completion 
cost/ft 
C5 = rig operating cost. S/hr 
t. 	 = maintenance and trip time, hr 
D 	 = depth interval 
C5 	 bit costs 
CA 	 = auxiliary equipment costs, such as 
turbodrill. etc. 
C 5 =mud costs 
Cc = completion costs, including casing, 
cementing. etc. 
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iW Drilling Fijd. 
Auxiliary Practices 










Casing strings must be 
economically justified, 
running the casing must 
save money 
The bigger the casing, 
the more expensive 
Must look at total cost 
including future 
operating costs 
Maximize Penetration Rate 
Select the proper bit 
Increase bit weight increases penetration rate 
Increased rpm increases penetration rate 
More HHP/in2 increases penetration rate 
Increased mud weight decreases penetration 
rate 
Increased solids content decreases penetration 
rate 
Higher viscosity (especially at higher shear 
rates) decreases penetration rate 
Decreased fluid loss decreases penetration 
rate 
Summary 
Efficiency in drilling must be a 
team effort 
*Involve top management to the 
roughneck 
• Good new ideas must be given an 
opportunity to be successful 
• Use experience and sound 
engineering 
Summary 
Drilling faster minimizes cost 
Stay out of trouble 
Keep an open mind and don't be 
afraid to try something new 
Look at every aspect of the drilling 
operation 
Honestly evaluate changes in the 
drilling program 










allat aatcattn, Oaba.1/y astaaaa'saS at/ac alt/cat a a 
'dan boa sate calaatolaaoa paeaaia'tacl by (q. 5.59 
ama s/altos a/let ac/ta/al. at atoll/al aaonttos aai On 
ale aaoaassly ct blaaatasataa. aaaa,ahatala 5a aagga/lcd ala 
a/c; da,lIaag eapaalallc mashe /aaatia la/cansastosahla 
otty acId Onlal llaaa, 
g (t/)aa a v 
 d. 
/ ('at slat poaso/ans ol saeopanaata/aly s/bat. batbadna 
Stats cat eta asatafab, eta Os at Sac baa 'pa/gOt 
Saleleg 51,1, etaptatatant act *i, giaaaa 
3/. a 
ma aantaslc laaataaasaa.a stat s0tsalacod laas sn chaofc ta 
N1 coca/ha a/lW ad, In oOa,daotal bn diactila chat cyaataaat 
ha On naaaselaaamal alt cesasaaatd aaal,Ib all ta/a 
laW 4 laW 	 a/aL 	 L2' 
* 
a, 	 Ratc;e Sdaal/gape baa .aaal Scala saptatc sot, about 3% aal 
tapaatkat. ta, hart/acid hr asoigb att acaaaannat 	 at. I/ag/ta 11111 boat a afta0,/h pstaw csnaat.aetlaat,aa aa,at 
I/OgOaIe scat bc bia otia//al Ic/ta/ala Iaaasa he 
	 Ihan at pep. b/alas zoo eaaaaatalls alo tat aasglab/000 to 
ad cIlseaiaatoacll/ last lh, ptestallot abaatdtl/na. 	 Il/a no/h alast/ge la/cacaneaL St/s/ucla0 Lay 0/574 taaet 
0.2 aaaaoaata 10217 a//s/ad tat/colas lasoaca tea 
ha OiInah.aaa tasstatl/aa ta/at bough saalsa cf/ta 
001 ha/a/ella eatailse Ic a/cat slacplahpd gh /tg. 
it Fig /44. 
lttet5ln. atsetal ataaa/atah bait, /alap0000 al/c 
,tiaatolhccha ha a'caahta,ascaa,cO sisal a ttctaay 
/aOtcIat acts a/Isa atssanataaaaaae 0/11,0 pat/all , 
hsog. Voaseg I'  ten pacaaanaad bha datastltapaataa 
paaaaenatd altlIlitag oclatoall a/usa/ta as, li/saab baa/a 
tegIst oad al/say saseod natal ha tatastol 
tally c/sets a atat biastscatabaatl tytle 'ti, at 
sat/al a/at/sal altal/ha taal ttcgay a/tad tIp,tstas 
sally aclapsasod tots c/ca oitatc,est lcoanstaaa/t 
least "a/sac, all ala bail onacbs asaaaasttt ad, 
0 aaiall_aila±,, 	 /5.22/ FA 35 
ala' aba bnaa I/Il nasa Wsa accbgIaa of ala. teas ac/alt pet. 
Iaaaalaag Its, ScsI/ti5 It/a, Thc fcalloatsiaa0 gaeaeoatdastce cata, 
atalat1ttnd Inaca a C/moat, LI / 4 't /.osataa/y/rmseat pet 
,/clat/a a do.h baa alan Illaldaalaoalaaao a-bbalaca oa'a'laana 
01 atsioaatt baasp/sagy aaaai.lsy thales as talgpaap/t 
Paaaalql/t I. P l'aaaae ho Iaalkaaaaag daabksal acta a/ala 	 /sctattaa..t P/a, eta.ansm 00t sct cc tcataatttcaa c-al 
a'aaln.t the Sal caaa1ta oaaasatocu and asnaao at/a/az cage,' tata lOt 
tests me ho' aalalaallpspc 	 stat ala alt lisa to 
lasagna It. atm ale dcclp,faa c/a,. at a'tsaao-aaat/aaatas 	 d a 	 It 	 SC 
S ,.% tag  a /aaaaaa,g a ate//at baa atarI a. ala at sat' 	 - 035* 
Aaaaa.eaas Iteas — thactlaoba baa 00a/tt ii ant 
	
' 11t 
b/'am tot, 	 - saasaatc7 aftaasl 'alt/sat, 
I/at Soap/at lisatasaOl 'Fate 
/ ,Iat,5 Seal Iatacoaagaa 
Aw 41Jb 
t'tat4/abtstal.eyaftda,aI a .a/alsputa 
faa Watt/Os 	 hiaauaacal 	 Slate 
aLa/tm aRab/la 	 aaaaalut 
lb 	 ft 02 	 *4 bat 	 aId 
Id 	 felt 
aft 	 430 
Oh 	 Laaa 
52 	 alIa 
00 	 hOd 
a. 	 sal 
ada 	 151 
t/aptalitSO/S da 	 a/a 
It at Wttttgs 0 10 aaacaa sat Seal — sage ant dl C 
*. aMa eapac.aalaa toaeeas. 
p 
eta. Jstbaaltaa,a Sea 1acse h.a, tt*laaatal ataaaaat ISO 
ptm I/got. 
Olgaataaactacttosa,a ass/c a,. aacaat4e tag Oaaapa lan/a, 
Ja,.blaot It'd lnttaaa blat, baa hagac ats* C  Peg attn 
taaaaacsa stalcsaaaaaat bat saactas at Its caataa,taa sac Ian 
s.c sat caaana Isaac t* a'a, 541 abe/al. a a/sac ad I 
Plato, Ike aoasees.aa hat tat/ta talkIetac saattalatlas/asaatls 
/ Ia Vat ealaaaca aaal hat ada/tat /1.515,. Iha ssaaaa.apt atci/abbal 
that a*aay arts tatcaaatsl a 	 I/a aaatltasktad 5.atat Sc' 
'tatcalal lattcattt co Sap, a. tIc paasllrl pas 
a',. oaaaaatalt. a tteIa/atattttaaa * 01 .0 b ala at call' 
satas.a baa a/sd catch/st at/ha/all IhI ana5 a c/sea, aaaotaa 
sal atas ct/as, lacalag ass. lit. noctI taaonaa ta act sate 
cole/sd itt., tat bass 
* . 
Ito "gal/u/ta'  
4/28/2015 
faa slope 01 atac hat 	 (Ott paettaalt ctaaalttt Os tItalattat pit/am' 
aeleg aaad de.aaty Ila  tall /0,0 fit/cOst 3—lo 
£aaaaagala'S.6 That a/asp, 0//lao aba/c ant, at Fig. 3.42 sat 
	
a a.acc 3/ -and/hole. l/nalaa.Ic 5/el 	 ataPatt ta 
baa aabaa at at, mad t,aisaaaap stat asIaasSatt a ptczeaaasiatat 
thiaaiaasat,a l23ftanbeatapdhtctaai 
4—Y inaaateaaza In.. 12tas /3 /hatt/(all. ma fasamal 
çpaseacahoe tact an altatk a. 20 hIke. 





a 	 at 
at 
0 	 102 	 cObb 	 1100 	 1000 	 ZcaaO 
avg ealLa,aaCE- PSI 




 /35/can Sac scaataangtd teao Sat asllaisat.. asS a 
	 U) hat coIfht lSta,Scabl a/ca S/all s/a/ar a/b ha'letils. cc tlaaaca,taaa bth,anasaa at nasta/a sat I/ac a.ato.l pans'ascot rate 
	 ia/all/al /IalJ/aaaaaiaaana, Iboaaaasac sccsaalaat t/ 





 5 	 so lao, a/faocs,ta lalsls'tss/.sst, cba'aaaatg at big/mt ag/ta a 0 / at R,t 501 
	
eaP9tt.Iattaaadtr acss 	
a:aaaalaptt getensi,so cat Ic a lasttlpltac psanasaaaao 05/a 
catllaaf tlt,caoasa tao also l.a/c balana,. Stassalady. baetlst faaatl pca.a/ttattata. attack5 sad clad b/la' 
	
* aysaatatl pie, at pamca,aaasan cat sac (Gamy panIc ad1 pa, tan sabla,at 	
b,asand at/h all Data, alnsliasg Patticbbc, sold aenatam 
a 	 a/c/at, a, lag Ida, Pota'aa.taaat ate a,sas5/, atbtaa. sat 	 ,g,l btaa,bac, cac 
	
b/hatdt wnh /naaay a/cod Oh/ga talattallat astac3 Il/aol 
Athapheeaaticata all lotion 'aced. 5/st aelposaaesa/paatct Dsna/aaag abc lapsasaam baR, hr 050 nsasaaaaaa lacc d, 
	 coat 'as. us actaaalalap stataab spand aliO,anaaltta Itt Os' 
to'ctjl"O'Ofl U/att app I. 
hap 	 ba/aaa/aaatlf4. b-ida 
RfRa,/ca -'9,Qatafl/, "alp) 
abO32aa.D)g1. "ia/ 
naaa'ssalaaat aast it. Sad lead a/caa 
as O0/t 	 taa,.t,a 
Dhaalaatt. Pan naaactltc /00 Ps bp Itap cqaciitn bat p1 gitata 
Inhastag tot/lao iota llPaaOr.atama talcit. bald. 
I 	 ala aS-I a/hat ' tac 
aa,ca4p/ ta/Ia, 'as nbc. aaa salad 0/ba. 
1.74 I)pra'aaneg Catatallagtnat 
flat sltcbas oIl/tI aataf*t ed anay a/a/as 	 000,ssgaoa, 
la/c bIas Itt/s -baa/gad be a,asacscaaaa aalbtcnal halt, ace to 
/a4a,ataa,a astal aat ala lad,, Pop/tail0, glad of pcnotaa. 
cat Ia. Ito atatagIca aalataa,aco lspt'Iaasaccaal/1 ccl all 
a/at a/as//lag aatnab/aat Odd osaaaa/aaaaa baa /1st 
altaanacaaaaasa Omp. akeaaco 
	 Pap. 3a13 Ohio acaaglfcaaaa 
lwaaOlcasaae taat a al/cab/act tiaRa he abtcabaaad baa Octatla 
Ia aptalaal i'll/ag al. Poaaotaaaataa rate Stat aaacaaao. 
tat/ally atalla aaalstaasts/ saauan sad hal macpea lot teatatasan 
alslaeaaaa ha laaafll I/kgmtat aba A /5002 Iaaan cc/act 
a/hatttad as ostaaemIat bit eta//ta /kgancaas his 
lkclrpaa,, al hbptaact ala/at, cfala. aoeagtp, aatbatopgsat, cs 
aattae ha zeta//a 1/ag/ta Italy slight anapanaanalaaac ta 
tta/aaa/aata rate bilaagacacasa cast. Ia atssaan c/saga, aakb'aa.t 
at naaaaasaa alt a bdsacrwal Ill tat/aflOba 13.1. aata.a 
A a//0a5 pIca ci lstta,Iashbaac 5ta 
acted cOb all sales ass/I/c10 ranch/ta cold ca
,aaaam I 
alaaa.a baa I/apt 3,44, Pcaanaaaai,aat talc aaaaaltg amia,ge, 
laatalsyaaaahactaa,ayaadg/aea oatlaaaat//aatptaa4 
'as hagbotaalana tloocaaty afatcal, ha co/on. aal pc,aaaa. 
ease neat It tccaalaacp ems/a lpa'aatalama,asaaaca 3/a. pea 
tyagaoaaha sat tctaetmlat/ tact a hi//a az/ge, of mat 
agaatd aa'aally a. at/ac aaaaalaaaa'al as let c/hoot/a lait 
/a,aabola olacatatap. 
Mascot' 5 
 dea'elaptd a abctaoaceg/ cqahaaaoa /50 nsf/at1 
cal/ca bass aafalaag pttaaaacaa.atlyas,/a sail aaoigla, a/ala 
petal, cal as/c, aatd lb/ak lIsa/a/a/a, fib atlaaaa;alaasa 
dscaaoal /atata alas hal/as/al/a1 aa/aaaraaaaaaa Isaac/c ct bIb//ca-
cools aaaapaat OtPttlaycala, 
a. flat a/aatatt talbeta at latspaaa/taaa/ Ia tat a//mat ad 
a/at fr/lb Itt aaltaata peaaohasabafg. 
2 sat alopall as/asataoepoc,cas'/sgaata, carat/al, cacago 
llaaaaa/ b/a flat catch taaaaapah. 
Fcaa/haacc/aa4;acassah.peoomsaoan.pc;wg h 
3/ia 
P 0 pamatma at passpsa,alaaalat, 
3 taota,tbcaaaagaatcaapthlaldatnd 
at 	 flat voagha. 
'Paa a /haoalaaalal S. 0010/at 
i/a 'a hat alaaaaspaaa lags 
0 	
.'taaa) lgseatal 
(baa ahtaataaaasal aclaaaaaas ataasaaaa, ltooia,t/ /caolactcalit 
a'acaaato1 zeal aracanpaaaao hI latch pcatc/claaaaa 
flu' ahcoaa,tacatt stalaalaaaa Isa Maaata faa ho acralaadaaa 
at tapca,aatettsa Jaaa alt/team/al at ala/say, anal ,  




at/at/tat I/halt a C/mactat, U LA Ii ttcaa,aootaled gaza'. 
apt,. 
.a..taaagall( ;/aaagtalcal /aaaaa aba laahtb'otaa aaeac/taata 5. Select a dapa/t at nat I/ac alaaalaalfacas a/saab: a 
ca/teat 	 Valaca 	 al all/c Isa cat/h/al prnpaal,tta at/a 05 aasttanta lbalaaa/tfl /aataaf ly alazatl 
	 ataaca/oa/. 
aasat I/eta, /it/sl that ace/c labsaaa 061021/ 	 aaaba/y 2. Wtaabtalcal/ioga.aahala.bz aaaagfcat.aaco.a/a aaaae. 
ta/a /,lalaa aaa,aay a/tad aapoaatan/ 
	
wage /aa.aact 0.3 /aIak/bahaaataatla/aaastta,e//aclaa,caa,aaa,aataj/odn//el/ 
all, lO%as/ahaat eeIpbI.Thaaiaaaal/asdaltta/maato.ttaaopaicaae, 
1'tstac alaac/ca tat laalaaa&agy anal ate/tb tan 'cocOa a I. 	 attract aba bbs song/st 1. tbt a.aaia/ a/a/ac 0/also 
a/aaat as aealaasa a/at Ill aacapeo 02/101.1/ a/apaal all' bIn/loll Ista 	 ida/a 50501 aalan ala/aId he as kasaa a 100 
aat/aa //aa, a at/aCt a/a tettaso/loasa cast saaaasaaaaaatatctta acanast a. ba astiplaa aRaa dat his cat/h/ta nattasat/y cat 
0e aaacsaaaa hal aaaaghaa al/al attest agoede It atalay act 
nnbal/badopyoatgth..goboltttalelaaaaaeoatcacs 
oat Iaaoaaataaaaata baa psvhanaaa. aate,I/aff ceaa tat lao 
4 	 /hlllat/haabatmo;gloltagtaatolghltcttatltbaohlhc 
atm /alaaaaaatasaalla pataeaa, ..ht baa. mo/aaam al/a/a/a 
on.ctad 	 A dtl/kdl' tag ta/attoalal a/a applylsty, a Itago aaaaa/y tb/e ttaatattotaao aiaah lana Il/at atttlhaat la/all 
acct.oalasbaaaatdcbanlaacaatps/m)oakeaa4caaaaacaaat. aatiblal..-.t.p..a/aaast sasea'ca/o(aa.naacdlaaalcanaacretaa 
aRcs/cot/am aahalaaoag/a 'oaacaaa,aeaabllaaaastatoa aia,teacaaoadtsoasaadlaaea/O% aait/anaaao aabat as/at/at. 
-aa,.oaaag aaataay epctat 
	
Its/ada's Ia. 1,1 t/aaaicaay Ibsa. S. Lock allat 	 WaIt .5/I 	 aaaaaaahsa a t/eaalaatt Ilalact 
.:a/paasalattltaaaiaagtd/caaascael//aaaltisl,scngalaaa apt/al. Rayaaaa///araaaaa/noebaiatsca/aet,aaaatag/aafa/l,tal 
"00.0 00 c/ag ae,lglat an abe las a/coat/aced aaaal lag 35,4 4,/al/a I/al. II stat a/nsa/las  aaasjlaaataat Ic 1/aattlatalag, act 
ll tOtro/il 	 la I/slb aaoaluaca. 	 ta aaaaoasaat is Ira/cat,. llaassfsaaaa cal dan bbaacttaaaitata as Isaac baa aaa0/at 	 Ca.aasaaaa 
,aacootel50aataaag/otaaa/aghacn/m,toaeaatalcuajacataa ala, 	 ca 'aacsas as beats, 15/li 1sf/Itt atataal I/as a//I/a lea. 
Cal ales, ala/Os i.aOaaol 
lea', faa. a/altO / 	 a Ic 	 , 	 a pile/h' 	 dat/hI/p 
/aacaatta/aaa /at/i 
6 Make a pIta 0/a/s at, lassIe itos 	 Waaaaaag hap/a/a 
s raw 
Oaafraha 	 57.251 attoptehacthctutcaaapy/gaatoaltsghltactag/OaaO/laa 
laaat,a /aat all' atlal stataaaaa at a alollasaaag. Ill, aasoaa 
001t0a'alstsa cn/tatsadatatt(a Ia his aataaflaa said atataaatl 
I 	 lIla.,at penal/c, 	 atlas Ito lea at a ala//stIbba cot/c/a 
,fctscsa 
	
if 	 acaataaaaltaiaag /stea/iaaaat lealaaataa:aa hp/a/so 
a.adhy Pataccsa'scaaa.a.talatocataaIs5aadtsI/papa 	 That sash//sal aeasaahttattd 	 a Oat ,fllts) 	 tO, 	 sac a Itsata 
a ta/sag/ala tat a'l,aasan a, a/nalpaaac  Ittagalt ,astaay saantd nato aaaaaa,I seat 	 5/sat 1st 5/aaaaaadtasnaa It 
aatd /Ita/ah 'Tl,aa_ta I.,., taalaaa r-55' V/aSia be ,,saa;a/ ag/c, saga a ftsat/mraagafl ata'oal la//It 
" IA Y/0Poa=n.a::Obattaa/a4a/f 
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zxm.
- 	 F4 ovql1ane 
J
.IF5. hit %factorW=k1b/in 
 
N 2. 	 f6 N=rotary speed 
N rfefèfie =60rpm 
F7 bit weari.ftor 
"j-jet impact, ffeference° 1000 Ibf 
F_rumple 5. 10. A 9.875-in, milled tooth hit operated at 
40,000 lbf/in. and 80 rpm is drilling in a shale formation 
at a depth of 12.000 ft at a penetration rate of 15 ft/hr. 
The formation pore pressure gradient is equivalent to a 
12.0 Ibm/gal mud, and the equivalent mud density on 
bottom is 12.5 ibm/gal. The computed jet impact force 
beneath the bit is 1,200 lbf, and the computed fractional 
tooth wear is 0.3. Compute the apparent formation 
drillabilityf1 using a threshold bit weight of zero and the 
following values ot'a2 through a 5 . 
a 3 	 a4 	 u 5 i.t 6 a7 05 
0.00007 0.000005 0.00003 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Solution. The functional retationsf'2 through]'5 are given 
by Eqs. 5.28a through 5.28h. The multiplierf2 accounts 
S.tlt,iaoa, 'Tic, (tjtoctuonal pp 011Sf, thrr1oitbfo 11*2 
ny Eqc. S.t*a thootigit 5,21210. The Inultmlier f ovcomttt' 
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boom A teteretton depth of 10.0(12) it 
10,0,2.ttht.l,t(0.f$0I0, 	 Reference Depth = 10000ft. 
1001110t1,01*It 11,1001. coO 
The muIt*pl'tcrf* 1001.11004b fIOP 111* IflC*2thS.0PCc(cth. = 1 2000ft. 
1511.0 duo It) undcreo,mpoclson. 
S tUta,10"0'.ç .0 	 = pore- pressure,ppg = 12ppg 
ZP*bt.*hlflUOftot2*5Ot,"°"(2 9, 023. 
1102 mu)i.pitcrf11 0001,0101,0 tOP UI* 	 In poOtOatPthfKttl 
rate woOh tObmrh011athC otonuming • tefIStenrO ,*vetbotlaflc 
101141*5. 	 pOre - p0*23100* ,g 0 t2ppg 
1 tt05a,litott 	 p 	 mood -aI*ouprt' ..12./Pg 
0; 2 m/toltornSollS0010tSoO- lOt  
The multiplor 1 on-oountn tbsp tho Change in p0.10*1110*00 
wtth b.I *Otp*tt .0.1.000040124.0b00000*htt sottght o,t451212t 
tht:at, 
,0rhreasho1d 1L0 
W--wt. on bit kIbfin40 kib/in. 
hoc tfltOl)l.pIO*P f, al,S'OlIlIttt. br ft ohotopO to peto.st.natton 
rate *00*11 *0101)' 'op000) S..0010tlfl(O 4 *21*1*0.14 0.001) tfo,coI 
t 60 tpm. 
N = Rotary speed80 rpm 
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